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•of Michigan were unanimously elected temHenry Ballard of Verporary secretaries.
mont, David Lanning of Ohio, Col. Carson
New
James H. Stone aud
Lake
of
Tork,
Will Not Heed the Remonstrances of
George M. Brinkerhoff of Illinois, were
Mr. Blaine’s Friends.
elected reading secretaries. Thomas J. Brogan of Tennessee, Henry M. Cooper of Arkansas, Williams of New Jersey, A. W.
Munroe of Maryland, J. E. Wyleyof Texas,
Senator Sherman’s Strength RecogJohn L. Miner of Louisiana, and C. M.
nized as Formidable,
Shinn of West Virginia, were made assistant secretaiies.
W. Hull, of Tennessee, editor of the only
While New York Men Unite in Favor
Republican daily paper published south of
of Oepew.
the Ohio river, was honored with the position of temporary secretary.
Dakota’s claim to statehood came up at
Chicago, June 17.—There was a lull to- this point in the proceedings in an entirely
new shape.
It was moved that the national
day among the President makers but plenty
committee recommend to the convention that
of quiet work was done by the friends of the
the ten delegates from Dakota and the six
favorites.
The Californians kept open from | Washington Territory, be each given
house and gave away n)>out a carload of na- votes. Van Horne, of Missouri, opposed the
proposition,saying it would be utterly unjust
tive champagne to those who would driuk
that such States as Connecticut,
which
it.
The different delegations are waiting would furnish votes in the November elecnow to see whether Depew will permit his
tion should now be over-ridden in convention by Dakota, whose people are powerless
name to be used. One report said to be from
to help elect a President.
J. M. l!uilev, of
a reliable source asserts that he will withDakota, pointedly cited an instance in 1808,
where exactly what was now proposed had
draw, consultations with prominent western
been done. Dakota’s claim to be allowed ten
men having shown him that he has not a
delegates on the roll call instead of two was
chance in that section. Another statement,
then formally ratified 27 to 9.
It was then
also considered reliable says he will do as
resolved to leave Alaska unrepresented.
The committee adjourned until Monday.
the New York delegation desires.
If
Depew's name is not presented, the New
Some of the Talk.
Yorkers will split up into many factions.
June
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the sentiment was badly split up, as was the
entire New England delegation. He said a
meeting would be held Monday, which would
be attended by the entire New England delegation, and it would then be determined who
would receive the votes.
lie thought the
six States would be badly divided.
M. 11. DeYoung of California, one of the
delegates, said their trip had been an ovation
from beginning to end.
Bands met them

An attempt will be made to have New York
unite on one man but this Is considered improbable. There is more general recognition
of the positive strength for Sherman. Senator Miller claims ten votes in New York for
him and it is conceded that Senator Quay has
35 for Sherman in Pennsylvania. This gives
Sherman about 125 in the North which, adds
ed to the two hundred in the South, makehis strength formidable. He has been greatly weakened today by the assaults of the Pacific coast men who strongly oppose him.
Over all hangs the Blaine movement.
Some
of the old Blaine managers are exhibiting
anxiety about the indiscretion of the California delegation. They fear the enthusiastic coasters will throw Blaine into the convention prematurely and spoil everything.
The failure of such a movement might pre-

initiating besides.

Senator Hale,

ttuu

...

—

Envelopes

_

cursionists

joe

Manley and S. B. Elkins called on the Californians today and begged them not to place
Blaine’s name in nomination. The coast
men responded that it was treachery to
Blaine to
the
presentation
oppose
of
his
name
and
declared
their
intention of going ahead with the boom.
Five New York men are for Gresham and
Senator Farwell and other Gresham workers
are making efforts to form a combination
with the leading men in the East. William
Walter Phelps spent the day at Farwell’s
country house and Phelps has great influence
with the leaders in New York. The effort of
the Gresham men is to form a combination
by making Phelps candidate for vice president. On the supposed leaning of New York
toward Alger and Harrison, the friehds of
these candidates were in high spirits today.
They claim to have made gains in various

pelled. Tonight it was announced that
delegates from the Empire State had

the
declared for Depew unanimously and under
such conditions Depew would accept the
honor of having his name presented to. the
convention. An informal caucus was held
and the result reached without any friction.
The Enthusiastic Californians.
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fast.

In Memory of their Comrades.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, June 16.—The annual memorial
exercises in honor of the patriot dead, occurred at the National Soldiers’ Home, To-

FRANK B. CLARK.
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No. 48, G. A. R. The procession formed at
2.30 p. in., moving in the usual line of March
to the cemetery.
There the graves were
decorated by the veterans of the Home, following which Hon. Herbert M. Heath, of
Augusta, delivered an eloquent oration. He
resented the imputation that the war was
partisan. The contest between the North
and South was rather between two types of
civilation than over the question of slavery,

STEINWAY
AN

HARDMAN

PIANOS

which was simply a pretext. He sharply rebuked those persons who seem to be trying to
tight the rebellion over again. At the close
of the exercises a conceit was given by the
Home band which furnished excellent music for the occasion. Besides the inmates of
the Home there was a large gathering of
people from the surrounding towns and cit-

and several other well-known makes.

ies.

Contagious Diseases.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, June 17.—Cases of contagious
diseases were reported to the State Board of
health during the week ending June 16,1888,
as

follows:

Diphtheria—Bangor. 1; Monsoil, 1; Portland, 2:
Shapleigh, 1; Windham, 1.
Typhoid fever—Rockland. 1, Shapleigh, 1;
Yarmouthvllle, 1.
Scarlet fever—Deering, 1; Jonesport, 1; Portland, 2.

Farmington News.
Kaiimington, June 17.—The baccalaureate sermon before the graduating class of the
State Normal school was preached this morning at the Baptist church by the pastor. Rev.
Herbert Tilden, from Job 32, 8.
Several
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of the parents and friends of the class from
away were among the audience.
Mr. Lendall C. Marston, who for nearly
fifteen years has been baggage master on the

Maine Central railroad died at his residence
in this village this morning at 8 o’clock. Mr.
Marston was a soldier in Co. M, Second
Maine Cavalry, during the war of the Re.
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injury, Sinclair having

attacked him,

GENERAL NEWS.
Wm. Miner, Jesse Carter, J. S.Wingle and
Grayson, were fatally injured by an explosion which wrecked Bailey <fc Co.’s chemwarehouse in Zanesville,Ohio, Saturday,
,,
uosoline is
supposed to have been the
cause.

Wal

Anna Friedman,

(limn Ui prlvnif yuytu by t/)“ subscnoor,
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Me.
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Tragedy.

Bangob, June 16.—At four o’clock this
afternoon Sellon gjt bail, it being granted
before Bail Commissioner P. G. White, Esq.
His bondsmen are Gen Charles Hamlin and
R. H. S. Dow.
Sellon told the story of the killing at length
yesterday, but gave no additional facts. He
narrated the quarrel over the Waterville
mail and again asserted that his action was

a

committed suicide at

Polish

Jew.

Providence,

It.

aged JO,
L, Sat-

urday night by saturating her clothing with
kerosene and setting it 0n| fire.
He little
so badly burned that it
died yes-

Mr. Carnegie and his par*y were in
York,
hnday. Mr. Blaine is reported to have read
the message sent him by the Maine Republican convention with expressions of pleasure.
He is taking an increasing interest
in American political affairs.
Jbe thunder storm in New York, Friday
night, /caused the loss of one life by the capsizing of a boat in {.lie harbor. Scenery for
Kiralfy’s big show, Nero, waj wrecked at
Staten Island and a number of boVs injured
while 3000 were drenched at the Wild West
show.
A Missouri, Kansas and Texas express was
robbed Friday night at Verdigris bridge, Indian Territory. It is learned that the train
had stopped at the bridge to put off sonic
baggage and had just started to pull out again
when the engineer was covered by a revolver.
The express car was entered and robbed of a
valuable package. Charles Salton, the mail
agent, was shot througii the arm. Harry
Ryan received a similar wound. A passengar, earned Ben C. Tarver, was killed. Seven
uieu Were engaged in the robbery.
No effort
was made to rob the passengers.

Chicago, 111., June 1C.—There
genuine Blaiue boom.

is

today

The Blaine

a

move-

ment is no longer spoken of in whispers, but
is a loud, outspoken affair which promises
to expand into very generous proportions
before the convention meets. The Pacific

slope contingent was what started the Blaine
cry.
They came in by special train on the
Burlington road at noon and while eu route to
its headquarters at-the Lejand Hotel, under
the escort of'local Blaine clubs and a bra?s
band, put their lung power to the Blaiue
in a very positive manner.
As the
train entered the station there was tumultuous cheers.
American flags which the delegates from the Pacific slope have adopted as
their standard to offset the Thurman bancause

dannas,

waved, and hats

thrown
into the air. The Gresham Iloosiers wei e
not less enthusiastic than the Blaine men,
each vying with the other in tokens of welcome, and each considering only the spirit of
the hour in generous livalry.
The Blaine
were

were

men, however, captured the cake.
The visitors were for Blaine, and would listen to
nothing but Blaine, Florence letter or no
Florence letter. The march for the Hotel
was taken up, and a boy carried at the head
of the California division a huge picture of
Blaine, with the inscription, “Blaine and
Protection." The delegation carried also a
silken banner with the words “California
the
Co venDelegation to
Chicago
tion, 1888,” and on the reverse side
“Amercan Labor
Shall
be
protected.”
The
first
incident
of
the
march
occurred ]ust after the Californians had
crossed the Adams street bridge. The windows on every floor of the Parnell building
were filled with
people. A young man
leaned out, and waving a flag, shouted:
“Hurrah for Blaine!” The Californians responded with three cheers, followed by their
vuvmv VI.

M
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for

a favorable consideration in the event
of
deadlock will be excellent.
Garfield’s
speech nominating Sherman nominated Gar-

a

ueiu,

aim n is

nupeu

ruuiana

uy

men

mat

Porter’s speech nominating Harrison may
nominate Porter.
Already combinations
with his name at the head of the ticket are
being suggested, and Porter and Phelps and
Porter and Miller are put forth as having the

strengtli required.

“Porter may prove
Indiana punster.

to

be

stout,”

said

an

Organize.
Ciiicaoo, June 10.—Thb Maine delegation
met at its headquarters in the Grand Pacific
Hotel at 11 o’clock this forenoon and organized as follows: Chairman, C. A. Boutelle,
secretary, B. B. Thatcher; vice-chairman,
Gen. It. B. Shepard; committee on credendials. F. A. Powers; on rules, J. H. Manley;
on permanent organization, G.
A. Wilson;
on resolutions, C. H. Prescott; on notification of nominees, Col. S. H. Allen; assistant
secretary of convention, Capt. E. D. Haley;
reception committee at headquarters, Hon.
J. H. Kimball, Gen. R. B. Shepard, W. B.
Tobey; mem tier of national committee, J.
Manchester Haynes.
Convention

Jottings.

A car bearing a number of Tennessee delegates was overturned at Louisville, Ky.,
Saturday morning by the derailment of the
train. Nobody was seriously hurt.
The John J. O'Brien Association of New
York, is for Blaine first and Hepew second.
Walker Blaine’s name is in the book in
the Gresham headquarters which contains
the signatures of many of the judge’s sup-

porters.

CENERAL NEWS

Rev. Charles S. Walker preached the
baccalaureate sermon at Amherst yesterday.
Fred Hale, of St. Jobnsbury, Vt.. fell otf
the platform of a railroad car, while drunk,
Saturday night, and was killed.
By the derailment of a long mixed train on
the Baltimore and Ohio road, Saturday, one
brakeuian was fatally injured.
Mrs. Franklin Sears and Mrs. Nathaniel
Allen, old ladies who lived at Dennisport,
Mass., died of fright during Friday’s storm.
A man known as “Crazy Cook” was killed
by a train on the Boston, Revere Beach &

Lynn

railroad Saturday.
The race at Gloucester, N. J., Saturday,
was won by Teeuier; Hosmer, Hamm and
McKay finishing in the order named.
The funeral of Jeremiah G. Sinclair, the
victim of the postal car tragedy, was held in

Ossipee, N. H-, Thursday.

A Northern Pacific train was robbed at
umiugn, miiu,, oauiruay uigni oy masiceu
ineu who secured $1,000.
The engineer, hreman and telegraph operator were killed by the derailment of a Virginia Midland train at l’ope Head’s KunSat-

urday night.

I’resident McCosli, of Princeton, preached
tlie baccalaureate sermon yesterday, to the
last class which will graduate under his administration. There was a large attendance.

Burglars blew open

the safe in the store of
G. B. Smith, at Derry Depot, N. H., Saturday night, and secured $10 in money and $'J()
in postage stamps.
A cloud burst at Arlington, Oregon, Friday, did great damage to property and caused
the death of several persons and injury to
many others.
Albert 8. Barber, of Lebanon, Ct., committed suicide Friday. Despondency was
the cause. His two brotners died in the same
way.
Baird & Benton’s three story brick block
in Lee, Mass., was burned yesterday morning. Loss $30,000. W. H. Tucker, dry goods,
Graham & Co., groceries, and M. J. Cheney,
meat market, suffer to the extent of $20,000.
A young man named Zachariah T.
Wiley
lias made a lucky find. He picked up a Piece
of a peculiar substance at Marblehead Neck
and it was found to be ambergris and worth

$3200.

A shipment of live lobsters has been sent
by the fish commissioner from Woods Hoi),
Mass., to tlie Pacific coast waters in the vicinity of San Francisco, where tlie lobster Is
unknown.
The crew of the Boston ship Zouave, who
have been landed in New York by the British steamer Laconia, were four days lashed
to the wreck of
food and water.

their

Jacob Gengenbaeh,

vessel

a

suffering

for

peddler, who had

been arrested in Springfield, Mass, for
chasing his wife with a revolver because she
would not give him some money, cut his
throat yesterday, afid died.
August Kilner, r>0 years old, living at Grey-

mouth Congregational church of Chicag
was, on motion of John C. New of Indiana
unanimously selected to open the first ses
sion of the convention with prayer, am 1
of Indiana the secom L

i

How Emperor Frederick will bo Laid
at Rest.

After a Funeral Service

cording

lock village, Nortli Adams, Mass., fell from
a second story
window, Saturday. He struck
on liis head, breaking his neck.
Kilner is
still alive aud conscious, with no symptoms
of paralysis. The case is a remarkable one
and will bo watched with great Interest
by
medical men. Should paralysis not set in
his chances of recovery are good,

Arranged

Ac-

to His Wishes.

What was Revealed by the Post Mortem

Examination.

Bfklin, Jane 17.—The Enmeror and Emaccompanied by the Dowager Empress
Augusta and Jthe Crown Prince and Grand
Duchess of Uhden and other royalties v isited
the Jasper gallery this morning. While they
were assembled around the bier of the dead
monarch. Chaplain Koegel offered a brief
prayer. Access to tho gallery was prohibited
to the public until the 'royal party had departed. Tho public was then admitted.
Corrcgio’s painting, ‘‘Saint Veronica’s
Veil," is now suspended at the head of the
catafalque, on the right and left of which
laurel trees are placed. The Emperor and
press,

Empress

visited tile

Dowager Empress

Au-

gusta at the castle today. Prince Frederick
Leopold of Prussia comes to Berlin to receive royal personages coming to at tend the
funeral.

The post mortem examination yesterday
confined to the dissection of the neck,
larynx and lungs. In the larynx, which was
found destroyed by suppuration, was a cavity about the size of a cleDched list. Dr.
Mackenzie states, in the report prepared at
the command of the Emperor William, that
the disease was beyond doubt cancer of the
larynx and adds that the diagnosis was rendered very difficult as the disease attacked
the cartilage of the larynx at the outset and
afterwards developed, ehietiy in the lower
part of the cartilage.
The National Zeitung says tho autopsy
proved that the larynx was completely destroyed by cancer, and that putrid bronchitis
was

existed.

There was also

ioimuooviuuB ui

me

inflammation of
uiuuuiiiu

LUUC3,

into which putrescent particles had entered.
The whole larynx was in a state of suppuration and presented a
softs lumpy mass with
scarcely any trace of cartilaginous structure
There
was
remaining.
nothing to show the
existence of perforation of the walls separ
ating the trachea and the esophagus. The
chocking sensation, from which the Emperor
sutfered during the last days of his life,
which was attributed to such perforation,
appears to have been really due to the collapse of the larynx, owing to the destruction
of the cartilage. Tha direct cause of death
is given as paralysis of the lungs. The post
mortem examination occupied an hour.
An Imperial decree summons the Reichstag
to assemble on the 25th inst.
The Last Service.

Beklin, June 17.—Tomorrow the church
bells will toll from 9 a. m. until the funeral
procession enters the Friedrichkirche, and
again after the firing of the artillery salute.
The personages bearing the insignia of the
imperial and royal dignities of the deceased
will be as follows: Count Von Stolberg,
bearing the Imperial crown; Herr Maybach,
sceptre; Dr. Von Luccas, orb; Count von
Schelleodorf, sword; Ilerr Friedberg, great
seal; Herr von Bottlicher, the black eagle;
Herr von Gossler, the hat of Prince elector;
and Ilerr von Schalz, electoral sword.
Gen.'
von Blumenthal will be imperial standard
bearer, and will be supported by Generuls
Mischke and Winterfield. The coffin will be
remozed from the catafalque by 12 officers of
the body guard, and borne to the funeral car,
preceded by the court chamberlain.
The
ministers of state, bearing the insignia of
royalty, will join the procession, and will
stand
opposite the coffin during the
service
in
the
church.
Gen.
von
Blumenthal, with the standard, will stand at
the head of the coffin. The ceremony in the
church will be conducted in accordance with
the instructions given in the last testament
deceased, Chaplain Koegel and

fither

clergymen officiating. When the procession
enters the church, a prelude will be piayed
on the organ, followed by the choral "Be

thou faithful unto death.” The Litany will
be then read, and when the words: "Blesed
are the dead which die in the Lard” are
read, the choir will respond: "Even so saith
the spirit, for they rest from their labors.”
Next will be sung the choral: “I know that
my Redeemer Liveth,” and Chaplain Koegel
will follow with a sermon.
The ceremony
will conclude with tho singing of the choral:
“Weun lchelnmal sail scheiden.” The choir
in the church wiU be the cathedrrl choir,
while a choir of 80 vices from the Church of
the Twelve Apostles will attend the service
in the castle. During the final benediction,
three volleys of musketry will be fired,which
will be followed by a salute of 101 guns.
The order of procession from the castle to
Friedricpskireh is as follows: The line will
be headed by a detachment of infantry followed by the officers of the imperial household, the official and officiating clergy, the
late Emperor’s physicians, court chamberlains, ministers of state bearing the imperial
irmifniist

Maine Men

MORNING, JUNE 18,

FOLLOWED BY CIVILIAN AND SOLDIER.

of the

complished and popular man, and one on
whom ail the Indiana factions could unite.
He is especially strong with the workingmen, and it is thought would attract not a
few Democratic votes.
He will be in the
convention and will be selected to put Gen
Harrison in nomination, and his friends feel
that when he is seen and Iheara his chances

other temporary oflic srs iu the conventloi
was then proceeded with.
Itev. Frank Guusaulus, pastor of the Ply

Northrop

Oregon, one of the extrain, is an ardent Blaine
such hopes of the election
of

that State of many candidates Is holding him
In reserve. He is spoken of as an able, ac-

ftUUU, VYc4U^.II.

William Payne and George W. Bisbe i

crowus

Porter as a Dark Horse.

National Committee Business.
Chicago, June 10.—The temporary organ
Ization of the copVenfion was the first bust
ness taken up tonight by the National Com
mittee.
1). Foley of Nevada intimated that the Pacific coast delegation were among those win 1
desired a delay in the selection of a chair
WH'). 4 disposition to gratify any reasons
ble request from them was at once manifest
and the question, when put to vote, was de
elded in favor, 19 to 13. The selection o

day.

large

Chicago, III., June 1G.—Ex-Gov. Porter,
of Indiana, is a possible dark horse, and

crowds on the sidewalks and at the windows
cheered, and the Californians responded with
“Wahoo, waugh,” and yells for blaiue until
they were hoarse, a big placard bearing the
single word “Maine,” watf waved aloft by a
little group of men in one of the balconies of
the Grand Pacific. It was the Maine delegation, and the Californians in the street and
the men from the other extremity of the
Union united in shouts and cheers for Blaine.
Occasionally a single voice was given for Gresham or Harrison; those were the only names
mentioned. Blaine’s was the only one that
created enthusiasm. At the Leland commodious headquarters awaited the Californians.
There was a lavish amount of bunting and a
great variety of rare plants used in the decoration of the room, and Blaine’s picture was
on every hand- Speeches of welcome and of
thanks were here made, and the following
extract from the address of Mr. Creed Haymond will serve to show the way the delegation will go for Blaine, whether he will accept or not. This is what he said: “They
say that Blaine will not be put in nomination. California is the third state on the
roll, and the first Republican state. When
California is called, 1, if no one else will dc
it, will put James G. Blaine in nomination.
They say that Blaine has written some letters orsomething. That was Blaine of Maine,
and tlie man we propose to nominate is Jim
Blaine of California.” Soon after the arrival
of this delegation, the effect of its enthusiasm
for Blaine began to tell on the other
delegates. Blaine badges began to appear
everywhere, and tonight Blafne’s name tius
brought terror into the other camps.
“We can do nothing less than nominate
him,” said one earnest man who wore si
Blaine button and a ribbon showing that hr
hailed from Ohio. “To abandon him now i;
to confess that we were wrong in 1HH-).
JR
must be nominated to vindicate his owt
honor and the honor of his party. The fou
aspersions of the mugwumps and the bane
ful alliterations of Burehard must be alikt
rebuked, and James G. Blaine can carry
New York today by 50,000 majority and wir
in any other State where Republican success
is possible.”
Another Ohio man was seen pinning i
Blaine badge over his Sherman insignia.
“What does that mean*" he was asked
“Thought Ohio was for Sherman solid
"It is, on the first ballot.
It is then foi
Blame till the cows come home.”
The delegations from the far West, includ
ing Oregon, Nevada, Colorado and the terri
tories, have been arriving all this evening
They swell the Blaine column, without oni
No amount of argument or en
exception.
treaty will turn them from their rush. Sale
a Colorado delegate in conversation tonight
“I never saw anything like the Blaine boou
in our section of the country. We feel tha
we must and shall have Blame, because he ii
I cairn
the only one the partj can unite on.
in on a train bringing delegates from main
of the territories, and you may rest assurer
that every State and Territory beyond tin
Missouri river will stick to Blaine solidly."

A.

suukiu, auu

the
man, but has not
of the Maine statesman as some of the other
Blaine people who came in from the West.
After conference with reference to the interests of the Coast States, it was the
prevailing sentiment if Gresham should be able to
set at rest the doubts about his alleged free
trade ideas, he would be acceptable as a candidate.
J. Manchester Haynes, the Maine member
of the National Committee, said to a reporter, that Maine regretted Blaine had withdrawn, that she regarded his withdrawal us
a mistake, but she was bound to
respect the
fact of his declination. “We are disposed to
discourage anv demonstration.” he said,
‘However, if it should turn out that those
now in the field cannot secure sufficient
votes to nominate—if a deadlock shall occur
and the several candidates agree to the presentation of Blaine’s name,—then we should
be only too glad to have the honor go to him
by acclamation, but we shall do nothing directly or indirectly, to compass that result.”
Gov. Foraker arrived today. “I am,” lie
said, “totally unable to cast any light on the
situation, unless it is to contradict numerous
t umors going around to the effect that a
split
is likely to occur in the Ohio delegation.
There is no truth in them. We are all for
our distinguished
senator, and feel exceedingly satisfied with the outlook. YVe estimate our strength at about GGO votes.
If
Sherman cannot be nominated, it will be for
tile convention to decide then upon some
other man.” The Governor said that he was
not inclined to put much faith in the strength
of the IBlaine movement, as he thought his
second letter had settled beyond a doubt the
of his candidacy. But for all that
possibility
lie had no hesitancy in saying the convention
would nominate him by acclamation. To an
Associated Press representative Gov. Foraker declared he positively anticipated Sherman’s nomination about the third ballot.

Blaine!
This incident was but a sample oi
what was to occur all along the route.
The

Kev. G.

nievery

Judge Mallory

—

16 cents.

fia.vcu

cheered the delegation on the way. “We are
for Blaine,” he said, “and have not heard a
cheer for any other candidate since we left
the coast.”

Chicago, June 17.—The uncertainty
which has surrounded New York as a leading factor in the convention has been dis-

w
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Writing Paper

Miller, of the delegates at large, said he was
for Sherman, while Platt and Hlscock favor
Alger.
Depew's preference is not known.

New Yorkers United.

....

100 boxes

16.—J. H. Manley of
Chicago, HI.,
Maine said emphatically this evening, that
in the Maine delegation, aside from Blaine,
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PORTLAND, Me., June 17, 1 bB8.
17 A M | 3 P M |10 P M
Barometer. 20.78 29.76 29.74
73.
66.
Thermometer.174.
Dew Point. 62.
62.
[69.
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heart’s blood for the honor of the Germ m Hag. la
this God's blessing will be with us.
William.
[Signed!
Dated Friedrlcliskron.

by

Seen

Ho is

Eyes.

French

Paris, June 10.—Le Solell says: “France
has not waited for the Emperor Frederick's
death to do him justice. She has taken account of the good he was able to achieve
during his all but too short reign, and has
not reproached him with the evil which lie
was unable to prevent.
A new scene is now
about to be disclosed. The present EmperWilliam
is
or,
II.,
young, active and high
spirited, lie succeeds a departed philosobut his personal influence will not make
pher
itself felt for a long time to come.
William
II. can be but the executor of the wishes of
the German Richelieu. William reigns, but,
more
than
ever, Prince Bismarck governs.”
La Republique Francaise speaks in terms
of high
praise of the Empress Victoria. It
says: “She has valiantly contented for her
husband with political intrigues, just ns she
has disputed for him with death.
She has
triumphed over dendants, but at the cost of
bitter
enemies. The noble princess,
making
who has been sacrificed upon the altar of
German science, is very unpopular, but if
Frederick’s reign had lasted public opinion
would have changed, and the liberal ideas of
the daughter of Prince Albert would finally
have entered into the people and modified the

Prussian policy.”
Another Journal says: “It is not without
uneasiness that Europe, including Germany
herself, witnesses the accession of William
II. Bismarck, it is true, is on the spot, but
the Chancellor begins to feel the burden of
his years, besides there is no guarantee that
his
policy will be exactly what it was under
William I. Let us therefore be on our guard
without fear as without Imprudence.'’
What Russian Sheets Say.
St. Petersburg, June 16.—The Journal
de St. Petersburg says: “Russia shares in
the mourning of the Hohenzollerns and the
German nation. May Providence, who has
so sorely tried this dynasty, henceforth cover it with benefits, and permit our neighboring empire to enjoy long years of peace and
prosperity under the sceptre of her young

sovereign.”
The official Messenger of St. Petersburg
“The sincerity, open heartedness aud
philanthropy of the deceased monarch have
won not only the love and attachment of his
subjects, but also the sympathy of all friends
of peace. The very theught of this ought
says:

to unite

nations, whatever may have
been their relations with Germany, in a common
feeling of heartfelt sympathy with
afflicted Germany, and of reverence for tiie
memory of the departed.”
The invalide Kusse says: “The Russian
army, in which Emperor Frederick held the
rank of honorary colonel, received the news
of his death with sincere regret and profound
sorrow.”
The Novosti says it hopes Emperor Frederick’s brief humanitarian reign will leave
an ineffacable trace on the German
people's
future and upon Germany’s international
now

policy.

The Grashdanin says it believes that internal difficulties and Prince Bismarck’s
presence at the bead of affairs will prevent
the new Emperor’s warlike instinct from
gaining the ascendent over his predecessors’
peace policy, the abandonment of which
other German sovereigns would seriously oppose.
The Novoe
Vremya predicts a cessation of
the uncertainty which has prevailed during
the last six months, and a decisive settlement
of pending questions,notably that of the continuance of the peace league.
The Emperor’s

Policy.

Berlin, June 16,-The first full declaration of the new Emperor’s policy is now understood as taking the form of an address to
the Prussian people, which is expected to be
issued on Tuesday. The Reichstag will be
summoned to meet June 25, to receive the
message, and shortly afterward the Emperor

will formally take the oath of the constitution before the Landtag.
Speculation lias
been already busy regarding the tenor of the
Emperor’s address to the people. Officially,
nothing is known of its character. Prince
Bismarck held a conference today with the
Prussian ministry, and afterward had an
audience with Emperor William II. The impression in the ministerial circle is that the
address will be brief, that it will be explicit
upon the Emperor’s desire to maintain peace,
and guarded upon the subjechof the relations
between the crown and the people.
The Private Funeral.
Tlio fuuerai services were read in the Jasper Gallery by Chaplain Koegel this evening.
At the head of the bier a black baldachin

had been erected, while around the cataf ilque
are numerous foot stools.
The Prince and
Prin cess personally superintended the arrangements, and all the members of the Imperial family were present at the service.
The transfer of the remains to their final
resting place will take place Monday. Among
those already arrived to attend the funeral
are the King of Saxony, Grand Duke of
Hesse, and the Duke of Saxeweimer. A sermiwoicuiun,

;

A iiv

lain delivered an oration and
choir sang.

vvlUl

the

vUUP*

eatbedral

H'hon mill

the funeral car.
The pall bearers will be
four knights of the Black Eagle.
The canowill
be
borne
py
by 13 generals, three lieutenant generals marching on either side of
the car.
Twelve superior officers of the
Prussian, Bavarian and .Saxon body guard
will
march
the
immediately behind
followed
coffin,
General
von
by
Blumenthal bearing the
royal standard, supported by two adjutants general.
Then will come Emperor William, the King
of Saxony, Prince Henry and other mourners of the Imperial family and foreign royalties, followed by the adjutants general, the
Russian military attache, suites of the Imperial family and visiting royalties, the
younger princes of the reigning houses, the
Imperial Chancellor, field marshals, knights
of the
black eagle,
the
princes residing in Germany, generals of the army, the
presidents of the Bundesrath, Reichstag and
Landtag, officers of the army and civil service officials, and the
municipal authorities
of Berlin, Potsdam
and Charlottenburg.
Two squadrons of infantry will bring up the
rear of the procession.
Large crowds went
from Berlin to Potsdam today to view the
Emperor’s remains.

BASE BALL.
New

England League.

The New England League games
day resulted as follows:

Satur-

MANCHESTER.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Salems.O 3 5 0 0 2 1 8
Manchester* .2 0023000
AT

Innings.1

Base hits—Salems. 18;

9,
0—14
1—8

Manchesters 11.

Er-

rors—Salems, 11; Manchesters, 7.
Batteries—
Mitchell and Gibson, McDermatt and Mahoney.
AT L0WEI.L.
2 3 4 5

Innings.1

G

7

8

9

Worcesters.3 10100100—6
Lowells.0 001 01200—4
Base hits—Worcesters. 10; Lowells, 7. Errors
—Worcesters, 11; Lowells.il. Batteries—Burns
and Murphy, Stavey and Briggs.
The National
were

To the krmy and Navy.
Berlin, June 1G.—Emperor William II,
has issued the following general order to
the army:
Wlille the army has only just discarded the outward signs of mourning tor the
Emperor-King
William 1. my neeply revered grandfather, whose

ley.

*»»

I'LUVU

VI

iHUIIII,

God may will It. You will now fake to me the
oath of fidelity and obedience, and J swear eyer
to remember that the eyes of my ancestors look
down upon me from the other world, and that I
shall one day have to render an account to them
of the honor and glory of the army.
William.
(Signed!
Dated Frfedrtchskron.
The following order has been issued to the
navy:
I have to inform the navy with a deeply moved
heart, that my beloved lather, the Kmperor of
Germany and King of Prusata, Frederick III.
has departed this life peacefully in the Lord, and
1, stepping into the place assigned me by God's
will, have assumed the government of the land
falling to toe by hereditary right, and therewith
also tile chief command of the navy. It is Indeed
a profoundly grave period in which I address my
first words to the navy, which has only just ceased
wearing the outward signs of mounting for my
ever-to-be-remembered and beloved grandfather
Kmperor William I„ whe only last year, during
his presence at Kiel, expressed in the warmest
words the lively satisfaction at. and appreciation
of, the development of the uavv under Ills gloriThe flags are already lowered
ous government,
for my much beloved father, who jo greatly retook
so strong an interest in, the
and
at,
joiced
Yet
growth and progress of the navy.
of
sincere
a
time
deep and
mourning
and
fortifies
men’s
chastens
hearts.
Thus we shall look confidently to the future
faithfully preserving in our hearts the memory of
my grandfather and father. The navy knows that
It not only gives me great joy to belong to it by an
external bond, but that since my earliest youth a
warm and lively interest has, fu complete sym.
palhy with my dear brother, 1’rlnce Henry, unitI have learned to appreed me with the navy.
ciate the high sense of honor and faithful fulfill,
ment of duty prevailing In the navy. I know that
every member of the navy is prepared to Joyfully
give ills life for the honor of the German tlag
wherever he may be. Thus lu this sad hour I can
We shall stand together
say with all confidence:
firmly and surely In good and evil days, in storm
as in sunshine, ever remembering the glory of the
German fatherland and ever prepared to shed our
as

AT PHILADELPHIA.

33456789
01110300—8

Indianapolis.0 20000100— 3
Base hits—Phlladelphlas, 16; Indianapolis, 6.
Errors—Phlladelphlas, 6; Indianapolis, 9. Bat-

Clemeuts,

shreve and Buck-

NEW YORK.

Innings.1
3456789
New Yorks.0 0000200 2—4
Detrolts.0 00010000—1
Base bits—New Yorks, 8; Detrolts, 2. Errors—
New Yorks, G; Detrolts, 4.
Batteries-Keere
and Murphy, Gruber and Gauzell.
2

AT WASHINGTON.

Innings.I

Washingtons.0

Pittsburg.0

of Big Cuns Discussed
by the Representatives.

Washington, June 17—7 p. ni.—The doctor’s bulletin says :
Gen. Sheridan’s condition contrasted with that
of last Sunday, shows a gratifying improvement
as to tlie action of tho heart and lungs.
His
strength Is greater, his desire for food more natural, and hTs sleep more healthy and refreshing.
The periods of mental confusion which caused
anxiety have decreased, especially since last
Hereafter bulletins will be Issued only
night.
once a day, at about 9 n. m.
Sundry Civil Appropriations.
Washington, jiihoIU.—'The sundry civil
appropriation bill, which was reported to
the House today by Congressman ltandall,
contains the following clauses for New England :
One-half the cost of constructing
stone abutments and piers for the protection
of the United States court house and post
office building at liaugor, $10,000, with the
understanding that the other half is to be
paid by the city; for a site and the beginning
of the building authorized by law at Lowell,
Mass, 8100,000; for the completion of the
Springfield (Mass.) building, $100,000; for the
continuation of the building at Worcester,
$100,000. Under the head of lighthouses, an
appropriation of $35,000 is made for Goose
Rocks, Maine, for a light and fog signal at
tbe entrance to Fox Island thoroughfare ana
tho establishment of a day beacon at or near
Channel lake. To continue observations on
the Atlantic coast at Pulpit Harbor, Maine,
and Sandy Lake, N. J.. ana to begin observations at Savannah, Ga., $21,000 is appropriated ; for the eastern branch of the Soldiers’ Home
at
Togus, Maine, $220,860*
against $200,170 last year.
For Military Purposes.
The House went into committee of tbe
whole on tbe army appropriation bill.
Mr. Tracy of New York offered an amendment appropriating $126,000 for the enlargement of the plant at Watervliet Arsenal,
New York, and $500,000 for the manufactu re
of cannon, and carriages, and projectiles,for
torpedo experiments and expenses of ordnance officers.
Messrs. Tracy and Spinola of New York
set out the

public

2
0
1

3
0
0

4
1
0

5
3
0

posed for another year to attack.
Mr. Randall of Pennsylvanld made

coast

a

point

of order qgainst the amendment. He said
that science had so far advanced, that had
the last fortification bill become a law, the
money would have been absolutely wasted.
For 20 years he had waited for the ordnance
department to make a gun that they dare
fire. We should Invite private manufacturers to co-operate in the supply of the necessary guns.
Why not Invite them to supply
10, or 12, or 16-inch guns, under specified conditions? The government could not make a
of 14,16 or 20-incb caliber, yet private
rms stand ready to furnish them.
Mr. Holman, of Indiana, argued that this
country was so rich in resources that no
other nation would attack us. In the course
of the debate letters were read from Secretary Endicott and the chief of ordnance,
Gen. Bennet strongly Indorsing the proposed

§un

amendment.

Mr. Laird, of Nebraska, said that we had
not a gun or carriage, or powder to lire the
gun if we had it, adequate to the defence of
the country.
Mr Randall remarked to Mr. Laird that
the appropriations committee would bring
in a bill providing for 14, Hi and 20 inch guns
and there were people who would agree to
furnish them.
The chairman, Mr. Springer, sustained the
poiut of order and the amendment was ruled
out.
On motion of Mr. Laird, of
Nebraska, a
was added to the
paragraph relatto
ing post supplies, requiring them to be

provision

purchased where they can be purchased
quality and cost of transportation
cheapest,
considered.
The committee then rose, the bill was passed and the House adjourned.
Oe Lancey Paid Up.
Manderson, of the Hale Civil S«rService Commission, has at last struck a
Senator

lead for which he has been on tbe lookout
for some time. He had before him today as
a witness John D. Spellman, a young lawyer
of Vermont, who was a delegate to the National Convention which nominated Cleveland, and was subsequently employed in
the New York Custom House, but was dismissed for criticising Cleveland's tariff message. He testified that McGee, Secretary of
the County Democracy, was his chief, and in
reply to an inquiry about political assessments he mentioned that Delaney Nicoll In
the heat of his contest with Col. Fellows
called around and paid up his dues to Mr.
McGee, amounting to almost $25 or $30. Mr.
McGee s testimony will now be looked for
with interest.
Notes.

Architect Clark has had a small bronze
tablet made to mark the spot where John
Quincy Adams fell in the Senate chamber when seized with his last illness.
Mr. Dlngley. of Maine, has left Washington for a few day’s rest at Squirrel Island.
Only appropriation bills and routine business will be considered by Congress in the
Many members, besides
those who go to tbe Chicago convention will
take the opportunity to leave Washington
for a short rest.

coming week.

Ruins of Roman Magnificence In the
Old Seat of the Visigoths-

6
0
0

7

1—6

[Correspondence of the Press.]
Paris, May 1st, 1888.
I bad often been told about the quaint old
Roman ruins at Arles, but 1 had no idea of
their real quaintness and interest, until that
beautiful March day when we got off the
train at a station which to us New Englanders would seem to be a suburban
village,
some mile or two from the
city proper. My
friend and I decided to walk from the station, leaving the rest of the party to seek by
omnibus the Hotel du Nord, a hotel which
we had picked out hit or miss from the guide
book.
And so we started off

had told

us

certainly

Other Carries.
At New

Haven—Yales, 15; Prlncetons, 5.
Last Friday the Baths played the Portland Unions in a five inning game, defeating
them by the following score:
3 4
oil

narrow

Arles was a dirty place, ar.d we
did not find it clean; with its black
pools of water in the uneven crevices of the
crooked streets, It formed ^picture very
different from what w*>J
seen in Monte
Carlo and Nice and ir
any tthet placet which
we had Just visited o
ter rattan.
Q tho
But before 1 r«
Uw o{ the wonder^hich
Wef°Ur
a gem of- Proil ‘In this, after all,
•*a
ve'
,ueak something its

0— 1

5
0—10

l’ortland Unions...2 0 0 5 0—7
The Portland Unions were composed at McC
ern, lb& c.; Hollywood. If: Ney, p.; Parkeb.: Martin, ss.; Duffy, rf.; Dooly, 3d b
>o
c & 1st b.; Burns, cf.
Via
The Bowdoins defeated P

through the

dirty streets, up through which we could see
only a narrow passage to the skies. They

Wllltuev and Mack. Mnrrfsand Carroll

2
2

adequate

appropriation bill might again fail of passage, leaving the great cities on the coast ex-

Base lilts—Washingtons. 11; Plttsburgs, 3. Errors—Washingtons, 1; Plttsburgs, 4. Batteries—

Innings.1
Baths.3

demand for

defences, and argued that tbe fortifications

ANCIENT ARLES-

Innings.1 23456780 10
Chlcagos.1 0 0000100 1—3

AT

Making

League.

Bostons.O 200010100—2
Base lilts -Chlcagos, 10. Bostons, 3:
Errors—
Chlcagos, 5; Bostons. 4. Batteries—Pallreu and
Daly, Badbourne and Kelly.

memory will ever live in all hearts, it has suffered
fresh and heavy blow by the death of iny dear
and warmly loved father. This is indeed a serious and sorrowful time in which God's decree
places me at. the head of the army. It Is from a
deeply moved heart I addi ess my first words to
my army, but the confidence witn which I step
Into tile place to which God’s will calls me is Immovably strong, for 1 know what sense of honor
and duty my glorious ancestors have implanted in
the army, auo I know in how great a measure this
feeling has at all times been manifested In the
army, A firm and inviolable attachment to the
war lord is an inheritance handed down from
father to sou, from generation to generation, and
In the the same way 1 refer you to my grandfather
who stands fresh in ail your memories as the personification of flic glorious and venerable war
lord, such as could not be more finely conceived,
or in a form more speaking to the heart.
I refer
you to my beloved lather, who. as crown prince,
already won a place of honor In the annals of the
army, and to a long line of glorious ancestors
whose.names shine brightly in history, and whose
hearts beat warmly for the army. Thus we belong to each other, I and the army. Thus we were
born for one another, and thus we will stand to-

The

AT BOSTON.

teries-Uleasou and

His Appetite Better,

Figures for Maine in the Sundry Civil
Appropriation Bill.

played Saturday:

Innings...,...,,..!
PhlladeYphias.2

Stronger,

shops and dwellings in the enclosure, but at present it strikes one as a
spacious, lofty, tenantless hollow pile, the
remnant of a former magnificence.
It has
numerous

and His Sleep More Natural.

The following games in the National League

Mackenzie’s Opinion.
Berlin, June 17.—I)r. Mackenzie, in liis
report on Emperor Frederick’s case, says :
“In my opinion the disease from which the
Emperor died was cancer. The morbid process probably commenced in the
deepest tissues of the cartiiagineus strictures of the
larynx and they became affected at a very
early date,”

a

GENERAL SHERIDAN’S IMPROVEMENT.
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coast. It was the at
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u
12 to 0 at Springvale Saturnay,
the Romans and w«n
tnder
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a
Prefect
-ie Presumpscc
the home ol that tvirliol
Professor Ropes Turi.oa Rea.
«-L1 tlie fifth centwy
his brftr
"horfter assassinating
[Winthrop Budget.]
Theodoric, who
, gained tbe kingdomTlie last time Professor Hopes, of Bangor
assassinating still anblTLi-.-- brother, main
preached at the Congregational church, some brilliant and most successful
sovfiTw^relgn. t
three weeks ago, a certain gentleman, who
as fratricide In those days was no nnrojilMUi
is a member of that society, had a notice
stepping stone to a throne, it did not
which he wished to haul read from the pul- his influence. He extended the powerdestroy
of the
On
his
arrival
at
the church, being Visigoths and introduced arts of civilization.
pit.
But immediately after Eurick tho kingdom
somewhat late, he hastily drew a paper from
of the Visigoths declined and although at
bis pocket and gave it to one of the deacons
times since it has been a nourishing seat of
to give to the minister. When the latter, as
commerce, Arles is at present a dull place
is the custom, proceeded to make the anwith nothing except its old ruins more internouncements before the sermon, he was obesting than Us silk and brandy and (obacco
served to look very steadily at a paper, turn
manufactories.
red In the face and. then cram it into bis vest
After walking for awhile in the direction
He then hurriedly announced his
pocket.
which we had seen the omnibus take, we estext and plunged into his sermon.
pied
through an opening of a street parallel
The nbove mentioned brother was someto ours, what seemed to be a part of an old
what disappointed at this aud greatly mystiruin. Little dreaming how absorbing our
fied as well. After pondering the question
interest in the old place would become in the
for some littlo while, he began to fumble his
ensuing
hour, we directed our steps toward
pockets over aud fiually fuuud the uotice In it. I hardly
kuow how to describe what is
Realizing that he had made a so old and
question.
blunder, he was at a loss to know whut he arena but so Inexplicable. They call it an
it
is
a coliseum, only third in imhad given the deacon, but at last tlfe horriportance to the one in Rome, but it possesses
ble truth flashed through his mind. There is
a strange interest which
of
which
has
ha
for a long time
a little poem
many a frequented
and more popular ruin lias failed to excite.
carried a copy in his pocket, entitled “The
a
It
to
lias
its
back
period some fifty
origin
Bedbug’' and beginning:
years before Christ. We entered through a
“There are some bugs with peaked heads
broad porch under a wall, corroded and
That do inhabit people’s beds."
eaten away in all Its parts by the work of
This is a great favorite with the geutle- time only, and we emerged into the arena
man, and he sings It with great fervor to the
beyond. Tho whole amphetheatrb is five
tune of "Hebron.”
His consternation uiav
hundred yards in eircumfereuce aud it is so
well be imagiued when be found that this
immense that it looks as if in itself it might
had
to
the
gone
hyinu
pulpit instead of the have been a walled city. At different times
notice as he had intended.
in the early centuries it was used us a strongJust how the utfair got out we are unable
hold by the Goths and Romans, and at a
to say; but it is supposed that he thought it
more recent period it has served the
purpose
too good to keep and told it himself.
of a hamlet for tbe poor classes, having had

Lewiston, Saturday, 13 to 4.
Tlie San fords defeated U

ue

Colbys at

1

Hilt
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five corridors one above the other and fortyfive tiers of seats, and used to seat twentyfive thousand spectators.
In early Koman times it was the scene of
many a bloody encounter between man and
beast, with a roaring, applauding Koman
populace as spectators. Bloodless bull fights
are now exidbited here on Sundays through
the summer months to amuse a more enlightened people. The vaults, some of which
we entered below the lower tier of
seats,
served as a receptacle for wild beasts and
gladiators and communicated with the arena
by huge doors. The spectators of high rank
occupied the front seats where they could
better feast their eyes, on a nearer sight of
the carnage and fiendish agony of wounded
men and Deasts dying rolled together in a
heap of bleeding mortality. Such were the
reminiscences of old Koman culture and civilization of eighteen hundred years ago,
which the place recalled as we stood in that
vast auditorium. A long staircase led to the
west tower, which is one of the two still
standing. From the top of this tower there
Is a fine view of southern France, for miles
and miles away, over a vast Plain with its
lovely fertile valleys, presenting a picture of
grateful verdure to the eye, even on that
early day of March on which we viewer! it.
While as far as the eye could reach, the
mountains touching the sky formed another
great amphitheatre, which seemed to be the
larger ring which enclosed a smaller circle
far in the centre, in the shape of this old
arena, from which at the summit we surveyed it.
The arena itself, with the circular walls of
the amphitheatre, form a perfect whispering
gallery. The guide beckoned my friend to
follow him and 1 fearing to lose any part of
the interesting old place insisted on going
also, he said l could go and my friend remain, or L could go afterward, and so I stood
at the designated place and listened to their

voices scarcely raised above a whisper nearly
hundred yards distant, which sounded as

a

distinctly

in mv ear as

my elbow.

though they

were

at

I also whispered something half
audibly which they afterward repeated to me
word for word, having heard it all at that
distance. Of the grandeur and charm of the
whole great place 1 cannot begin to give you
any idea, not even if you have already stood
in the Coliseum at Home.
The hotel which we had taken accidentally
proved to be a gem. After exploring the
arena for a couple of hours, we felt that we
could no longer allow our friends to remain
in ease at the expense of

losing

so

much

was, to be sure, very unlike the hotels we
had seen on the Riviera, but it
grew more
enchanting the longer we explored it. It recalled the words in Boswell s Lite of Johnson “There is nothing which has
yet been
contrived by man, by which so mucn happiness Is produced as by a good inn.”
The first thing we visited when we went
out was the Museum, which contained numerous antiquities found In and about Arles.
It had a Diana, an Augustus, a lot of sarof course there were the usual
cophagi—and
old Roman coins, broken nameless statuary
and quantities of old pottery, but it was not
so unlike all very old museums that we could
linger long in its death-like chilliness. So
we crossed over to the Cathedral of St.
Trophemus, who himself is said to have been
a disciple of St. Paul.
The cathedral was
built in the early centuries and has a very
interesting and noted Romanessque portal of
semi-circular shape, supported by twelve
columns, resting on lions, between which
are saints and apostles, and above, Christ as
judge of the world. The cloisters have round
and pointed arches and antique pictures, and
capitals dating from various epochs from the
time of its building up to the sixteenth cen-

tury.

Directly from this

we

entered the Theatre,

most picturesque ruin, but in an extreme
state of decay—but what are old ruins worth
if too well preserved? Apart of the old
stage wall is still standing, and in Iron!
there is a colonnade, of which two columns,
one of African and one of Carrara marble
are still upright.
The original opening foi
letting down the curtain is still seen distinct
ly. There are slight vestiges of the old or
chestra laid with marble slabs, which con
tained the seats for persons of rank, and tht
lower tiers of seats for ordinary spectators
3Cvu>
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still after a lapse of nearly nineteen centuries produces a very striking effect upon the
mind, especially when one thinks of it as a
scene of former gaiety and as the exponent
of the culture of the period. We could not
help imagining the wealthy Roman ladles
of high estate sweeping in, dressed in the
elegant, costly costumes of the times, seating themselves to listen with whatever Intelligence their education and training had imbued them, to whatever plays and dramas
the cultivation of that classic age had furnished, and without wishing to pry too much
into the hiding places of the human heart,
we wondered if in outward garb and
appearance so different from ours, the words of our

Quaker poet might apply:

“But human hearts remain unchanged.
Their sorrows and their sin,
Their loves and hopes and (ears of old.
Are to our own akin."

But we hastened on to the old cemetery as
the dusk of evening was beginning to
gather,
just giving a passing glance to an old obelisk of unknown origin found iu the Rhoae
a few centuries ago, and the
fragments of a
Corinthian pediment, while farther on, near
the banks of the Rhone, we could see the remains of the old palace of Constantine. We
found the burymg-ground full of strangelooking tombs like big stone chests, all covered over with queer hieroglyphics, and at
the end the queerest, quaintest chapel, which
has been standing there all these eighteen
hundred years. There were the skulls oi
veritable old Romans;
also a baptistry,
which might have been a black pool In the
Lake of the Dismal Swamp, in the side ol
which was a niche, which had contained a
toinb of some old saint, destroyed in the
time of the first revolution, together with numerous other depredations all over Arles and
Avignon. This chapel was consecrated by
St. Trophemus, and was mentioned by Dante
in his Inferno. In the Middle Ages bodies
were brought hither (or sepulture from a
great distance, so great was its celebrity.
All this the guide of the burying-ground informed us, in his rapid Provincial French.
It was now too dark to see more, and so wi
felt our way back to our cloister chambers,
following our youthful guide, who seemed
such an Innocent and unpretending boy, and
who excited onr interest so much that we
told him to keep nupe (good) through all the
coming years until we came again. The
stillness of the scene, the hush of the whole
cityat that hour, just after the sun had
fallen, the few people whom we saw wending their way home in their peculiar costumes, with the sound of the tapping of theii
wooden shoes on the pavement made a rea
Acadian effect upon our minds, and we
thought it was not far from here that thost
French Acadians had been driven by persecutions to make their home across the ocean,
and of whom Longfellow has so sweetly
written in his Evangeline.
After eating a good, though rather rustic,
dinner, we spent a pleasant hour or two before the blazing fire, which kept us eut ol
bed too long lor our next morning’s early
start. We called the dignified waiter, who
suggested to us a person more fitting as a
trained butler of an English country-house
than a waiter at large iu this rustic place,
and who, like Littiiuer iu David Copperfield,
ever reminded us of our own youth and ver
danev. We told him to wake us at 3 o’clock,
for if we would dance on the bridge al
Avignon and see Lyons the next night, we
must be off at « o’clock in the morning. Sc
after a hasty eufe and a regretful last look,
just as the gray of morning was growing Into the light of day, we rattled out ol the
round old court and away to the station.
The way the pews in the new churches a I
Farmington have ceen selling and renting Is,
In the opinion o( the Chronicle, the best evi
hence needed to prove that Farmiugton people have lost none of their Interest fit churcl:
going, though they have been without church
homes since the 1880 fire. The pews In tlu
new Methodist church were appraised froui
$43 to 8123, yet all but about ten were quick
ly taken, and at premiums ranging from SI
to 8T lor choice.
In the uew Did South
(Congregational) church, of the 74 pews
about three-fourths were rented last Satur
day, at prices ranging from 8l2 to 823 pet
year. Some of the members who took the
latter will give four times that amount foi
the support of the pastor per year.
Hon. E. M. Stillwell was in Calais last
week on a mission pertaining to the fish and
Interests of that sectiou of the State
le will return to the St. Croix next week
with 5(1,000 strong of young salmon, which
will be liberated m the river about 10 mile:
below Vancebro.
After this year all allot
ments of salmon made by Mr. Stilwell foi
this river will be received In the shape ol
eggs, which will be hatched at Grand Lake
stream.
On Thursday of this week, Mr. L. T.
Boothby of Watervllle will celebrate his 70th
birthday at his Watervllle home. His brothers, C. 11. Boothby of Livermore and David
S., of Auburn, with their wives, and hts twu
sons. Col. W. A. 11. und Col. 1'. $. aud wife,
of Portland, aud his daughter, Mrs. W. It
K. Abbott aud husband, will be present tc
help make the occasion au enjoyable one.
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A TALK WITH ANDREW CARNEGIE.
Blaine’s

Mr.

English

Host on

and

American ToplcsThe

Cladstonlan
Policy and
Doomed Fisheries Treaty.

the

Reported Confirmation of the Bad
News from the Stanley Party.

Loxdos, June 17.—Mr. Carnegie was Interviewed at York today, and said that Mr.
Blaine could be President any day If he
liked.
Mr. Carnegie repudiated Chamberlain’s assertion that the Americans did not
favor Gladstone’s Irish policy, and expressed
surprise that Sir William Vernon Harcourt
or Mr. Morley had not
challenged Mr. Chamberlain in the House of Commons to name
two prominent Americans who did not favor
that policy. The Americans, said Mr. Carnegie, were not disposed to deal with Lord
^•“sbury, who had been the bitter enemy of
Republic when it was combatting slavery
t?e
He declared that the fisheries
treaty would
never be ratified.
Reports of Bad News.
Bucsselm, June 17.-Letters from the
Congo confirm the fears that trouble has be*fallen the Stanley expedition.
Le Nord has
received bad news regarding Stanley.
Foreign Notes.
The election in Ayr to fill the vacanin
the
cy
Commons, caused by the
death of Richard Campbell, resulted in the
return of Capt. Sinclair, a Gladstonlan. The
result shows a Gladstonian gain of 1Z3S votes
During the Bairjun feast at Cairo, yesterday, the Albanians and Nubians of toe Imperial Guard, settled an old feud. Klgbteen
negroes and three Albanians were killed.
uiusfruui,
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of Westminster, has died In Constantinople,
of typhoid fever.
The Dublin Telegraph asserts that a
letter,
from Parnell will be introduced ln the O’Donnell libel suit, ln which Parnell refers to a
plot to make It hot for “Old Poster * Co.,’’
and commands immediate action.

an-

cient research. And so before visiting the
old historic Museum and ancieat burying
ground, we decided to go on to the hotel.
We found the proprietress one of those softeyed, sweet looking women of the Arles
type, of which there are so many here and
who are so often spoken of by travellers,
bending over our delicate friend in what
seemed a real enchanted cloister. The light
of a late afternoon just touched with a
shadow of evening was stealing in with subdued sweetness through the white muslin
curtains, across the parquet laid in brick
tiles of an hectagonal shape. There was a
huge fireplace which had brass andirons
with large chunks of real wood across them,
which seemed like the New England logs of
long ago, and bespoke the cheer which later
on warmed us in body and spirit, after remaining until thick darkness had come on
amongfthe skulls of the old Romans. Everything about the inn was characteristic. It

a
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Thursday, Cattle Commissioners Harris
and Bailey examined horses at North Auburn
used on
ermore.
was

the stage route from Auburn to LivOne badly affected with glanders
and four others quarantined,
»8ed about 14 years, employed
Ln
the„carilln* toon* of Worumbo mills, Lisbon Palls, got
entangled In one of the pulleys on the cards, and was whirled round
and round with frightful velocity. Before
she could be reached or the wheal stopped,
her clothing was nearly torn from her person and one arm, shoulder and
leg were
broken, and severe cuts made on her head.
Her condition Is very critical.
Hutchins' big box factory In Auburn, situated between the Grand Trunk and Maine
Central railroad tracks, was partially destroyed by Are Saturday morning, the loss
being placed by Mr. Hutchins at $35,000; in-

killed,

¥.ary

surance

$28,000.

CUMBEIiLAN£> COUNTY.

Wildes P. Walker, a prominent and
wealthy citizens of Topsham, aged 74 years,
died Saturday afternoon, from a paralytic
shock. He leaves a widow.
Henry Paquet was drowned in the Androscoggin river at Brunswick, Saturday afternoon.
He was with two Frenchmen. One
went ln bathing, and got over bis head.
Both went to his assistance and Paquet was
drowned.
The body was recovered. He
was unmarried and 21 years of age.
Col.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Wedding cards have been
marriage of Mr. Frederick H.

issued for the
Smith of Wal-

doboro and Miss Elizabeth Wheeler of Castlne, to occur on Thursday, June 20th, at 10
o’clock a. io., at the residence of the bride’s
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Wheeler. Mr.
Smith is a graduate of Bowdoln, class of '70.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

William G. Studley of Portland has brought
a suit against Benjamin S. Clark of Oakland
tor $400, and trusteed the boarders and the
Cascade Woolen Mill Company tor the
amount.

Harry Parrish, one of the best known amateur actors in New England, died at Wlnthroo Thursday afternoon, aged 34 years. He
had been several years with H. Price Webber’s theatrical company,
and was with
them this season, returning to Wiathrop,
where his wife resides, a fortnight ago in
poor health, gradually failing uatll his death
which was sudden.
Mrs. Mira Darling, 63 years of age, formerly of Claremont, N. H., committed suicide at
Gardiner
Friday night, by taking opium.The
recent loss of her husband ana only son Is
supposed to have unsettled her mind. She
left a letter saying that she had nothing to
live for.
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Saturday, with a large party of Good
Teuiplars, representing the county of Somerset. A public meeting occurred at the pavilion, consisting of speaking by various
well known members of the order, singing,
etc., and the day was pleasantly and profitably spent.

opened

KNOX COUNTY.

Capt. George Torrey. of

schooner Addle
Emma, has been missing from Gloucester
since Monday. It is feared he has been foully dealt with. He belonged at Deer Island,
Me., and had temperate habits.
Hon. Joseph H. Martin of Minneapolis,
Minn., formerly of Rockport, Is now visiting
friends in the country.
A heavy thunder shower passed over
Rockland Friday night, damaging trees and
injuring one house, that of Frank Stetson,
shattering one corner and passing into the
house, shaking up the inmates, but not seriously Injuring them.
Col. D.A. Friend, national aidedecatnp, assisted by delegates from neighboring camps,
mustered in J7 W. Burrows Camp, S. ef V.,
at Union, with the following officers: Captain, J. W. Sleeper; First Lieutenant, F. E.
Burns ; Second Lieutenant, J. L. Lenfest;
First Sergeant, C. S. Stinson; Quartermaster
Sergeant, Calvin Burrows.
The Union Labor Party held a county convention in Rockland, Saturday, and nominated the following ticket: Senators, 1, W.
Smith of Tinal Haven, and N'. F. Albee of
Rockland; Register of Probate, A. A. Beaton of Rockland; Clerk of Courts, Gee. L.
Snow of Rockland; Sheriff, A. T. Mitchell
of Appleton; County Commissioner, J. B.
Swan of Camden; County Treasurer, A. F.
Worster of Rockland.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Dover and Foxcroft will celebrate the 4th.
The Odd Fellows of Dover are to dedicate
a new nail next Wednesday.
A large number of visiting Odd Fellows will be present.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Friday evening’s storm

the lower Kennebec.

was

T. L.

very severe on
Farnsworth’s

buildings were burned in Arrowslc. Mrs.
James Larrabee’s house on High street,

Bath, was struck, Merritt Sylvester’s yard
adjoining, was torn up, F. L. Hodgdon of
Bath was prostrated, and a young lady was

so

shocked that medical assistance

was

re-

quired.
A telegram received In Bath by Capt. P.
M. Whitmore from Dexter Whitmore at Han
Pedro, Cal., announces the sad news of the
death of Irving Whitmore, 16 years old. son
of the master of the ship, by falling from the
mast head. Young Whitmore was a native
of Bowdnlnham and Is well known in that
town. He was a promising young man and
his death is a heavy blow to his parents and
many friends.
SOMKBSKT COUNTY.

The third annual meeting of the Pittsfield

Advertiser
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rittsfield. on Saturday, June 22d. The dinner will be of the picnic variety, similar to
that of last year.
Mrs. Susan Palmer, who died at her home
In Cornville, Tuesday, In her g5th year, was
twice married.
Her first husband was Dr.
Daniel Evans, a brother of George Evans,
the Whig statesman of Maine.
Her second
husband was James Palmer of Cornville,
who survives her at the age of nearly DO
years.

TORg

COUNTT.

Thieves raided the Pavilion and Second
Congregational churches in Biddeford and
the First Parish church in Saco Thursday
night. They secured a few dollars of contributions.
John B. Dame, a brother of Joseph A.
Dame, of Saco, died in Kochester, N. H., in
INtm, and left a property amounting to several thousand dollars. By the terms of his will
Mils property goes to a Mrs. Young, with
whom he has been living for twenty years,
and to whom he was generally supposed to be
married. The brother, Joseph A. Dame, has
recently returned from Kochester, where he
has been contesting the wilt upon the ground
that the mind of the deceased was unsound,
and that he was unduly influenced In making
the will by tbe legatee. The case was tried
last week, and the decision will be given the
first Tuesday in July. Geo. F. Haley, of
BiddeforJ, appeared for the contestant.
Biddeford Grangers were handsomely entertained Friday night by Master James A.
Hooper, in his barn on the Goodwin Mills

road.
Supper
dancing.

was

served

and there was

Ex-Sheriff Isaac N. fleering, of Waterboro,
kicked by an ox Thursday, and the
small boue In his leg below the knee was
broken. His son. Dr. Howard fleering, of
Boston, set tbe bone.
was
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are not
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COVERNOR,

EDWIN C. BURLEIGH.
For Representatives to Congress,
First /Mstricf-THOMAS B. HEEl).
second District-NELSON DINOLKY. Jj(.
Third tXstrtet—SETH L. MII.L1KKN.
Fourth Distrlrt—CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.

The
—

press
FOR

THE-

CAMPAIGN.

the Portland"daily press
will be furnished from
tember

until Sep-

now

15th, postage prepaid,

didates, aud tlie firmuess of the supporters
Tlie
of each, there are encouraging signs.
contest is being carried ou without bitterness, and all the delegates are Inspired with
the purpose of nominating the man who, all
things considered, will best meet the conditions of tho campaign, and give tlie strongest
assurance of victory.
The good of the party is being lield superior to the ambition of
any one man. This is the right spirit, and if
it prevails to the end it may be predicted
that the candidate, whoever ho may be, will
be the best that was available.
Senator Morgan who just now is performing in tho Senate as the special champion of
tlie fishery treaty has unfortunately for him
a record on tlie subject far from consistent
with tlie one lie is making now.
In April,
1886 when the question of the appointment
of a commission to settle the dispute was under consideration, Senator Morgan spoke as
follows:
“I do net wish to volunteer any opinions about
tills subject before a question gets before the Senate. aud 1 am compelled to act upon It: but my
convictions are very strong; they are fixed; indeed I may say that we can get along with the
people of Great Britain oa this subject without
any further treaty at all and without any further
legislation. If anv one were to ask me what provisions of a treaiy 1 would frame to compose aud
settle any question of fundamental law between
us and Great Britain lit respect to the fisheries, I
could Dot suggest it, or if I were asked to propose
an amendment to tlie statutes of the United States
so as to put the control of this Intricate subject
more completely in the bands of our government,
I would not know bow to do it. I Believe that
both the treaty stipulations and the situation
under the statutes are about us complete as
we are able to
make them.
There may be
other interests, aud there are other interests
J ,**o

FOR $1.25.
From

now

until the November election,

FOR $2.00.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
which is published every Thursday, will
be furnished from now until September

15th,

FOR 25 CENTS.
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slops and tbe United Stales that I would like very
much to see promoted by further negotiation, but
1 tWH call to mind, there is no suggestion to
my mind of anv improvement that we could make
under existing conditions of our rights In the fish*
*
*
*
eries of that uortheasteni coast.
I believe in Holding to the rights and powers of
the Seuate of the United States upon this ques•
•
*
tion,
although we are acting against
what appears to be the recommendation of the
I
do
not hesitate to say that 1 am not
President.
willing upon an occasion like tills to ask the Intervention of the Congress of the United States to
raise a great commission, or any cuiumisstoo, for
the purpose of settling a question that seems after
all, to be scarcely a question at all.

The only difference between then and now
is that the treaty which Mr. Morgan deprecated lias been negotiated and is now before
tbe Senate. The Senator has a right to
change his mind, but it is, to say the least, in
very bad taste for him and his party to charge
the Republicans, who have not changed their
views but stand where they did, and he did,
two vears ago. with looking at the question
upon a purely partisan stand point.
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deuce froiu the newspapers of all England,
is now loudly commended by the North German Gazette, Prince Bismarck's organ. This
great popularity in Europe may be of adShould lie be defeated next Novantage.
vember, he might hold himself in readiness
as a candidate
for the always possible vacancy in the throne of Bulgaria. Itussia has
not yet approved him, but she undoubtedly

will when the Czar comes to understand how
despotically Grover has ruled the Democratic

party.
An

election was held yesterday In the
Province of Charente, in western France,
that is of greater importance than the usual

special elections to fill vacancies in the
French Assembly, because of tha candidacy
of M. Paul Deroulede.
M. Deroulede is one
of the craziest of the friends of
who in season and out

man

Boulanger, a
of

season

preaches revenge on Germany for the appropriation of Alsace-Loralne and the humiliation indicted on France in 1571).
In his canvass among the Charente voters M. Derouledu has had the full and outspoken confidence of Boulanger, the latter having even
written a letter to the Charente voters, telling them that in casting a vote for Deroulede
they cast a vote for him.

Observations made of the stream of immigrants that has flowed through Castle Garden the last year are in some respects very
encouraging. Speaking of them the Superintendent said recently that a great improve*
ment had been noticeable recently in the immigrants now coming as compared with
those of former years.
They are coming
better provided, and know better where they
are to go and what they are to do than did

the immigrants a few years ago.
The only
exception to this is in the case of the Italians
who are coming In unusual numbers, more
than thirty thousand having arrived this
They are not provided with much
year.
money nor with tickets beyond New York
city. Nor are they of a class in demand for
any labor hut the very roughest, like railroad
But the appearance
building for Instance.
of the Italians in such hordes is unusual and
probably only a temporary state of affairs
brought about by unscrupulous agents of
steamboat lines, who induce Italian peasants to emigrate in order to increase their
own

commissions.

Mr. Sherman has the ostensible support of
the Ohio delegation to Chicago, but that
there is less heart in it than there ought to
be is evidenced by the following warning
which the Cincinnati Commercial Gazette
fired off on the morning the delegation started for Chicago:
“As tor the Ohio delegation in the National Republican Convention tills is to be said:
Any oue
ol them who, directly or
Indirectly, openly or wider cover, opposes or seeks to defeat ihe nomination of .John Sherman may be counted as a dead
man
We speak advisedly, and
politically.
not
without
a
on
this
purpose
point.
Jf
there
are
difdelegates who think

ferently
that

they

walking

are

on

ground

Is
hollow.
Better a thousand times
election alter election should be lost
than that a traitor, major or minor, should be houored or rewarded. There is uo
place In Ohio politics, and we trust there never will be, for doubledealing politicians. There is a power In the mate
and ever will be. that would at all times aud under
all circumstances slaughter such a person, and
for tills sentiment Ohio Republicans are to be
honored. There is a reason for this expression,
and at tlie proper time, if the crisis should arise,
it will be made public, and woe to the party that
that

tlie holt would strike.

Where the disloyalty to Sherman is supposed to lurk the Commercial-Gazette does
not say, but that it lias proof of its existence
is evident enough from the language used iu
the quoted paragraph.
It remains to be
seen whether the Commercial Gazette will
get provocation for discharging its “bolt.”
Another English by-election took
last week, in the western highlands of
land, in the straggling constituency
Ayrborough, which includes among
small towns the famous tourlsi itsort.

place
Scotcalled
other

Oban.
Ayrborough was carried in 1880 witli a majority of over 1100 votes in a total! poll of
about 4000 votes, by a Liberal-Unionist, a
native Scotchman, whose receut death rendered tlie new canvas necessary.
Two
years ago tlie Liberal-Unionists carried the
election by a considerable majority, against
tlie Gladstonians. This year the Gladstonian candidate, Mr. Sinclair, was a Scotch
while
the
native,
Liberal-Unionist,
named

Ashley,

Englishman and a
temperance question
some influence, although the
Salisbury government, in deference to the
blue ribbon people aud some of the tax-paylug sympathizers had dropped those clauses
of tlie local government bill providing for the
was

non-resident.
probably hud

an

The

publicans who should be
denied licenses by the local boards. But the
Irish question was probably as
compensation oi

prominent

any other, as Mr Gladstone, before election, addressed to tlic Ayr electors a letter
arraigning the Liberal-Unionists for violatas

ing their pledges to offer some measure for
the better government of Ireland
It seems
to have its effect in a notable Gladstonlan

victory.
Tile lb-publican National Convention meets
at Chicago tomorrow. Most of ihc delegates
are already on the ground, and the proprietors of the numerous booms are either tbere,
or within consulting distance.
There never
has been a national convention in the history

of the party when there was so little to predicate n prediction of the re»u:i upon as this
one.
Beyond the fact that .Senator Sherman
will have the largest vote on the first ballot,
almost nothing can he foreseen, except that
there will he a large number of candidates,
each w ith some support.
Who will be second on the first ballot is not clear. Alger’s
frieuds are makiug large claims for him, and
so are

Gresham’s.

The frieuds of Harrison
are hopeful that the enthusiasm of his
support from Indiana may make an impression

on the
convention, and enlist delegates
from other States, after the
complimentary
voting Is over. Mr. Depew’s boom is somewhat embarrassed by his refusal to distinctly
avow himself a candidate.
The frieuds of
no one of the candidates have sufficient confidence in their favorite to put themselves on

prediction of his nomination.
Yet, notwithstanding the multiplicity of canrecord with a

PUBLICATIONS.

Story of the City of New York. By
Charles Burr Todd, author of The Life and
Lectures of Joel Barlow. In writing the
Story of the City of New York, Mr. Todd
has psesented a brief but comprehensive
survey of tbe causes that led to the founding
of the city, and of the various agencies
which contributed to its wonderful growth.
Beginning with the discovery of New York
Buy by Perraznno In 1524, giving a picturesque account of the purchase of Manhatten
Island of the Indians in 1622, describing the
social and domestic life of the Dutch until

conquered by the English, he continues to
give a clear and accurate account of the
strange and notable events in the history of
New York, bringing before the reader the
real life of the people. The author devotes
one chapter to the leading features of the
life of John Jacob Astor, whose career lias
so much of inspiration for young readers,
for
whom
the
story was particularly
planned. But readers of all ages who wish
to inform themselves concerning the chief
events iu the history of the city of New York
will find the book exceedingly interesting
and instructive. The closing chapter gives
an account of
tiie building of/Brooklyn
Bridge and of’ the erection of the Bartholdi
Statue of Liberty. The book is fully illustrated and contains maps and
indexes'
(New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.)

A

edition ol A Short History of the
English People by John Richard Green, thoroughly revised, has just beeti issued by Harper A Brothers and is for sale by Loring,
Short & Harmon. There are very few inoie
brilliaut historical works extant than this
history of Sir. Green's of the English people.
It is as fascinating as a novel, and its style
is a model of clearness and beauty. The
original work was published in 1S74, and immediately became very popular. The present
revision was made by bis widow. It consists largely of the' correction of mistakes of

niMilLUNKOCI.

uew

detail

occurring

in the

work.

original

Abraham Lincoln;
A Biography tor
Young People. By Nuali Brooks, author of
the Boy Emigrants, &c. Mr. Brooks has
done the young readers of America a valuable service in writing this life of Abraham
Lincoln. In selection of matter and style it
eminently f ulfils tiie purpose for winch it

designed, to give
young people, who will
was

to

the

generation of

nevpr know aught of
Abraham Lincoln but what Is traditional, a
life-like portrait of the man ns many men
knew him. (New York: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short it Harmon.)

!
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PARASOLS

MILLINERY.

At Half Price ana Less!
We have
tire line of
able
on a

purchased from a manufacturer their
Sample Parasols at a price that will

to sell the lot THIS
dollar and less.

en-

Some of them have

slight imperfections.
out, exchanged or returned.

THIS MORNING at 8 o’clock

CENTS

50

en-

No Par-

JO lift

E.

The Study of Politics, au introductory lecby William P. Atkinson, professor of
English ana History In the Massachusetts

Dwellings.

F. VAN KGORDFN A

CO.,
^

»,

rv

Jan23

WEAK NERVES

formation in n condensed form on points of
etiquette necessary in social life, with which
many people are not familiar. It is free
from snobbishness, and is based on broad
sensible views of life aud character, and lias
absurdities than most
fewer superfluous
books ou etiquette. (Boston: Estes & Lauriat; Portland: Loring, Short & Harinon.)
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RHEUMATISM
Paine’s Celebt CoiojorNn purifies tho
blood. It drivtKt outihe lactic arid, which
causes Rheumatism, ami restores the bl< todmaking organa to a healthy condition. It ih
the true remedy for Rheumatism.

A.

%% all W*

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS
Paine's Celebt Compound quickly restore*
the liver and kidneys to perfect health. This
curative power, combined with its nerve
tomoa, makes it the best remedy for all

Paint’s Celebt Compound etrengthena the
stomach, and quiets the nerves of the digestive organs. This is why It cures even the
worse case* of Dyspepsia.

d
[URKS

constipation

Nervous Prostration, Nervous Headache,
Nervous Weakness, Stomach
and Liver Diseases. Rheumatism, Dyarp*psia, and all affections of tho Kidneys.

Paint’s Celebt Compound is not a cathar.
tic. It is s laxatrve, giving easy and natural
actiod to the bowels. Regularity surely folIowa its use.
Recommended by {>rof*H*i<.nal and business
.meu- &“d for Ux>k.
1>nce I1-00- 501(1 *’>’ DwigglsU-

Neuralgia,

WELLS, RICHARDSON &C0. Prop’s
BURLINGT

ON. VT.

THE

just fitted

Closing out 30
vets at

and

a new

elegant

room

where I

SPRING

prepared
shall keep a
am

Trustees of Westbrook Seuiluarv are
A hereby notified that their annual meeting
will be held on WEDNESDAY. June 20, ’888, at
2 o’clock In the afternoon, at the Seminary Building, in Deerlug, for the transaction of the following business:
1— To All any vacancies that may exist In the
board of Trustees
2— For the choice of officers for Ihe ensuing
year.
3— To transact any other business that may
properly come before this meeting.
GRANVILLE M. STEVENS,
Secretary Board Trustees.
Deerlug, June fi, 2888.
JeTdtd
mill-

All

Drain,

Pipes.

which

are

of the finest

grades

work.

H. JOHN CALVIN STEVENS
Is pleased to announce that he has taken as an
associate. Mb. Albert Winslow Cobb, ot
Boston, under tbe Arm name of

STEVENS

and made

Fancy

out at
prices $2.00, $2.50 and $2.75.

_

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.

—

partnership existing at Kumford Centre,
Oxford County, Maine, under the Arm name
of P. K. Smalt, Is, by mutual consent, this day dissolved, by the retirement of P. E. Small, of Portland Maine. All accounts due to or Irom the
Arm will be settled by H. A. Small, Kumford CenP. K. SMALL.
tre, Maine.
U. A. SMALL.
Kumford Centre, Me., June 11. ISSN. jel4dlw

THE

Securities!

STERLING EXCHANCE

NOTICE.
of W. H. Stevens ft Co., have this day
sold their entire stock and business to Stevens ft Jones who will continue the business at the
W. H. STEVENS ft CO.
old stand.
Portland, Me., June 11,1888.

THE

Prices

1's-Psrtsrr.M, Notice.

Rev. William McDonald, Rev. L. H. Bates,
D. D., and others. The names of the writers who have contributed to this volume are
a sufficient guarantee of its interest and
value. They are competent men, and they

custom

_

The Clothier and

75 cents

Under

out several lots of Black and Colored Dress
Goods at an enormous sacrifice.
....
$1.00 Silks at
58 cents

Portland,

had a man to write about. To write him up
was not accessary and
would have been a
work of suDererocation.
Damn M.etim?
John Allen was already well known throughout New England, and especially in Maine
his native State. As he was one of the
pioneers of Methodism so he became one of

Two pieces $1.00 Black Silk at
79 cents
Five pieces $2.00 Black Silk and Satin
Rhadames at
$1.50
2000 yards Chaliies at
7 cents

its most honored and successful advocates.
Though not favored with unusual opportunities in his youth, his force of character

Hotel,

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

apr21

Portland 6s, due Nov.

MOREST SEWING MACHINE SALE IN BASEMENT.

OBEdOALLED

AH D

1888,

—

State of Maine 6s, due 1889,
eodlt

[which have

now

to the Importance
which can now be
months hence they
all. We think It Is

only Ox* Ykak more to run]
of availing of the premium

realized upou them, as a few
will command no premium at
also Important to convert the

United States 4 1-2 Per
Cent Bonds,

“The Indestructible Fuel and Kindler!”

[which

now

Royal

have but little over Tubes Ykabs
to

run]

In order to obtain the present high premium
which must gradually and surely become less as

they approach maturity.

We are
we can

offering

garding

such

supply every deficiency’ of
education. His piety was sincere, his zeal
remarkable, and his knowledge of the Bible
superior to that of many trained theologians.
His life will doubtless be widely read, and
enabled him

to

the volume prized as a souvenir *f the
unique old man. The volume is of 150 pages,
12 mo. and embellished by a portrait and
four other illustrations. B. B. ltussell is the
agent for the book for Portland and vleinlty.
The King of Folly Island, and Other People. By Sarah Orne Jewett. The story giving the title to this collection of tales and
sketches is a pathetic one, but told in Miss
Jewett’s best vein. It originally appeared

Harper’s Magazine, as did also Mere Pochette, another of the eight stories comprised
in this volume. Three others are reprinted
from the Atlantic: The Landscape Chamber, somewhat less satisfactory than most of
Miss Jewett’s stories; Miss Tempy’s Watch-

JelO

dtf

COOKING RANGE.

exchange.

Union Mutual J. F. MERRILL, Nos. 115 and 117 Kennebec St., Pent nf Preble.
Je4

IT* ■

The warm and pleasant weather
for the past few days reminds us
that Winter Clothing is no longer
necessary, but that to be comfortable we must put on the Summer Suit.
To such as are in need we wish
to say that our stock of Seasonable Suits is large and varied.
It is not our custom to quote
prices on any special lines of goods
unless in broken lots; but we propose to tell every customer what
he is
buying, and will guarantee
that the price shall be as low as
the same quality of goods can be
purchased for elsewhere.
We carry the largest line of Medium and Fine Children’s Suits to
be found in this State.
Our large and elegant line of
French Flannel Shirts for men and
boys is now ready, and as these
goods were manufactured expressly for us we can guarantee
that they are correct in fit and

that tills Company hn-> paid to
you
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-THREE MILLION DOLLARS?
has to-day more tliau SIX MILLION DOLLARS IN ASSETS, aud over THREE HUN
DREl) THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS
calculated by the most conservative standards
known to the law.

IT

promptly.

its losses

Its policies after
limitations as to
aud Occupation.

free from all

are

Travel,

Suicide

Military and Naval Service excepted.
Its

alfairs
carefully
IT managed byplaus.
its Board of Directors and Offihas liberal

are

cers, whose integrity aud ability
tioned.

are

unques-

sketch illustrative of the good influence of one woman's life and character even
after her death; and The Courting of Sister
a

Wisby,

a humorous and pleasing sketch of
phase of New England character; it is
full of charming landscape pictures. Law
Lane, and Miss Peck’s Promotion, both delightful stories—the dialect and quaint country phraseology being perfectly rendered, are
from Scribner’s. The remaining story, A
Village Shop, is published for the first time,
one

and is one of the most

charming
Jewett’s stories, exquisite as so many of
them are in their simplicity and truth and
delicate touches of pathos and humor. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.)
of all Miss

Trees and Tree-Planting, by Gen. James
S. Brlsbin, U. S. A, This book, written by
oDe who has given much attention to the

subject,

calls

timely

attention

to

the

dangers resulting from the wholesale destruction of our forests. The effect of trees

humidity, evaporation, raiu-fall hud" prevailing winds is discussed and illustrated.
The probability of a timber famine in the
on

United States is the

future is shown
unless some means are taken to protect our
forests and to plant new trees. The success
of free planting in Nebraska under the stimulating effect of wise legislation is such as ta
encourage like efforts in
other States
Much valuable information is given as t
the characteristics and uses of differe
kinds of trees, rate of growth, kind of s'
needed, manner of propagation, etc. At
getter it is a timely book full of valua’
information. (New York: Harper «fc Brc
ers;

wise provisions of the Maine Non-Rorieiture Law apply only to tte
issued by
this Company, and under it extended insurance Is
provided for in case of lapse after the payment of

THE

three

policies

or more

annual premiums in cash.

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
1 POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE IN'1IHK

SURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full iniormatinu 111 regard to the Company
and its plaus.
UN

ION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
for their especial patronage, because
TUKMaine
HOME
because oi

COMPANY,
experience, strong, financial condition, large
it is

a

Blus,
ve

its age,

aim

equitable aud attractive plaus and
management.

sur-

couserva-

1MKKCTOKW.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maiue.
Henry 0. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percival Bonney, Portland. Me.
Hon. Maliquid F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D„ Portland, Me.

odical

deservedly popular than the
Century. Its articles are furnished by tbe
best writers and tbe topics treated of are
always timely. Perhaps the most notable

AWII'lf

Century Company; Portland: Loring,

Short

& Harmon.)
A Guide to the Conduct of Meetings, being models of parliamentary practice for old
and young. Uy George T. Fish, author of
American Manual of Parliamentary Law.
The aim of the author is to teach parliamen-

tary law, as arithmetic is taught, step by
step. The more simple rules of debate are
lirst given, and the student advances gradually to the more complex forms. Thu application of parliamentary law is shown by a
series of debates, in which all the contingencies which these laws are designed to meet
arise and are met. (New York: Harper &
Urothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

city.

It

saves

a

really good kindler.

Will

ignite

one

-

COMPANY,

TELEPHONE 301 B.

Largest Store!

Finest Stock!

Lowest Prices!
We carry the

largest and finest

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

NEAR

EXCHANGE

JelS

Agem!ieX*,'t3i;'Rrn

JAMES
f(ir

assortment of

Maine, and we know by actual comparison that we are giving finer goods
in this department than can be obtained else
where at the same prices. We are selling

r

We carry the finest line off Canned

/

—

W.

ft

C. K. MUliken,

Twitchell, Cliamplln

ft

Co.,

H. H. Ricker
W3&M3m

^

Wool, Plush and Momie,

J*lain and Embroidered with Silk and Worsted,
at prices from 60 cents
upwards.

—

The
jeit,

Mart,

AT

EAHTH.

—

Plum Street.
eodzw

A WINTERS^

Aparty sails Duo.*9for the South of FRANCE.
ItALt SICILY, And other delightful resorts.
mA Second Varty for the

Ll!VDTn0« LAND.
rnrr I TURKEY, The
■

■

■

of Europe, sails

GREECE,
NILE, and

the chief countries and cities
date. Send for Circular.

saute

E.TOURJEE,

Franklin Sq., Boston,

jell

eod3m

Evergreen

BRADLEY,

CARRIAGf REPOSITORY,

LAP ROBES.
PltlCES ON

P. H.

FiihTKZE

IMain Green: the most elegant and fashionable
Kobe in the market; third lot Just received.
60 other choice designs in

LOWEST

M.Payson A Co.

RARE CHANCEfOR BUSINESS

dtf

Wholesale anil Itrtall

VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

Lobste] jand O^ystcr

All Traveling Expenses Included.

Parties will leave Boston Monday, July 23,
Monday. August 20, and MoDday. September 10,
for TrtBKSC UBANP TBIPSIu

For Hale In Lynn, Iuh. Only Wholesale Market In the plaee.

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK,

doing a cash business »f over |40i) per
week, which nan be Increased, also an extra
chance to handle Itsh In connection with the above
business; I have been three years building up the
largest trade In this section of the State in my
line; but as I am obliged to make a change 1 win
sell my market building, tlxtures and team at aetual coat price, Including the good will and trade;
this Is a rare chahce (or one or two parties who
understand the Bsh and lobster trade; they can
step into a well established business at a reasonable price;
parties meaning business come and
stay a week and Investigate. Kor farther Information address
_)el4d2w*P. O, BOX SB. Lynn. Mass.

NOW

with a complete Round of all the points of interest In
America’s Weaderluad, and ample
time tor a thorough Inspection of Its many marvels.
Incidental visits to Niagara Falls, Chicago,

Minneapolis, the Falls of Minnehaha. Lake Minnetonka, the fatuous “Bad Lands' of Dakota, etc.
All Railway Travel la Palace MleepangCan.
hees.

The Parties

la

he limited ia

Bans-

In connection with the third excursion,
there will be a Tsar across the Continent,
with a Return through
California.
In
addition to the above hummer and early Autumn
tours through the BOfKI no I'NT Alien 1ST
COI.OK (no, UDd HKVBNTKKlI trip*
IN JCi.If to the famous Resorts of New
England, Canada and the Middle States.

INVESTMENTS

W. RAYMOND.
I. A. WHITCOMB.
ip-'Send for descriptive circular, designating
whether Yellowstone Park Tour, Colorado Excursion, or book of 17 Summer Trips Is desired.

Capital, *780,000
Surplus, *388,010
byC.pt
Principal and inter** both fully
tel and Surplus of « MOM IS In mrantetn r«US aI
hneine* we Imre losnsd *11,494,800. psr'ns fro*

SEASON

BURNHAM &

&Q/
M 70
v

O

I

/O

b—1 returned
b* " ™
to ln.wwtors without dwlay or thw loss or a dollar. B— B*e»
F.ret Mortgage and Debenture Bonds and
Barings Certificates tbrtjs ui bend for ealeln Barings Department*. In amounts of SB and up.
* IOO ted eewent ; In the Mortgage Deparrmward Pull information reaerdine uor ralioee recurl.
(M* furuuhad by

1888

CO.,

“KIMBALL BROOK ICE”

J. B. WA TKIMS LAMB MORTGAGE CO.

Having also purchased the stock of ICE secured
this season by the “Aadrmrangia Ice Ca.",
offer by wholesale and retail, ice < 'purest Quality
and at lowest prices.
We are prepared to answer and HU Tall orders
promptly, at

feba» *wMAwl

LAWRENCE, KANSAS:

«

Office, Nos. 71 Jk 73 Cross Street.
Telephone '141.

pldSm-ls

SAMPLES, Iff,
AT

24 PLUM STREET.

Nos. S3 and 35 Preble St.

Large stock of fioe Carriages of toe latest designs at Low Prices.
COL Cabriolets, Bockaways, Open iind;^
ill Canopy Saxons, Canopy and Extension
TJ Top Surrys, Cong Branch, Cut (Jnders, ^

U Canopy, Standing and Bow Top JQ
Goddards, Bismarcks, and
^ Phaetons,
and
others.

A'NEW CARD TOTHE PUBLIC
“The best advertisement for

I.ublii

an

article is quality— the next

Top Buggies off va- 2.
Express, Grocery, Beach, w

sty les.
Business, and Speeding
m Huuabout,
Ik Wagons, Sulkys, Road
Carls, &c.
IV* rious

^

y

FINE SPRINC BACK END SPRING CORNING
BUCCIES A SPECIALTY.

P. H.
CARRIAGE REPOSITORY,
may25

^

TOPifH
££

BRADLEY,
Nos. 33 and 35 Preble St.
rodlm

a

Frier.
Toilet Powder.16
bottles.66
Perfumes,
"
built, per oz.29

Article*.
Hood s Tooth Powder.16

Sozodont...

Jewsburv A Brown's Tooth Paste.39
.16
.■•••■.16
Murray A Lanman's Florida Water..
Hoyt’s German Cologne...
Our Own
Brown’s

Perfume.26

Swan Down Face

Violet Water.38, .70
ltosodora Water.38
Cashmere Bouquet Water.70
Soup, ltosodora..14
Spermaceti.3o
Violet.30

*•

Glycerine.14
Marguerite.14

**

Vaseline.16
Tar.11
*•
Kau de Cologne..18
Naiades.14
Cutlcura
.16, |1.76 per doz.
Hinds’ Honey and Almond Cream.36
And an Immense stock of Tooth, Nall and Hair
Toilet Articles too numerous to meuttou.
11

CUIII
I

mar23

PIIDDV

UU19
7

..
..
..

oz..

Vaseline. 12
Imported Buy ltum. per pint..
Guppy A Co’s Cologne Waters, per pint.06
Oriental Cream..
Coudray's BrilUantlne. 30 40
Lavender Water.
.60
Plnaud’s
.60. .66
Our Own Beef, Iron and Wine.36
Wine of

Florida

TEEL PENS
SPENCERIAN

8. B. Peanork k S»n, H. E. lift, BaiUi.

)unl__

Are the Best.

IN THE

K.Mtwen.

ESSENTIAL. DUALITIES OK

Durability, Evenness of
Point, and

Workmanship.

•ttis&Missri&szas-r
lYISON, BLAKEM4N 4 CO.,

-PR*

_

dlawMly

LADIES!
Do your own Dyeing, at home, with reerless Dyes
They will dye everything. They are sold every
where. Price I Oc. a package—40 colors.
They

have no equal for strength, Brightness. Amount
In packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadIng Qualities. They do not crock or sinut. For
sale by D. W. Heseltlne A Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. U. Nichols, Druggist, 787 Congress, corner drove street; K. W.
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
Druggist, corner Mitliile and Franklin streets; D.
P. llorr, Druggist, 538 Congress street ; William
t. Ilanks, Druggist. Junction Congress aud Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Danlorth
street; Cook, Everett A Pennell ;Johu W. Perkins
A Co.; H. H. Hay A Son, and A. W. Smith, Drug-

Cocoa.60

Water.".’26.

Prepared for table la two minute*. Whit*
Wheat Graham Floor, roller process
Be sue you get Schnmaeher’s Oat ileal. Rolled
Wheat, Cracked Wheat. Pearl Barley. Rolled Barley, Rolled Oats, Hominy, Yellow (Inundated Corn
Meal, In original packages. Sold by all (iroeare.

I

and Transparent. All Mine tie
or Decorated, are unsurpassed m
Durability and Finish. Mounted on
class Spring Roller ready to hang.
aprS

ecxJ«m«»

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
LUMBER AND TIMBER.
Memorandum* o( Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on tne wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pino Mills, and In the
quickest possible time.
OKKRIte, WISkLOW A (*,,
Psrtlssl, .We
Still Cssiswrcisl wired,
tedeodtt

.36

.60
Hagan’s Magnolia Balm..
lull id's Bloom of Youth.60

Brushes, Combs, Pulls and Puff Boxes, and other

Corner

£ PH

uurri (X

Powder..

Biker's
Saunders'
Lablaeha
lutzell’s Perfumes, hulk,

Pansy.14
Cashmere Bouquet.311

"

price.”

Frier*

Pear’s Soap.13, .16, .19
“Shaving. ..18, .20, .45
Colgate's Violet Powder.16
Cashmere Bouquet.16

■■

Open

h.

Goods,

Preserves, Dried Fruits, Imported Fancy
Groceries, etc., in the city. Call and get onr
prices.

consideration is

cemetery vises

24 Plum Street.

BANGOR. ME.

PARCHED FARINOSE

JOSHING AflENTH
“P'-iS

IRISH

WOOD, BISHOP & CO.

Due 1891.

Bwker., aasexcfcdwgein.

1BRK

Flour at Wholesale Piices!
L
I[. K Urown .sawyers Dyer. Jas. l>, .WolfW. E. Rosa * <’».. Jus. II.
O’Neil, T
F.W. Bailey. John Cronin. M. W. Pert. A. T. Archibald. Marv O’Dohiiell
a *’7"
•'Irs.Ouas. Mullen, A. R. Alexander, k. M- Akely, Tenney ft Dunham, (Jen. C. Mhaw ft Co„ C. W. 0
Coding, Tolman & (5... o. M. ft D. W. Naih.

"VnflED

my 17

ICE

of any store in

STREET.
ittt

Dj?lrln;l

)W(ij|i|(i

4s.

RAVDIOND,
296 Washington St., (Opp. School St.), BOSTON.
dst
Jel6

TEAS and COFFEES

StNK,tii$OK
f.'lfj

820.000

W.

SEN t.VILLIAMS,
0f

EVERY RANGE WARRANTED.
Sold by loading STOVE DEALEB3. If not
for sals in your vicinity, sand your addraan for
information to tho manufacturers,

7s.

With their regular bouse|Supply of

“N

-Sups/i,Hofiaanl

skilful mechanics from the best materials.

RAYMOND'S

Whitney Building,

■

ATTACHMENT, making the moat eomplaU
aookiig apparatus yat produced. Made by

One 1928.

80,000

GROCERS,

St.,

Fureiihad with Plain LEGS or with CABINET
BASE, LOW HOT CLOSET. ELEVATED HOT
CLOSET, ELEVATED SHELF. END TANK,
WATEB FBONT, or BBASS COIL; also, oar
WICKET OVEN DOOB, and patent PEDAL

(is.

Portland Water Co. 40 year Wold
Crayca awd Kegi.terrd.

Portland Water Co. Bs.

uat

203 Federal

K. It.

Maine Central K. R. Consols
Cnyw sad Begialcrrd.

CALL AND SEE IT AND THE TESTIMONIALS.

MARRINER &

dll

87.000

MONEY and PATIENCE.

but

Me,

87,000

Maine Central R. R. Ss.

180 middle Street 182

UU

ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary.
J. FRANK LANG, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D.. Medical oirecu
Hose JugLAll H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

more

feature of this volume is the excellent life of
Lincoln by Nicolay and Hay. Hut the volume Is so stored with interesting matter that
it would be useless to undertake to specify.
One of the most attractive features of the
book is tbe illustrations which are very
abundant and always excellent. (New York:

humbug,

C.J. FARRINGTON,

Frank E. Allkn, Pori laud, Me.
James Yeaheanck. New York, N. Y.

Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon

|

in the

Hon. Fred. E.

near

Tlie bound volume of the Century if'- I
zine from November, 1887 to April, 188* I ■
just issued and makes one of tbe most ir J
esting books imaginable. There is nopen-

family

Portland,

Street,

For Sale by H.

workmanship.

Richards, Eockport, Me.
Geohoe L. Deblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Rubik, Gorham, Me.

myss

820,000

coal without wood of any sort, or burn
hour for cooking,1,if necessary.

1

aware

pays
IT three
years

TIME,
No

realize that this old and sterling enm
a HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In 1848 uuder the laws of Maiue?

Residence,

should be used by every

With Low End Hearth
and Lar^e Ash Pan,
Fitted for Coal or 24 inch Wood.

SWAN & BARRETT,
186 Middle

Androscoggin & Kennebec

dim

you
DO pany
is

ARE

The Atkinson House Furnishing
OOMPA3VY,

Merrill’s Improved Dry Air Hard Wood In three styles aud four sizes of each; with an established
reputation of 20 years; 80oo lu use in Portlai \ and giving universal satisfaction.
The largest stock In Maine to select from. Do not pay Freight, Carting and Commission, but buy
direct of the manufacturer, aud get jne that is warranted and save from 26 to 60 per cent.

in

ers,

BROS.

Quibioh

some

excellent securities which
recommend to
holders of above bonds, or In exchange for any
other securities soon to mature, and we shall be
happy to communicate or confer with them re-

NOW OFFERED BY

REFRIGERATORS.

V*

Me

^

Maturing June 1, 1888.

.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

m

W. H. 8TEVENSO
EDWARD C. JONKN.
Juno n, lima.)et»dlw

will be paid at our office on presentation. We
would also Invite tbe attention o( holders o(

Nearly sold.

OF TH*

_

*

LEWISTON 6s

Furnisher,

Falmoutli

BARGAINS IN EACH DEPARTMENT.

—

..

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
1«10eodtf

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

Closing

Are tin Familiar itn me Plans

R

WSWeS?

City, County and Ruilroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

—

TURNER

Arm

The undersigned have this day formed a partnership under the Arm name of Stevens ft Jones
to
carry on the business of Publishers, Booksellers and stationers, and have taken the store forW “ SWTeU* *

First National Bank Building.
to

COBB,

First National Bank Building Portland,
dlw
Jel4

Suitings, TRUST COMPANY9

goods
equal
always guaranteed.

of

&

Architects,

Camp Meeting John

Allen. The Life of
Rev. John Allen, by liev. Stephen Allen, D.
D., to which is added Tributes, Eulogies ani
Reminiscences by Dr. Charles Cullis, Rev.
R. B. Howard, Rev. Mark Trafton, I). D.,

at same

Dpi Many thousands Sole Establish Them
a*

50 cents

Former

24 PLUM STREET.

Morse will continue in the busistand.
MKl.VII.tK MOKhk
C. H. COOPKK.
Peak's Island. June 1*. ltsms.Jelftdlw*

Cooper.

H.
ness

P O R TLA N»

....

Sewer & Well

Arm of M<m« & Co., Teak’s ULami, waa
THEdissolved
dune 7th, l.v the withdrawal of C
Mr.

drawn and Letters of Credit Issued,
available In all the principal
ClUe" l" Enr°«*e-

FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN,

pieces Plain Colored Silk Vel-

Velvets to be closed

Investment

OVERCOATS,

and Summer

dlw»

loetHTSKR.Hip voTiris.

0

Spring

Admission to All only 10 els.

jelO

MJ.

DEALER* IN

Former price $1.00.

WES'S'it KOOK SEMINARY.

Open Oay and Evening

dec2w

VELVET SALE!

of

up

a

eod&wrnmly

JMEETINC.

the Stockholders of the
Cumberland Bone Company, will be held at
the office of the Company. No. 2ys Union Wliari,
Portland, on TUESDAY, June l'.itli, al 3.30 p. in.,
for the election of officers for the ensuing year,
and for the transaction of such other business as
may legally como before the meeting.
E. G. SPUING; Treasurer.
Portland, Juue 11, 1883.
lelldtd

An active world In miniature; all phase* oI llle,
character and lastorlc.il traditions, movoperating by Ingenious automatic devices.
DON'T HI ass IT

218 Mlddln Strnnt, Portland, Mo.,

specialty of CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, and 1
large and desirable stock to select from. I have also a new line of

DYSPEPSIA

MKKTINHN.

meeting

to make

kidney complaints.

lanll

annual

I have

STREET,

scenery,
ing and

Exchange Sts.,

and

dCircTh

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.

Paine’s Celebt Compound 1b a Nerve Tonic
which never fail*. Containing Celery and
<
t"i. thi>M- wi.nuvrfiil m-rvt- Htuuuluub-. it
apeedlly curea ml nervous disordsra.

days only, at

Clraad, la«raiaa«, Complicated, Hraall
lei, Weader Sliir.rlassl UrrSnana

iuterest,

dst

The Correct Tiling in Good Society, by
the author of Social Customs, is a valuable
little handbook, containing much useful in-

EXPOSITION!
lew

■

(opposite the Kaimouth.)

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

1*10

ANNUAL

Kor

727 MIDDLE

FgJJTLAHD,

Among the early issues of their Library of
Summer Heading Hoberts Brothers have in
paper covers Kismet, which originally appeared in the first series of No Name novels.
It is well known now to have been written
by Miss Fletcher (George Fleming.) It wil*
well hear re-reading; and those who read it
for the first time will find the story very in
terestlng and the descriptions fine. (Portland : Loring, Short A Harmon.)

AUTOMATIC

Woodbury&Moulton
Cor. Middle

Short and Harmon.)

ANNUA I.

1891.

>1—IbU—

Galvanized Iron nnd Copper Cornket and
Gutters. Metal Shingles, ftheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for 111 untrated Circular.

Institute of Technology. Mr. Atkinson confesses himself a Mugwump, and as most
Mugwumps do he takes a pessimistic view of
politics. Ilis argument that there is need of
aud less blind
more independent thinking
following is timely aud sound. ((New York;
G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring,

In connection with

Profeaaor Berger’s Cirund

and that as they approach maturity the price will decline
until the whole premium will be wiped
ont.
We therefore adrise the holders of
these Bonds to sell or exchange them for
other securities.
We hare on hand a
desirable list of City, County, Railroad
and Water Bonds, suitable for Trust
Funds, and would be pleased to hare the
holders of the abore mentioned Bonds
communicate with ns.

i'o

And VENTILATORS, (or Mills, Stores and

ture

Automatic Temple!

(2 l-l

548 Congress St.

Lisjiti

United States 4 1-2
Per Cent Bonds,

Two and One-quarter Pei Gent

PAIJIEB,

METAL SKv

BEKU.nANTfl

only

sharp.

Ladies be on hand and secure the greatest bargain ever known in a Parasol.

TO THE HOLDERS OF

We beg to call your attention to the
fact that the abore mentioned United
States Bonds at the present price yield

EACH.

Wholesale and Retail.

A.m’MBMKNTa.

DUE

There are In this lot over 100 different shapes and many of the
hats cannot be bought elsewhere less than $1.75.
Ask to see the Hats advertised at 50 cents, look them over and
make your selecllous early as the first choice is always the best.

MORNING at 50 cents

us

asols let

Owing to the failure of two of the largest Straw floods Manufacturers in New York we are enabled to make lower prices In Ladles’
and Misses’ Straw llats.tbau was ever made before in Portland.
We have placed on ourcouuteis 100 dozen all new and popular
shapes at

risMcui.

Congress

and Preble Streets.
eodtt

mu*'shake
—

AT

—

SCHLOTTEKBECK Ac FOSS’.

EVERY WEEK m ALL

LWES.

For tickets and Information, apply to the Ticket
Agent, Boston A Malue ft. K.. Commercial stteet
Lowest rates te all poinUt West aud
Death.
dec20dtf
Station.

PliKSH,

1'H'K

MONDAY M0BNIN6, JUNE 18.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Emma—That’s a pretty uew “Olivia" clialr
you’ve got there, Mary.
Mary-Why do you call It “Olivia" ? 1 thought
It was Wakefield rattan.
Emma-80 It is; wicker ol 'Wakefield. They
call It "Olivia” now, you know.

Clinging

to the Last.
The virus of rheumatism often remains in the
system through life, when It docs not cut the
thread of existence suddenly, as it is always liable
to do by attacking the heart. Ere the grip of
this tenacious disease tightens, it should lie unloosed by that beneficent liberator from disease,
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, which will free the
sufferer at the outset from subsequent pain and
dauger. jmi purer or more agreeable blood depureut exists, as multitudes of the rheumatic and
neuralgic have ascertained by certified experience. It is through the medium of a regular action
of the kidneys and bladder that an outlet is afforded for the escape of impurities which beget
uot only rheumatic, but gouty ailments, and dropsteal effusions. To these organs tbe Bitters gives
an impulse, never verging on the bounds of irritation, but sufficiently vigorous to cause them and
the bowels to perform their functions with clocklike precision.
Use it also for dyspepsia, biliousness, fever and ague and debility.

Blobson-Don’t you think Dumpsey gave us a
rattling speech last night?
Popinjay—Yes; it was so dry it couldn't help

rattling.
You

hardly realize that It is meditaking Carter’s Little Liver Pills:
cine,
they are very small; no bad effects; all Doubles
from torpid liver are relieved by their use.
when

Van Beatt—By jove, old fellow, hut I’m glad to
broke, and thought you’d lend

see you!
I’m dead
me a tenner for a

day

syeakplane—Well,
Van

two.
yes, I would,
or

but I can’t af-

Beatt -Do you mean to Insinuate that you
think I couldn’t return It?
Speakplane—Oh, not at all. You could, but you

The following are closing quotations or stocks:
June 16. June 16
138
Adams Express.138
Am. Express.108
106
29
Oentral'raciflc. 29
Chesapeake A Ohio.
A
133
Alton.
133
Chicago
166
166
dopref
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy....111%
110%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co....108%
10*%
128
Delaware.'Lacka. & Western_128%
Denver A Rio Orande. 16%
Erie. 23%
23%
Erie pref. 64%
Illinois Central.118%
116%
Ind. Bloom & West. 10%
10%
Lake Erie & West
14%
14%
Lake Shore.
89 %
90%
Louis A Nash. 63%
62%
Manhattan Elevated. 82%
82%
Michigan Central. 79%
77%
Minn « St.. Louis. 4%
4%

dopref.

Mrs. Johuslug—Dar am a mighty powerful
preacher down at de church, Cicely; yo' oughter
herr ’im.
Mrs. Yallerby—What

come

he done preach

yes’-

on

day?

Mrs. Jobnslng—I disreraember Jus' now; but, O
Lordy! how he can Jus’ holler an' stomp!

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, June 16.1888.
riib following
to-day’s closing quoutti m> of
Urain. Provisions, Ate.:
Flour.
Crain.
HMxdCorn.
06<t«7
Superfine and
low grades. 3 96*4 00 Corn 1 bag lots.. .69670
X Soring and
Meal, bag lots ..66867
XX Bprlng.. 4 36*4 60 Oats,car lots4r>V4*46V4
Patent Bprlng
Data, bag lots
|49*6o
Wheats.6 Vs *6 60 Cottonseed.
car lota..3? 00®26 60
Mich.Straight
roller—.6 0086 251 do bag
20 00*27 ”0
clear do— 4 7666 ooiSack’dfir’n
stone ground 4 60*4 761 car lots. ,20|00*21 00
St Louis st'gi
do bag...21 OOCal23;oo
roller.6 13*6 26 Middlings. 21 00*24 00
clear ao... 6 00® 6 26 do bag lots.23 00*26 00
Whiter Wheat
Provisions.
Patents. 6 60*648 Porkare

Backs... 18

rlsn.

26*18

60

Cod. V qtl—
Clear....17 6o*i8 no
Mess. ...10 26&1A 60
Large Shore 3 7 6*4 00
Large Bauk3 60*8 76 BeefSmall.3 60*4 001 Ex Mess. 8 00® 8 60
PoIIock.2 60*8261 Plate.9 00*9 26
I Ex Plate
9 60*10 00
Haddock.
Hake.2 00*2 26lLardHernug
I Tubs i> i■..8%*9\4r
Scaled* bx. lB*22ej Tiercee_8%*9t4<Nol. 00*001 Palls.84k «»H
Maoserei «r bbl—
I Hams t< lb 1144*12
Shorels. 18 ou*20100| do cnv-redl2Vk®14
Shore 2s. 10 00*17 00!
Oil.
'-

M ee.

1 Kerosene

s.

IPo
Bel. Pet- 7
Large
Produce.
Oranuerries—
i PrattSAst’l.tPbbi. 104k
Cape Cod 00 00*00 OOlDevoe’s Brill lam. 1044
8>4
jea Seans...3 00*3 261Ltgoula..
Medium....2 50*2 76|
Oermau ma2 60*2 75lCeateuuial. 8V4
..

Jollit«eB,?Br’bulS06*76lMiucatefl.^ln2*86«i3
White
5B.a()51
Lay'r 85*3

35
26

Brooks
London
2
P K Islands
8V>®9«
6o*05:<ni.tura|Lay
4 00* 6 001 Valencia.
8t Potatoes
7®-, Vic
Her Onions,ct2 26*2 401
Sugar.
7V4
Turkeys.17*18igri4n,:iateo »» 9
..

laa

Fuwis

..

s vi,ru r.

H014I

Hied

Geese

Seeds.

Top....|2%(e)«k%

1 Timothy 8eed3 00)23 10
Ducks.
'Clover. 8%@12%e
Apples.
Russets,
s,4 76'
Cheese.
Vermont_ 9%011
Fancy Buldns
0
Evaporated l*lb 8®10c N.Y. factory 9%@11
Sage.11 @12
Butter.
Lemons.
Creamery t> lb. ..20*22
Palermo.6 00*6 60 Gilt Edge ver—20022

Messina.6 60@« OOlCbolce.17018
I Good.16*17
Malagers....
IStore.16016
Oranges.
•
«
Florida.
Eggs.
Valencia
Eastern ex.
@
17018
Messlmt’and FajOanA Western
17@18
Palermo Vlix.6 60(26001 Limed..

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Juue 16.1868.
Receipts by Maine Central Railroad—For Fort-

land 59

cars

mlscellaueous^merchandise; tor con
109 cars^mlscellaneous merchan-

uectlug roads
dise.

10

Pacific. 71%
New Jersey Central. 82
Nor. Pacific common. 22
dopref.
60%
Northwestern..
.106%
Northwestern prel
.140%
New York Ceutral .106%
New York. Chicago & Et. Louis.. 14
do pref. 63

71%
81%
22%
49%
104%

Missouri

—

..

..

140
14
63

19%
14%
22%

Out. & Western.16%
Oregon Trans-Conti. 22%
Pacific Mall. 33%
Pullman Palace.162
Reading. 58%
Rock Island.1C6
St Louis A SanJFran.
do pref. 64%

82

151%
58%
lu6

27%
64%

dolstprf.114

114

St Paul. 63%

162%
101%

dopref.102%

8t Paul. Minn A Man.|98
8L Paul & Omaha. 36%
st. Paul A Omaha prf.102%

Texas Paclfic(new)..

20%

Union

64%

Pacific.

97

34%
101

19%
63%

71
U. 8. Express
Wabash. St. Louis & Pacific.... 12%
do pref. 22%
Western Union. 76%
K. Teuu, new.
East Tenn. pref. 62%
Wells. Fargo Express.137
Oregon Nav. 92
Houston A Texas. 13
7
Mobile A Ohio
Metropolitan El.127%

71
12

..

Alton A Terre Haute.
do pref....

New York

Mining

21%
76%
9%
62
136

91%
18

7%
127%

38
74

38
74

...

Mining

FALL KIVEK,June 16, 1888,-The;Fall Elver
print cloth statement for the week Is as follows:
Production. 176,000 pieces
Deliveries.
78.000 pieces

Stock on hand.
5,000 pieces
Sales.263,000 pieces
Snot.
20,000 pieces
Future. 248,000 pieces
Prices 4c lor 64s; 3 9-10c nominal for 60x56s.
Maiket firm and active.
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON.June 16.1H88.-Tbe following areio
day’s quotations ot Provisions, Sic.:
Pork—Long cut 17 00®17 60;sbort cuts 17 60fa
17 76; backs 17 76®18 0O; light hacks 17 00-;
pork tongues 18 00.
Lard—Choice oStibic *> lb in tcs; 9a4 ®9%c In
l'l-tb palis; 10® 10Vic In 6-lb palls.
Hogs—choice city dressed hogs 7%c t* lb;
couutrv do at 7c.
Hams at 11®12c, according to size and
cure; pressed hams 12®12V4c.
Butter— Western; fresh made creamery at 00®
21c; extra first Western |creamery at 19420c; do
firsts 18®18>4c;do fancy fresh tmitatiou crmey at
OOglSc; do seconds 16c; do factory, choice fresh
16® 17c; do fair to good|16@16c jN York and Vermont fresh extra cmry 21® 22c; do extra firsts 19
The| above Quotations are receivers’
®20c.
prices for strictly wholesale lots, i Jobbing prices
l®2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at ll@12c; do new
atJ8®9c; lower grades, as to quality; new Western 6®8k*c; new sage 9e.
Jobbing prices vac
higher.
Eggs—Eastern extrs at 17c; some fancy near-by
tstock higher; Eastern firsts 16®16M>c; ex Vt
and N 11 at 17c;cboice fresh Western lG^liiVsC;
N Sand N Bat ie®16y»c; Michigan choice at
Jobbing price Ic higher.
16V4®l7c.
Pi ultry—Northern fresh killed chickens choice
at 22®26; do fair to good at 15®20c; Northern
fresh killed fowls at 13®lBc; Western Iced fowls
at 1112c: live fowls 11c; live chickens 20®26c;
live young ducks 14@16c.
Beans-cnoice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 90®3 00 IP bush; choice New York large band
Dlcked do 2 85®2 90: small Vermont hand pick
16.

Hay—Choice prime hay 19 00; some "fancy *20;
to good at *18 00®*18 00; Eastern flue *14
®*1S; poor to ordinary *13®*16; Eastlswale 10
®$11. Eye straw, choice, at"24 50®*26 00; oat
straw 10 u0®ll 00.
Potatoes—Maine, New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia rose 40®5uc; do liebrous at 4< 1.460c: 00
prolincs and Burbank; 60®60c; White Brooks
rair

40®60e.

_

vanie market

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Thursday's quotations.
WHEAT.

June.

Opening.

dosing!.

83%

Julv.
84%
84%

IDec.

86%
86%

CORN.

.June.
52%
62%

Opeulng.

dosing.

July.

Aug.
54%
63%

63%
68%

umcago
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, June 16, 1888—Cattle market—receipts 3,000; shipments —; corn fed 6 25®6 00;
stockersland feeders 2 60®4 10; cows 2 (>0®)3 00;
Texas cattle at 2 10®4 6o.
Hogs receipts 9,000; shipments 6,000; steady;
mixed at 6 46®6 65; heavy at 6 66® 5 76; light
at 6 40®6 60; pigs and culls at 4 00®6 26.
Sheep—receipts 1000; shipments —; steady;
muttons at 2 00® 3 90; Western feeders at 3 25;
lambs 2 nogs 76.
Domestic Markets.

Friday's quotations.

fBy Telegraph.]

wheat.

June.
83

Opening..
Uigbesi..
Lowest.
Closing..*..

82%
88

Opening..........
Highest.
Lowest......
Closing.

.88
CORN.'
Juue.
61%
61%
61%
"61 Vis

Dec.

July.

83%
«»%
82%

85%
86%
84%
84%

82%
July.

Aug.
63%
63%
52.*
62%

62%
62%
61%
61%

OATS.

Juue.
38

Opening
Highest

38

Lowest

32%
32%

..

Closing

...

rial lirday’s

quotations.

WHEAT.
June.

opening...

Highest...

«1%
80%

Closing.

*1

V. Lowest_

Decl
84%
84%
88%
84%

July.

82%
82%
80%
81%

CORS.
June.

61%
61%

UpeUltlg...

Highest_

6o
6o

L'west.
.Closing .1.
..

July.

Aug.
68%
62%
60%

61%
62%
60%
60%

61
June.
33
33

Opening.,..

Highest.

32%
32>/»

Lowest.

Closing.

Portland Dally Proas Stock List.
Corrected by Swan A Kahrktt. Hanker* and
Brokers, 180 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Far Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
169
Canal National Bank.100 157
148
148
Nat.
Bank.100
Casco
117
First National Bank.100 115
60
61
Cuuioerlaud National Bank.. 40
124
Merchants'National Bank.. 76 123
Xlftliuiiai

itouoia

..

96
Port land Company.
70
Portland Gas Company. 60
BOND S.
..102
State of Maine «s, duel 889
Portland City 6s,Munlclp’l varionsloo
1907...123
K.
aid
K.
Portland Clty«s,
Portland City Funding 4s.101 Vi
Batli City tis, Mun. various.102
Batli city Us It. K. aid various....lol
Baugor City rts. loug K. K. aid....113
Baugor City 6», long Muu.120
Britain City 6s, H. R. aid. 104
And. & Ken. R. |t. rts, various... 103
Portland A Ken. R. R. rts, 1896 109
Leeds A S ariumg’tu K. R. rts.109
Maine Central R. R. ut mt|j7s..ll8
Maine Central R. R. c< usol 7s ...lSu
Maine Central H. R. Skg Fund rts. 106
Portland Water Co.
2d inti? «». ...ins
•
M Mtv rts... .11,,
•*
Consol 4s.

100

76
103
116
126

l*'2Vi
106
103
110
'22

iG6
104
III
111
120

132
1(>6

tort
mo

<j8

NKW YORK. June 16, 1888,-Flour marketreceipts 18.518 packages; exports 125 bbls and
2200 sacks; sales 14,000
Hour quotations—Pine at 2 25 u 2 85, supernne
Western aud Stale 2 60^3 io common to gi Od
extra Western and State at 2 90®3 40; good to
choice
do at S50®6 00;
common
to choice
White wheat Western extra at 4 60®4 76; fancy
do at 4 80® 6 10;: common to good extra Ohm
ai 2 90«6 Oil; common to choice extra 8t Louis
ai 2 90®5 00; patent
Minnesota extra good to
prime ai 4 60@4 75; choice ;to fancy do at 4 80
is 6 10. others unclianged
including 1400 bids
clt mills extra at 4 40®4 65; ltoo ibbis nne do
2 25®a S6.700bbls Iiie"tneat2 60®3 10; 1400
bheloW'iirs ai 2 9o®3 40; 4bOo bols wtuiei
• Im.-texir
at 2 90a6
f>30‘1 bo s >1 miles- la
euraat 2 90®5i0.
Southern Hour Is steady;
common to fair extra si 3 3oa4 03 good tojchoice
do at 4 10®5 16. Rye Hour dull. W'u. ui r ce ms
162,360 nosh; exports 23.048 uush; sales 96,000
bush: spot lower; No 2 Spring nominal at HSVfcc;
No I hard at *8% a«9c delivered; No 2 Red 91 c
delivered, POaHOVic f o b; No 1 Red nominal at
Burley dull.
94V4C; No 1 White nominal 97c
Cum —receipts 26,160 bur; exi ort
tush s lies
lower
aud
No 2 at 67®
dull;
89,100 ush; spot
57Vic elev. 67Vi®57%c delivered. Outs—rehush, saler 87,' to
cejots 94,000 bush, exports
bush: lower and weak; No 3 at 36c, do Wnio at
4lVic;No2 at 87c; do White at 42%cj No 1
White 46V4c; Mixed Weiteru ;36»39e; Wulie do
White State.
Coflee—fair ltio dull, nonnnal
at 16%c. Hngar quiet and firm; refined quiet;
C at 6%c; Extra C64%®6% ; While Extra
at
6%c; Yellow 6 6-16®5Vic; standard AatdVic;
Mould A at.|7c; Confectioners A at 64i ; cut loat
aud ''rusheu at 8c; off A at 6®6Vfec; powdered
at 7c: granulated at 6%c; Cutes 7e. Molasses
dull; 60 test 19‘Ac. Prusltnn, steady—united
Fork dull and who ly nominal.^ Beef
S 78%e.
quiet, Curd—Western steam 8 76;city steam at
8 16 ;retlned quoted at 8 60 for Continent; S A at
9 76. Butler unclianged. Cheese quiet, State

hbls.f;

—

—

7%®8%c.

Liverpool quiet.
CHICAGO. June 16 1888.—The Flour market is
dull and neglected. Wheat is weak at 80% c.Corn
lower; No2at 49%c. oats dull—No2 at 32Vic.
No 2 Rye at 67c. Barley—No 2 at 64c. Provlsmus
steady—Mess Pork at 13 60. Lard 8 37Vi. Dry
salted shoulders at 6 00: short clear sides 8 oo.
wins key at 1 20.
Receipts—Hour. 18,00-1 bbls; wheal. 33,1'IX)
rush: .corn 43* 000 iiusli: oats 246,000 l>u; rye
4,000 hush: Parley, 11,000 bush.
Shipments Flour. 13 000 hbls: wneat, 12,900
bushPcoru, 166.000|busb;oats, 684,00 ihtsb: rye
0 000 bush, barley 7.0OU bush.
ST. LOU lS.June 16,1888 -Tlie Flour market Is
dull, ranging from 2 40S4 6 i. Wheal closed V8c
b'low yesterday— No 2 Ked 86s/jc. Corn declined
IC, 41 Mi®41 Me. Oats weak and lower at 311V®
82V*c. Wbis ev at 1 14. Provisions steady. Pork
i4 40. lard at 8 00. Dry salted meats—shoulders
6 87Vk ; long clear 7 60®7 UZV4; clear rlhs 7 76m
7 87Vi ; short clears 8 oo
Uaeon—shoulders at
6 76; long clear at 8 86®8 45: clear ribs 8 35®
8 45; short clear at 8 50®8 60.
Hams l'l 76®
Ereiabu to

11 00.

Receipts—Flour, 2,000 bbls,wheat 16,000 bush,
67,000 bush, oats 26,01X1 i.ush. barley, oooo
bush.rye 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 4,000 bbls, wheat 6,000
bush, corn 21,000 bush.; oats 8,000 bush, barley
O.ixx1 bush, rye 0.000 bush.
corn

Boston Stock Market.
The
danv:

[By.Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

reomvM

Bell Te'eDhone
Mexican Central.
New York and New Kngland Railroad.
do nret
Atoh.,lopeka and Santa Fe Railroad
C. B ag.
...

227
14Vi
38%
114
82%
llOVi
211

Boston A Maine It
P'tnt A Pere Marquette Railroad com. 40
Chicago, Burlington A Northern. 61
195
Boston A Albany.
Hasten) Railroad. .120

Wisconsin Cen»ral.10
CalUornta Southern Railroad. 3(1%
Maine Central Railroad.120
Boston A Lowell Railroad.164
Baugor Cltv 6s, ...
Old Colony Railroad.163
New York Stock and Money Market

[By Telegraph.]
»OKU. June 16, 1888.—Money

NKW
on call
nas been easy, ranging from l to lVi; last loan at
1, closing at 1 per cent. Prime metcantlle paper at
Merlin- Exchange Is null and
4@5 tier cent.
steady, with actual business at 4 86% @4 87 for
UOulay bll s and 488%@4 89 for demand; posted
rates 4.87Vi and 4.89% for demand. Uovernent
bonds dull but steady. Railroad bonds quiet but
firm.
11M irausactions at tne Stock Excnange aggrt
gated 116.918 shares.
louowiug are

to-day’s

imitations of Govern-

ment securities:
United States 3s,....
.126%
New 4s, reg.
New 4s, coup.127%
..107
reg
New'Vis,
New 4%s, coup..107
Central Pacificlists...
•"•}}£
Denver A JLGr.tlsts...US
9JVi
Erie 2ds.
Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Oregon Nav.j Ists.HJ/*
....

..

Faciflc;|lst..

Union
do Land

Grants.
do sinking Funds.

f

i

HAVANA, June 17,1888.—The Sugar market
Sugar has been In active demand the past week,
but the prices offered were too low to induce sales
Little business was done, the quotations being
nominal.

..^“lai'ses sugar,
SZ.00®2.zr>

regular to good polarization,

gold per quintal.

*° 90 d*
gr”a<82.tmA»2.i^!>0dreflnlllB’ 85lu lll“ls’
bags
an?tosw'SLi 1t&4<1<>*r**5
Matauzas,

■

Cephaloula.Boston.Liverpoo1.... Jne

Niagara.New York..Havana.Jne
City Rio Janeiro. .New York..Aspiuwall.. .Jne

Steamship Wluthrop, Bragg.

Freightsinominal ;

John
E. C.

Cox,
Foden,

Johnson’s Hestaurunt,
Thomas Briggs,
J. L. Cibbs,
A. S. Jenness,
J. W. Peterson,
A. H. Haskell,

Fishermen.
Ar at Bath 16th, schs Wm Keene, of Portland,
and Oasis, of North Haven, shore flshiug.
Ar at Port Mulgrave 14th, sch Georgle Willard’
from Portland for N orth Bay.
Ar at Halifax 14th, sch Maud M Story. Rose, fm
Cape North with 86,000 lbs cod for Gluucester.
Domestic Pores.
POUT TOWNSEND- Ar 8tb, ship Richard HI,

McIntyre.

San Francisco.

8th, ship Ericsson, Sawyer, (from Taccuia)
for Hobson's Bay.
SEATTLE—In port 10th, ships Abner Coburn,
Nichols, for San Francisco; Cyrus Wakefield, Hibbard. do; Palmyra, Claire, do; Fredk Billings,
Sherman, do.
PORTLAND, O— In port 10th, ships Sea King,
Uelcbell, for New York; Jas Drummond, Curtis,
from New York.
TACOMA—In port 10th, ship Geo F Mansop,
Adams, for Sau Francisco;
barque Carrollton,
Lewis, for do.
PORT LUDLOW—In port 10tn, ship Carondelet
Stetson, for Sau Diego.
PORT DISCOVERY—Ar 8th, ship J Thompson,
Arey, San Francisco.
MOBILE—Ar 16th, barque Harriet S Jackson,
Bacon, Cardenas.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 161b, barque Lizzie Carter. Goodman, Asplnwall.
PENSACOLA-Ar 16th, sell Lizzie B Willey,
Willey, New York.
KEY WEST—Ar 12th, sch J D Robinson, HoSid

gan,

Philadelphia.

DaKIEN—Cld 16th, sells Susie I’ Oliver, 8nare,
New York: B W Morse, Roderick. Bath.
WILMINGTON, NO-Cld 16tli, sch Roger
•
Moore, Gllkey, Porto Rico.
FORTRESS MONROE
Ar 14th, sch A R
from
Kennebec
for-.
Weeks,
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, sch 8 B Kay, Crockett,
Charleston.
PH I l.A DELPH1A—Ar 16th. schs Charlotte T
Sibley. Bartlett, Jacksonville; Lucy A Davis, Loring, Sagua; Calvin P Harris, Higgins, Bath; .John
H Converse, Leighton, Kennebec; Wm Heard,
Wooster, Sullivan.
Cld 16th. sells Johu H Kranz, Pitcher, Boston;
Gardner G Deerins, Rogers, do; Addle E Snow,
Hiukley, New Haven.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 16th, sell Isaiah K
Stetson, St Marc, (and sailed for New York.)
Sid 10th, barque Lillian, (from Nuevitas) for
New York) brig Telos, for do.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 14tb, schs M A Aehorn,
Auliorn, New York; Edward Waite, York, <lo.
Sid 14tli, sch Johu Somes, Robbins. Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th, sells Wm Rice, Gregory.
Key Largo; Mary A Hall, Veazle, Mobile; Yankee Blade, Coombs, Bangor; St Elmo, Rogers,
Rockland.
Cld 16th, brig Woodbury, Parker, 8t John, NB;
sell Minnie Smith. Dawson. Galveston.
Passed the Gate 14th, schs Rattler, New York
forEastport; Sarah Eaton, Hoboken for Boston;
Lizzie Brewster, do for Salem; Nettie Cusbiug, do
for Weymouth; E T Gandy, Amboy for Augusta;
Quoddy, do for Portsmouth: Fanny Hodgkins,
do for Augusta; Lois V Ciiaples, from Suffolk for

Elizabetliport

for Calais.

NEW HAVEN—Ar 14th. sen William Buiinan,
Ruse, Calais.
MBSTIC—Ar 14tli, sch Otranto, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 16tli, sell Mary E Amsden,
Clark. New York.
lath

sell

1 .new

Kr.ru.mo

Augustine,

BOSTON—Ar 16th, schs Metropolis, Brown, fm
Vlnalhaveii; It W Cushman, Farrell, Deer Isle;
E
Gerry, Perry, Hurricane Island; V Ictory, Hatch
Damariseotta; Wiuslow Morse, Woolwich.
fid lblli, barque T L Sweat, Gooding, for Graud
Turk; sell Cyrus Hall. Coombs, Windsor. NS.
Ar liitb, barque Stephen G Hart, Pearson, from
Apalachicola; schs Morellght, Webster, Calais;
Loduskia, Robbins, Bath; Iowa. Strout. Millbridge; Lamartine, Haskell, Deer Isle; Brunette,
Waterhouse, Searsport.
Cld 16th, sells Win Jones, Pray, Haytl; John 8
Case, Falkingham, Grand Ause, NB; Glenulleu.
Bunker, New York; Lizzie 8 Haynes. Dow,for
Savannah; Normandy, Rivers, Kennebec, to load
for Philadelphia.
Sld 16th, barque Lapland;
M B Oakes, L M Elies.

James Young,

schs

MARBLEHEAD—Ar 14th, sch Edw Lameyer,
Kendall, Perth Amboy.
SALEM—Ar 16th, sch Emma Green, Smith, fm
Bangor for New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Sld lGtli, schs Pearl,"Burton,
and Niger. Adams, Wiscasset for Boston; Julia,
Strout, Mlllbride lor New Haven; John Gerard,
Webber, from Hurricane Island for Boston;
Mopang, Perry, Clierryfleld for do.
BANGOR—Ar 16th, sells Clara Goonwin, Wyman, Norfolk ; A F Crockett. Thorndike, Richmond; A G Bryant, Kendall. New York.
BATH—Ar 16th, sells Mattie E Eaton, Gamage,
Boston; Celina, Murray, do.
Sld 16th, schs Conecuh, Conuor, Philadelphia;
T Benedict, Linscott, New York.
BaTH—Ar 16th, schs Kensett, Clark, Boston;

Henry

A,

Taylor,

Forelizn Ports.
Sourabaya 16tli lust, ship Thomas Dana,
Gerrlsh. New Yura.
Sld fm Fisagua Apl 6, barques Itonus, Bticknam,
New York; 7th, Rose limes, Marwick, do.
Arat Nanaimo 8th, ship C F Sargent, Morse,
San Francisco.
Ar at Curacoa 4tli Inst, sch Lizzie May, Hutchinson, F'eriiandiua.
Cld at Autigua 1st lust, barque Sbawmut, Small,
for New York.
Ar at Berblce May 14, sch C H Fabeus, Howes,
New York.
Ar at Demarara May 16, brig Marv F Kimball
Gilley, New York.
At Port Spain May 25, barque Henry A Litchfield, Davis, for Deleaware Breakwater; schs Aldine. Dennison, fordo; Norombega, Harding, for
do; Geo K Hatch, Hardenbrook, do.
Ar at Halifax 14th, brig Mary E Bliss. Ross,
Portland.
Spoken.
June 13, off Georgetown, SC, sch Maud Briggs,
from Philadelphia for Port Royal.
June 14, off Charleston, sen Thos R Pillsbury,
from New York for Fernandina.
In nil mwi of pimply eruptions tlie salutary
effect of Skiu-Success Soap Is quickly apparent.
hk.n and Hralp diseases can he cured by
Palmer’s Skin-Success. Soap cleanses, ointment
heals.
HICHLY

10

»‘e

or

scaly

_

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, June 16, 1888.—Consols 9# 1-16 for
money and Slav* for the account.
oONDON. June 16,1888.—U. 8. 4>*s, 109V4.
LlVjiRPuOL, June 16.—The Cottonlmarket—
quiet, without quotable change; middling uplands
at 6 7-16d; do Orleans 5V4d; sales 8,0o0 bales:
speculation and export 1000 bales receipts 8,(X)0
bales.
LIVERPOOL. June 16 J1888—Quotations— Wirier wheat at6s7il®6s8d: Spring weatat 6s 7d
®6s 8d: Club wheat at us 7d@6s 9d.
Commixed Western at 4s 8d^ peasat 6s lOd. Provisions, Ac-—Porn at -709.« Bacon al 409 6d for
short clear and 39s Od for long clear.
Chesseat
44s 6d for white. Lard at 42s!3d. Tallow 23s 6d.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.JUNE 18.
Ban rises.3B8ini„„
6 30
Bun sets.7 28lHl8h WMer}. 6 02
Length of day ....15 32
»... 8ft91n
Moon sets .......12 39lBel*M”” (... 9ft3ln

At druggists, 'Skin-SuocesH’
25c. A 75c, •Skin-Success Soap’
26o. Palmer ChemioalCo.,N.Y.

TORTURE of Skin eruption is allayed by the
of Skin-Success Soap. Try it.
HEALTH is impossible If the pores be clogged.
Skin-Success Soap cleanses and stimulates them.
oct3
eotlly-cMnrm
use

To Vessel Owners.
Port

THEoughly

Clyde

Marine Railway has been thor
rebuilt, aud is now 111 readiness to

take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
dispatched qulcklv and satisfaction guaranteed
Address,
W. 0. STIMPSON, Jit.,
declSdtf
port Clyde. Me.
II' ITT C X* A 15t' J> may oefound on flleatOca
"J 111’’ J Ai ijTLP.KowcllACo'aNewapapw
lAdtertialng Bureau 3b Spruce Htna-t). where udviTtla
lim contract,. ..'<
-—It
vggg.

with
Remington typewriter No.
Itnee-shift and copy holder, all in good
writes capitals and small letters. Ap-

LET

TOpatent
condition;
vilv In W

—

1/

IT

mwu

Vs.

1 WM

Bank building.

Canal

I

COTTAGE*

LET—House

No. 71 Gray street,
TOvenieut and desirable
rent. Inquire of
08
I
St.

con

a

1". s.

Exchange

LET—For the season,
very
TO summer
residence, containing
located

>

f

desirable

a

8

rooms,
3 miles
in Keunebuukport.
from Kenoebuuk Village, and 0
miles from
Blddeford, within easy access to sea-shore; terms
N. S. GAKDINElt, 40 Exchange
reasonable.
street.

pleasantly

TO

LET—Two

good rents in

bouse;

new

ft

St. John street near new
Union Depot: location well sbuated for railload
employes; price * 12 each. For further particulars enquire of C. P. WALDKON, 40 Exchange

each;

rooms

on

MAINE’S MOST POPULAR

RESORT.

“THE BLUFFS.”
MOUNT

DESERT

FERRY.

A new house, overlooking the sea;
all modern
onvenlences; In full view of Bar Harbor; boating
and Ashing unsurpassed; Aue lawns for tennis aud
croquet.
D. B. 8TOCKHAM & CO., Proprietors,

THE WALDO.
co

Bay;

Chebeague Island, Portland,

Me.

the most popular summer resorts

unequalled

a

as

quiet

resort for

on

Cas-

families;

Hotel accommodations strictly Arst-class;
pure
spring water; perfect drainage; superior facilities
for bathlug, boating aud Ashing. Open June 27th.
J. B. HEED, Manager.
Je4eod3m

PROSPECT

HOUSE,

Pond Cora, Cape Elizabeth,
be opened to the public June 14. Shore meals
during the dav and evening; clam bakes served
at short notice.
The Cape Elizabeth Omnibus
line, (C. E. Libby, Proprietor, 97 Cross street,
Poriland,) will leave the bouse, connecting with
the Cornelia H. for Poriland, every day and evewill

ning.

•

C. 8. JOBDAN, Proprietor.

Jel3d lw*

for admission to College will
be held at the Cleaveland Lecture Room,
Massachusetts Hall, on Friday and Saturday,
June 28th and 30th, and on Friday and Saturday, September 14th and 15th. beginning each
day at 8.30 A. M. All candidates must be present
on Friday morning.
WILLIAM DkW. HYDE, President.
Brunswick, May 24tli, 1888.

may29(l&wtjun30

EXAMINATIGROF SCHOOLS.
sub-committee on examination ol candidates for teaching in the public schools of
Portlaud, will meet for the examination of teachers. at High School Building, on MONDAY, the
2nd day of July next, at 9 a. m. Applicants must
pass a satisfactory examination In the following
branches, viz:
Reading, Spelling, Arithmetic, including the
M etric system of weights and measures, Bookkeeping, Physical and Descriptive Geography,
English Grammar, Including Composition, United
States History, Physiology and Hygiene, with
special reference to the effects of alcnollc drinks,
stimulants and narcotics upon the human system,
Elements of Music. Elementary Free-Hand Drawing, and Theory and Practice of Teaching.
All applicants must be present on the morning
above specified, and the examination will continue two days unless sooner finished.
No other examination will take place prior to
the opening of the schools.
THOMAS CASH
rintendent of Schools.

THE
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LET—A cottage of
TO
borough Beach, with
further
to
LKT—For
fp©
X session

ventive, and is everywhere regarded as a sure cure
forT nrnlyMin, Heart DiHenir, It iieumatlsm,
Angina
Pectoris, Chronic
Bronchitis,
Liver Complaint, Kidney and Bladder
Troubles, Sciatica. Dyspepslu, Ac., Ac.
For sale by all druggists. Price 91.00 a bottle, six
bottles forftS.OO. Send to DR. F. S. HUTCHINSON
A CO., Enosburgh Falls, Vt.. U. S. A., for circulars
100 Emergencies price 15 eta
and testimonials.
Mailed free to readers of this paper. Tells what to
do In case of accident, and what may result from

I.KT-Canning factory
TO suitable
for any business.

DIZZY ?

Long Wharf,
Apply to CHASE

on

UK

Nos. 117 and 119 Middle
X street; one
finest stores In the city;
suitable for wholesale or retail, or both; with a
lovely basement, dry and lighted on three sid"8,
almost equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Inquire of U. E. THOMPSON. 164 Brackett street.
apr28-2m

LET—Upstairs rent of six rooms, and
TOone-half
of stable, Sebago water In house,

—

Store
of the

C

£

r

5

2

vfiiir

>

•

llriK-i-lut.

.00
.35
will

Is

rooms,

including

on

shop; the upper

stories can be disconnectanged (or a small hotel or
the above described property

well

are

ici tw

uv

for

art

n

ntiutv

ui

dcuauucii

ni

a icaouuo*

Apply to AUG. P. FULLER. 432
myistl

LET.

OF

our
Department store ami see the display
of genuine tannery calfskin congress and balmoralsweare now selling for only #2.00 per pair;
worth #3.00.
DEAN BROS., 453 and 466 Con
16-1
gress street.

WET ANTED

You all to know that greater
In boots and shoes can be secured
at TURNER’S, 653 Congress, corner Oak streets,
than at any other place m Portland.16 1
ww

—

bargains

carriage and cart. Address
F., This Office, with description and price.

WANTED—Pony

_10-1

liver

aisease, dropsy, erysipelas, eczema or
any skin disease, malaria, ulcers, tumors, bolls,
piles, catarrh, brouchitis, asthma, coughs, colds,
etc., all caused by Impure blood, to call and In15-2
vestigate at 413 CONGRESS STREET.

WANTED—Every
stores at large rent,

one

to

know

that large

require large profits;
low rent and small expenses enable us to sell
you flrst-class boots and shoes at verv small
profit. Call and get prices at J. P. \> ELCH, 421

Congress St16-1

WANTED

At

forger,

once one
and one

one

hi

blacksmith shop
painter; none but
those used to the business need apDly. C. E.
WHITNEY, 91 PrebleSL. Portland, Me. 14-1
man

WANTED-Drcssmak
lug done by Miss L. DAGGETT, No. 23 Myrtle street; rates reasonable and the work done
13-1
satisfactorily.

DRENPCRAKINC

give you fair warning that
WANTED—To
there Is but six days left In which you can
buy Trunks and Bags at 10 per cent discount, at
BROAD’S TRUNK MANUFACTORY, 122 Ex12-1
change St.
to ask your grocers for
Frankfort and Pork Sausage. If he has
not got them call at STALL 16, City Market,
where you can be supplied. Send postal or call.
12-1

WANTED.—All

FK.n.tl.K

HELP.
r woman for
ill family in
>f Rail Road.
ltH

*

country,

Apply

also

uQ i
Tsl

at 91

WINTER ST

hotel in

girls;

m
„•>

Ading 8t.,

a

dress or apply to DO
or 211 Commercial si

236V*

....

Good wages.
WANTED-A

WANTED.—A

jaul 3_1
On Accounto (the the Death ofSenior Partnerthe Stookof

R. STANLEY & SON,
package

low in (lie original
to close the estate.|

cook

at 211

PlK»IO.
14-1

STATE ST.

to

by Portland Star match Co.,

09

West Commercial Street.

dlw

Jel6

mai,E-Store with rent iii rear and one
In second story; good paying piece of
cenUal location; will be sold very low
property;
to close as the owner lias no further use for it.
N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St.
16-1

F'4lK

MALE—2 desirable bouse lots
St., at cor. of Weymouth.

FOK

ConA. F.

on

gress

HUNT,

Strondwater._18-1

MALE—Cottage and land at Trefethen’s
landing, Peaks Island; has eight rooms; best
location at the landing. Apply to JOHN F. PROC
18-1
TOR, Centennial Block.

FOK

MALK—Stock and fixtures of retail
grocery and provision store; will sell for
actual value K applied for soon. F. A. BILLINGS, 386 Cumberland St.
15-1

IJOR

button;

shoe Is warranted In every respect,
solid leather Insoles and counters, neat top, seamless. single sole, J, P, WELCH, 421 Congress St.

MALE—A nice two story bouse containing 10 rooms, with modern conveniences,
good lot of land, finely situated at the weat end of
Congress St. JOHN P. PROCLOR, Centennial
Block.
15-1

FOK

light
express wagon,
1JOKMAI.E-Oie
two seated family carriage, will be sold
uew

one

cheap
Preble

for
St.

cash.

Call

E.

on

MORRILL, Cor.
16-1

JO It MALE-At Woodfords, No. 28 Mechanic St., a very desirable house with 11 rooms,
bath room, stable aud buildings connected, good
cellar and foundation, furnace, lot 100xl3o, fine
lawn with cedar hedge, fine view of city; must be
sold lo close. N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange street.
1 *-i

I

LE—The Prooxide of Silicates, a sure
cucumber aud squash bugs,
cabbage worms; harmless to man,
beast or the vines; eosts but 8 cents per pound
mid is guaranteed to do its work. C. B. DALTON
& CO., 27 Preble St.14-1
6

*• A

F«» death to potato,
currant aud

male—A good story and half bouse

IJOlt

ivitb 2% acres land, five minutes walk to
horse car, school house and hall. For particulars
inquire of CHARLES G. WOODMAN, Lunt’s

Cor., Ocean St., East Deering, Me.
on Long Island to
let._

Also cottage
14-4

L’OK MALK—The Chapman House, situated

■a
at Rock Bound Park, Peak’s Island. This
hotel Is well known and Is one ot the most desirable Island properties In the State and will be sold
low. For terms and particulars, apply to JOHN
F. PROCTOR, Cemeunial Block.
14-1

SALE-Tinners’ squaring
1JOH
frame works by foot power,

shears. Iron
one pair No.
2
bench shears, one set Waugh's circular shears and tinners’ tools, and machines,
stakes.roUs, &c. No. 266' * Middle St., LEIGHTON^ M’F’G
sheet Iron

CO._14-1

IJOK

IjMlK

MALE—On the Cape, site commanding
IxoKfine
view of the ocean, harbor, bay ana
One
a

Islands;

summer residence; bouse 11
large barn and out buildings, orchard. 3
acres land; at a bargain;
theJCape Is booming;
now Is
your time. Apply to F. H. HARFORD,
Seutinel Office, So. Portland.
13-1
a

rooms,

HALE—Grocery store, with tenement of
FOB
7
overhead, large stable and fine lot

land; property is situated near the head of
Pleasant street. Deering. and is now occupied by
Martin W. Best. This offers a flue opportunity,
either to engage In business, or for an Investment,
us lhe property will be sold low.
JOHN F.
PROCTOR. Centennial Block.12-1
of

a

Address BOX 1819, City.

utes.

12-1

WANTED.—A family ~of Three
grown persons would like a bouse for the
...
either furnished or nnfurnlshed. Responsible parties; best ot reference given. Address staling location and price, D. D„ Press

HOI’ME

Office.12-1
MALE—Mackerell Barrels.
FOK
rels, first-class, low price. Call

New baron J. H.

Special agents to show every'
in Maine where to obtain the most
WANTED
economical life
—

■nan

Insurance; a state institution,
chartered by act of Legislature; reserve fund in
Stale treasury; lowest death rate; fewest assessments. Kor information apply to THE PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY. 08 Eachauge street,
16-2
Portland, Me.
GENERAL AGENT WANTED for the 8th
Wonder. Positively the taste st selling ar
tide on earth. Address
EMPIRE CO..
JelSdlw381 Canal St., N. Y. City.

A

iaiNCKI,l,ANKOlm.
—

NOTICK—All

TIME TABLE ON

MAY 21. 1888.

ANDJfTER

Leave Portland 6.60, 0.45 8.66, 10.25 a.m.:
2.00, 3.00, 4.45, 6.10 p. m.
Leave Jones’, 0.25, 7.16,9.15,10.46 a. m.: 2.20,
3.20,5.15. 0.40 p. in'
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.16, 7.06, 9.26.10.65 a. in.;
2.30, 3.30, 6.05, 6.30 p. in.
Wl’NDAY Time TAHI.K.
Leave Portland, 8.66,10.15,11.30 a. m.; 1.66
3.00, 4.45 p. m.
Leave Jones’, 9.25, 10.36, 11.50 a.m.; 2.16.
4.16,5.20 p. m.
l-«»ve Trefethen’s, 9.16,10.4612.00, a.m.; 2.26.
3-30, 6.06 p. m.
FAHKS
Single ticket, round trip, adult.$ .25
Children under twelve.
16
Twelve rides. 1.00
Twenty rides, scholars.. 11.001 for residents and

F. M.

IPORTLANO and MONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct <-oune<-tlous with
Canadian Paclilc Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal

Steamboat

PiTbyan*s,U'Het^efiem; IitM-

Bartlett and in
connections lor
No. Windham, Htandlsh, i.lmingtou, Behago, Naples, ParsonsBeld, Kezar Kails, Denmark. Lovell
and Conway Comer; also lor No. Bridgtou. Harrison and Waterford via Bridgtou.;

3.13 i». iu. Local. Portland to
termedtate stations, with stage

Trains Arrive in Peril,rad.

10.33 a. ni. from Bartlett and way stations.
*.33 p. as, from Montreal. Burlington and West
J. HAMILTON, Supt
OH AS. H. KOYE, Q. T. A.
Oct. 7, 1887
oct7dtt

Co.

Romford Falls & Buekfield Railroad.

Leave South Freeport dally (Sundays excepted)

•Summer 4 rraaarmeal -la Kflecl
l**MI.

m.;

Returning will leave Burnhams wharf. Portland,
at 3 p. in.
E. B. MALLETT, Jr., Manager,

Steamboat Co.

28, 1888. STEAMER GORDON will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland,
On and after MAY

p.
a
a.
a.

For

m.

Bailey’s

ami

Orr’s 0.00 p.

m.

*TA«g CO W Kr i lo vs.

Returning (or Portland, leave Orr’s Island 6.15
m.; Bailey's Island 6.30 a m.; Harpswell 6.45
in., 1.30 p. m.; East End lit. Chebeague 7 15

trait, a
m. for

in.:

Portland and

ENTERPRISE^APT.

STEAMER

la

Nl'MDAV

EASTERN DIVISION.
Pur Beatea atta.OO Am., dally,t».00a.m., 11.00,
•0.00 p. m. Beslan (er Pertlaad 7.80, 9.00 A
m„ 12.30p. m. (“7 00 p.m. dally). Caac Plica
keth. 9.00 A m. (6.30 p. m. West. Liv. Pass.)
Mace 0.00 Ain., 1.00 p.m Hiddcferd i 00. 0.00
Am., 1.00,0.00 p. m. Perlsasealb. Mewbur,
pert, salve, Lyas 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 0.00
p.m. Aaaeakery 9.00 Am.. 1.00, 0.00 p. m.
•Connects with Rail Lines for New Turk.
{Connects with Sound Lines tor New York.
“West Division—North Berwick to Scar boro

Crossing.
Through Tickets

to all paints West and South
for rale at Pertlaad ntatlea TickrtOBce and
at f alea Tickrl OBee, 40 P change ktreel*
JAB. T. PURSER, UenT Manager,

Steamboat Co.,

CUSTOM HOUSE HIUKF.

Bogtcp;

D. J. FLANDERS, uen. P. * T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, UenT Agent,
oet21dtlPortland

WEEK DAYTIME TABLE.
and After APB1L
30th, 1888.

run.

FAKES.
Round Trip..26
Single tickets,
“
**

GRAB TRIM RAILWAY OF CAYADA
CHANGE
Oe

6.48 p.

RENT—A desirable furnished cottage near the Beach at Ocean
Park It. It. Station, near Old Orchard.
1-4
_ALFRED WOODMAN.
MALK OK

Foil

MALE.—My residence at Gorham Vll
luge, also 34 acres good land near village;
11 acre field at Mallison Falls. Gorham: will be
sold separate or together. A bargain can be bad,
as I am about to leave the State.
GARDINER
M. PARKER or N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange
Street. Portland.
23-4

IJOR

mini—i

male
Pleasant residence at Nason's
good 2Vi story bouse and a nice sta
We; also small bouse and store, and about tnree
acres of land.
Inquire of O. R. WISH, Argus
office.
DM

For
Corner:

—

se"power

SALK-1 second-hand 12
one 14 horse
pow»r7boller with

FOR
englue, and
boated

pump, Inspirator and alfttrtlngs at a barAddress, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUN-

DRY, Blddeford. Me.

ocfitf

MALK~House and lot 180 State SL
FOR
Brick house and very desirable lot, number
State

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

For NEW YORK.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday,
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
IS, Rest River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY LE,
laluxdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

^

street, westerly side, near Pine street; for
terms apply to ,1. 8. RICKER.feb22tl

International

FOR SALE.
West Wir mUi. about one-haif mile above
Presumpsci Falls, and five miles from Portland. Hie valuab. farm owned by the late Mr. A.
GOWEI.L-.the al >ve was very much Improved by
the late owner; oas a flue field, about 36 acres,
with southerly exposure, extending to Presuinpscot river; house is on high laud ana well situated;
garden lias numerous grape vines and fruit trees;
land yields about 85 tons hay; good pasturage ami

STEAMSHIP CO.,

IN

Ii.IhI 10(1

u. res

KFV.I

*

W I V MH

W

8Vj Exchange street.inya22w4*
llorse For Sale.
horse, 8 years old, sound and kind and
weighs about U75 pounds; stands with
a weight. Can be seen at HITCHING’8 STABLE, Green Street.
dtl
mays

BAY

HO A

COIATRY BOARD

HALTED.

gentl'man and wife, at flrst-class farm
house where plelity of good milk and fresh
vegetables are to be bad. with abundant trTmt
fishing near by; northern part of state of Maine
will pay good price to desirable party
preferred;
for six or eight weeks, to commence about July
1st. Please address with all particulars. A. H.,
care P. O. Box 872, New York
city.
Jel5d3t

FOlt

HK1.P.

kV ANTED—To learn
dry goods business, must come well recommended. MANSON <1. I. AKKABKK & CO., 248 Middie street.
1»-1
__
young man acquainted with
the retail grocery and
provision business
as partner ; a good stand small amount of capital
required; references exchanged. Address BOX
1887.
15-1

BOk

WANTED—A

W A NT ED-A boy from 1U to 18 years
of age, at 256Vjj Middle street, to learn the
business, must come well recommended. LEIGHTON M'K’G CO.
14-1

B»»k

CLIEE WANTED—An
DHVCI
ienced drug clerk to take charge of
at
be

exper-

a store
summer resort. Must
registered and well
recommended. Good pay and good place for competent man. Address P.O. BOX 1176, City. 12-1
a

collect sniali pleturesTo
copy aud enlarge In crayon, India Ink and
water color; salary paid and outfit free. Address
with references for particulars EA8TKKN COPYING CO., 21 Main St., Bangor,
Me._14-tf

WANTKD-Mento

BOOKKEEPER

WANTED

Btddeford and Rockland Branch
Stores; Young I.ndr preferred; but must
be thoroughly posted In double
entry bookkeeping. Apply in person at

IjSOK

our

THE ATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHIN6 CO.,
Pearl and tftiddle Mil, Portland, .tie.
Je5
Utf

C?*r.

AND ALL FARTS OF

—

lew

—

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS. 1888.
Tbe
Steamers of ibis Line will leave Halloed Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.30 p. in., for
(ASTPOHT and ST. JOHN, with above counee-

lons.

Tnrough tickets issued and baggage checked to
lestmatlon. fTW Freight received upto 4.1)0 r. u.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other tnfornalton at Company's Office. Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE.
Gen". Manager.

uovl4dtf

uiu

Ain.
auw

Eiohugi St., i»d

D***t Foot if ladu Strati

_J. STKPHSNBoW.

Maes.

HON D SV,
April Ad, ISSN,
Psarasrr Tralae will leave
fallawsi

as

for

Astars and Lewis lea, 7.00 8.86 a m.
12.60 4.60 p. m.: l.ewlslea
via Vraas
wirk, 0.45 a m., 12.66 til. 16p.m. Por Balk
6.46 a in., 12.66 and 4.66 p. ra.. and on Saturdr.ys limy at 11.16 p. rn. Kurklaad and —
tan aad Liarela K. K., 0.46 a. in. and
12.66 p. m., Braaewlrk, Gardiner, lulls
well, aad Aagaeia, 0.45 a nr., 12.56, 4.66
and ill.16 p. in. Farnsiagtaa via Lewie
ran, 8.36 a m., 12.50 p. m.; via Braaewirk.
12.56 p.
m.
.Vlaaasaaik,
Wiathcap,
HradUeld, Oakland aad Nirtk iawa,
7 a rn 12.60 p. rn., Waierville and MkewLewislaa, 7 a rn. 12.60,
hrgaa, via
via Aagaeia, 0.45 a. Ur., 12.66 and tll.16
p. m., and waierville Saturdays only 1.86
p. m. Belfast aad Dealer, 12.60 snd : 11.16
p. m. Banger via Lewislaa, 7.00 a m.
12.50 p. m.; via Aagasta, 0.46 a m., 12.66
and tll.16 p. m. Baager * Piscaiagais
R. It.. 11.45 and 7.00 am. and tll.16 p. m.
Kllrweilh
aad
Bar Darker,
tll.16
and 12.66 p. in. Vaarefcere 8.46 and 7.00
a nr., 12.50. 12.56 and 111.16 p. m. Mi.
Wirphra (Calais), Araesieak
Csaaly,
Mi. Jaba, Ualifas, aad ike
Prariares,
12.60,12.65 and tU-16 p. m.

Ejr-All trains timed as above from Commercial
street Station, stop at

CONUBEH* ST. STATION.
tew minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
points East and West.
tNIgbt express with
sleeping car attacbed.runs every night Sundays
Ihcluded, through to Bangor but not to Skowheon Monday
mornings or to Belfast and
iter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings
will ruu through to Bar Harbor ou and after May
20th,
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morna

Ki

ing

train

from

Augusta

and Bath 8.46

a m.;

Lewiston, 8.60 a m.; from Knox It Lincoln
K. K. 12.20 p. m.; day trains from Bangor at
12.40, 12.46 p. m. The afternoon trains Irom
Water, llle, Bath, Augusta and Rocs land at
6.35 p. m., Flying Yankee at 5.46 p. m. j
Farmington and l-ewlston, 6.60 p. m. Night
Pullman at 1.60 a m.
LGaiird Tickets. Erst aad seenad clasa, fa*
all petals la Ike Prnviaees sa sale at reduced

rales.

PORTLAND. NT. DESERT A MACHIAS ST'BT CO
Nti-iinur
City of Kli'htiiond,
HPT. WH. K. DKVSIMS,
(weather permitting), and until further notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11
o’clock p. m.
Returning, leave Machlasport
Mondays and Thursday* at 8 o'clock am., connectiagat Portland with the 7.30 a. m. train for
Boston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a in.
PAYSON TUCKRK, General Manager.
F. K. BOOT HHY.Gen’l Pass, and TtcketAgt.
Port,an,.. March 30. 1888.
octSldts

Mcolia, Prlac* KdHrnmwlrk,
ward> lilaad, and t ape Hrrlaa.

it State street.

HD-Pleasant placj near
Lake Marranocook, 2V4 story boo te, large
»u-v r...inis, good board, pleasant drive., horses
ami
references
MBS.
a
carriages:
CUAK1.KS SI AIVLEV,
28-4
^

SIUUKK

lASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHIMUL HALIFAX N. S

uian »

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

8T KAMKftl

COYLK, Manager.

vu

between Portland and

train

Pnrtlaad

m.

v— ■

oivo|mu*

Osss4 after

leave

im

u

day

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. KDGAK, G. P. A...

JOHN BROOKS and TREMQNT

_1.

on

May 21,1887.

Only $1.00.

B.

— i— a

Lowest (ares from Portland, Yarmouth J unction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago, *21.00 and *19.00: Detroit, *10.75 and
*10.00: Kansas City. *32.50 and *28.85: St.
Paul *32.50 and *23)00; St. Louis via Detroit,
*26.00and *21.26: St. Louts via Chicago. *28.60
and *24.90; California *82.60 and *63.76.

STEAMERS.

je!2tl

a

TICKET OFFICE

35

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

■t s p.

m.

m.

Parlor cars
Montreal.

cents

FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
sltemately
svery week day evening at 7 o'clock; arriving In
leuson (or connection with earliest trains (or
points beyond.
Through tickets (or Pravideacr, ■.•well,
tt'orrfMtrr, Mew Yarh, Ac.
Keturutng, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston •»srv »wk day evening at 7 o’clock.
SUNDAY TRIPS, leaving Portland and Boston

and
p.

Preaa Quebec, 12.15 p. m.
Prana Island Head. (Mixed) 8.56 p. m.
Preaa Daaville Jaacliea, (Mixed) 7.45

M* BOSTON
Fare

and

m.

m.

tKKII I I.S.
Preaa l.ewlsteu aad Aakera, 8.48 A SS.
18.15, 8.16 and 5.33 p. m.
Preaa Gerkaas, 3.46 Am., 12.16and 5.48 p. to.
Prana Chicage aad Muatreal, 12.16 and

smtHKHS.

TH rUtlTCLAM

IMIS,

Per Oaebee, 1.80 p. m
Per Buckdeld aad Caalea, 7.10 A m
1.80 p. m.
Per Daarille Jaacliea, (Mixed) 8.18

ap2Sdtl

principal streets; plenty of good water carried Into
the bouse; three minutes walk from depot.cburch
and one of the best schools In the State.
For further Information address L. M. BAILEY, FreeMe.
4-4
port,

TENE.

and ChicAge, 9.18 A

Par Meatrcal

1.30 p.

20-Rlde Ticket for Scholars.$1.00
••
50
Adults. 3.00
Only to be sold to residence and cottagers ol
the islands alter they move down.
C. W. T. OODING, General Agent.

on

OF

after MOM D A Y, May ill.
trains will raa aa fellewa

and

DEPABTCRBM.
P* t Ankara aad f.ewialea, 7.10 and 9.18
A m. and 12.46 acd 6.16 p. m.
Per Gerham, 9.16 A m. and l.SOand 6.15 p.

Children.16 cents
10-Ride Ticket.»1.00

male-In Freeport village, a
ltk
FOK
one of the
sfory bouse, pleasantly situated

TRUSS

for Has tea 1.00, 4.15 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scar
boro Crossing.

ON

Leave Little Diamond (or Portland. *9.35,
11.40, 3.10, 6.30 p. m.
Leave Oreat Diamond lor Portland, *9.30,11.36
a. m., 3.06,6.25 p. m.
Leave Trelethen’s lor Portland, *9.25, 11.30 a.
m., 3.00. 5.20 p. m.
Leave Evergreen (or Portland, *9.20, 11.26 a.
m., 2.55, 5.16 p. in.
*On stormy and foggy weather 'trips will not be

R

Sunday, Oct.'All, ISS7.

8.80p.

and after MONDAY, June Uth. and until
further uotlce, the Mwaner laia will run ss
follows; (Sundays excepted.) Leave Burnham’s
Wharf at 6.00, 7.00, 8.46,10.00 a m and 12.20,
Leave Casco
2.00, 3.00, 6.00 and 6.16 p. m.
Wharf, Diamond Island, at 6.80, 7.40, 9.16,10.20
a in., and 1.30, 2.30, 3.20, 6.46 and 6.46 p. m.
The 10.00 a m. and 3.00 p. in. trips will be made
around the Island touching at Diamond Cove.
JelldtfLEWIS A. GOUDY. Manager.

RETURNING-Leave Peaks’
for Portland.
•9.20, 10.50 a. m., 2.36. 5.25 p. in.
Leave Cushing’s (or Portland, *9.30, 11.00 a.
m., 2.46, 5.35 p. in.
Leave Long Island lor Portland, 11.15 a. in.,
2.45, 5.06 p. in.

effect

WESTERN DIVISION.

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.

Leave Portland for Peak’s 6.45, 8.S0, 8.00 9.00,
•10.30 a m., 2.1*, •3.15, 6.00,6.10 p. m.
Leave Portland for Cushing’s, 6.30, 8.00,9.00,
•10.30 a. m., 2.16, *3.15, 6.00, 6.10 p. m.
Leave Portland lor Long Island 8.00, *10.30 a
m., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Dtamond,
Trefethen’s amt Evergreen, 6.46, 6.46, 8.00,
•10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20, 6.10 p, in
Peaks' for Portrland
RETURNING-Leave
8.10, 7.00,8.30. 9.20, •10.60 am., 2.36, '3.46,
6.26, 6.30 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s for Portland, 6.50, 8.20. 9.30,
•11.00a m., 2.46, *3.36, 6.36, 8.40 p. m.
Leave Long Island for Portland, 8.45, *11.16 a
in., 2.45, 5.05 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond tor Portland, 6.20, 7.20,
9.10, *11.40 a. m., 3.10, 6.30, 6.60 p. m.
Leave Great Dtamond for Portland, 8.15, 7.16,
9.06, *11.35 a m.. 3.05, 6.26; 6.30 p. m.
Leave Trefetheo’s for Portland, 6.10, 7.10,
9.00, *11.30 a m., 3.00, 5.20, 8.36 p. in.
Leave Evergreen for Portland, 6.06, 7.06, 8.66,
•11.26 a m., 3.66, 6.16,6.40 p. m.
SUNDAY TIBI TAHLK,
Leave Portland for Peaks’, *9.00, 10.30 am..
2.16, 6.00 p. rn.
Leave Portland for Cuihlng’s,*9.00,10.30 a.m„
2.15, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30 a m.,
2.00, 4 20 p. in.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond,
Evergreen and Trelethen’s, *9.00, 10.30 a m.,
2.00.4.20 p. m.

y

Per Hasten 7.80, 8.40 a. m., 12.40 3.3C p. m.
Hesiou far Pertlaad 7.80. 8.80, A m.. 1.00.
4.00 p. in. (5.00p. m. arrlv ,ig Me. Berwick at
8.00 p. in., connecting with 9.35 p. m. train lor
Pertlued.) Scarere Brack. Pine Puial,
Sara, Hiddcferd 7.30. 8.40,10.25 a. m., 3.30,
•6.80,0.16 p.m. Old Orrkard, 7.30, 8.40,
In. 25 a. m„ 12.40, 3.80, •5.30,0.16 p. in. Mar Ik
Berwick,Great Palls, Deni 7.30,8.40 a.m.,
12.40, 3.30, *5.30 p. m.
Pieter, Haverhill,
l-awrroce, f.ewell, 7.30, 8.40 a. in.. 12.40,
8.30 p. in.
iteekesier. Paralaxlsa, Allen
Manchester
m.
Bay, 8.40A m., 13.40,
and Cancer I (viaLawrence) 8.40Am., (viaSo.
Newmarket Junction) 8.80 p. in.
•Via Eastern Dtv. to Scar boro Crossing.

myddtf_A.

On

MAINE R.

BOSTON AND

ALFRED RACE.

urdy
Squirrel Island, Boothbay, Heron Island,
South Bristol, East Boothbay, Cutrk’s Cove ami
Damarlscotta.
Every Thursday at 8.30 a.m. for Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island, South Bristol. East
Boothbay and Pemaquld.
Returning will leave Damarlscotta every Monday and Wednesday at 7.00 a. m., lor Portland
and Intermediate Landings.
Every Frtdy it 7.00 a. in., will leave Pemaquld
for Portland and Intermediate Landings, arriving
in Portland about 2.30 p. m., connecting with Boston boats from Portland. Through tickets sold on
the boat to Boston.
Positively no freight received alter 8.16 at Portlsnd on the day of sailing.
Kretght received and delivered by W. H. Bohanon on the wharf.
MONTGOMERY. Pres.

Bay

si mot tu.uu a. m. anu a.au

L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
RM). BRADFORD. U. T. A._my!7dtf

and after Saturday. Hay 6th, Steamer will
ONleave
Franklin Wharf every Tuesday and Satfor

Casco

r ruin yy.

On Saturdays, only, an extra train leaves Canton
3.00 p. m.; connecting with train due In Lewiston 6.15, and Portland 6.45 t> in.
Returning
from train leaving Portland 6.15 p. m.

Steamboat Co

Boothbay

—

Hebron Academy; Buckfleld 8.60 p. m.
lor W. Sumner and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.;
arriving at Peru S.30; Dlxfleld 0.00: Mexico
7.00 p. m.; also tor Brettnn’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave Mexico 0.00 Dlxfleld 7.00 a.
m.; arriving at Portland 12.16 p. m.

Jenks’ 7.30 a in., 2.16 p. m;
Hope Island 7.35 a. m., 2.20 p. m.; Little Chebeague 7.56 a m.. 2.40 p. m.; Loug Island 8.15
a. rn., 3.00 p. in.; arrive at Portland 8.45 a in.,
3.30 p. m.
On and alter June 6th, 1888, Steamer ALICE,
Capt. N. Haskell, will leave town landing, Falmouth, at 6 and 9.30 a m. and 6 p. m. for Portland. Leave Portland tor Falmouth at 8.30 a in.,
3.40 and 6.10 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIBLa.iManager.
my38dtf
m,, 2.00 p.

.Way 31,

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. in.;
Lewiston 7.30 : Mechanic Kails (mixed train)
9.00. Arriving at W. Minot 9.18,
K. Hebron
9.-52: BuckSeld 10.00; E. Sumner 10.45; Hartford 10.55; Canton 11.15 a. in.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 3.00, Mechanic Kails 3.16. Arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
K. Hebron 3.40; BuckBeld 3.60;
E. Sumner
4.05; Hartford All); Canton 4.36.
RETURNING— Leave Canton 6.00, 9.10 A in.;
arriving at Portland 8.45 A m„ 13.16 p. m.

aprlldtf_Preeport.

llarpswell

Littleton. Wells'Klv-

Montpelier, 8t. Johnshury, Newport, 8nerbrooke, St.Johns, Montreal, Burlington, swan ton,
Ogdenshuri? and West.

ands.

a.

-N^ter, White tie Id,

er,

On and aRer April 9th, 1888. the steamer Phan
tom, H. B. Townsend, Master, will run as follows:
Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Great Chebeague, Little John’s and Cousins Islat 7.16

Evening.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.

ClerK._mylHdtf

Freeport

same

('•■anrariai WONOAV, Or«. IO. IS7J.
ami until further notice, Passenger trains will
_leave Purllaad .is follows:*..13 a.

P. N. WEEKS, Manager.

WEBBER,

ON.

Portland and Ogdnnsburg R. R.

Sixty rides, adults. 3.001 cottagers only.

BLAKE, Widgcry’s Wharf12-1

_

AVKNTN WANTKD.

complaints of non-removal of
offal or os account of drivers not performing
their work properly to be left with the undersigned. In making complaints give number of
ea*. O. M. STAN WOOD & CO., 2U1. 263 and
265 Commercial St. Telephone W80.
may2d3m

dtf

—

MALE

IMPORTERS,

Portland, Me.

LtOK MALE
Pagoda tent, 15 feet square
A
withe feet walls; complete set of poles and
pegs, in good condition. Apply to W. E. ULMElt,
No. 188 Middle street, Canal Bank building. 18-1

WANTED

R. STANLEY & SON,
feb7

kind; neighs about 1060 lbs.; worth $125 but
sell ter *85 cash; may he seen forenoons atNEWBlillY STREET STABLE, near Cor. of Market
street,18-1

14-1

^C OTICK The steamer Greenwood, lighted
Xv by electric lights can lie Chartered for evening sailing parties until the 22d Inst.
Apply on
board, to 1L N. W EEK8.
lS-1

410ForeSt.,

or

and
will

HOARD.
cook

do geueral
capable girl
housework In a small family.
Must have
good references. Apply at 197 NEWBURY ST.
12-1

**-Tnpe Worms a Specialty. Tape Worms
removed tn from one hour and thirty minutes
to three hours.

sound

work;

WANTED-A

___14-1

Dr. JOHN F. TEUE 4c 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.

worker

14-1

girl
must be strong
..a net.
preferred. Apply between 4 and 6
Middle St., at GEO. E. BROWN’S
ROOMS.

WANTED—A ladv comuositor to work on
»*
tn«* uaa Fellows’
Register.
Apply to
SMITH & SALK, 45 Exchange street, Portland.

it Is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent and effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.
Bold toy nil XSrugglsta,
PRICE 35c* SCO. and Sl.00.

fok

w.umI I<,1

capable gb
WANTED—A
general bouse work
few miles from elf
firs
v

9b' z-Ir

helper

CREENWOOD.

Hurikm'i Wharf, Porilaad.
Between Custom House and Boston Hteamers.

new

troubled with rheuWANTED—Everybody
matism, dyspepsia, gout, jaundice, kidney

or

Murdock Liquid Food Co.. Boston. WANTED—1.1*
the country,
laundress win
mar28
WS.tM
TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR!

MALE—Good
nOKME
driver; afraid of nothing; safe

FOK MALE-—Good Road Horse,
Gentlemen who wear medium
HOKMK
15% bands, bay; sound and kind; Safe
WANTED
priced boots to look In the show window of for lady
to drive ;Can trot close to three mlnMen’s

as
driver for
sober, used to care
booknlg
up and must be used
to gardening. Address with priee per month ex
13-1
pected 199 D, Press Office.

COI'STRRFEITS.

_16-1

rooms

WANTED.

—A

all ages, in health

A

—

given

I*i

the

single
WANTED
private family; must be
of horses and
them

disease, as by the use of one tablespoonful four
times dally for an adult, it will cause a rapid
Improvement in nutrition, a better state of the
blood anu tissue, and a decided Increase In
strength. We use in our Hospital 200 large
bottles of every lot made. This gives a guarantee
of sweetness of every bottle sold, which is not
by any manufacturer of any preparation in
le world.
It is recognized by the Medical Profession as the ONLY KAW FOOD KNOWN free
from Insoluble matter, drugs, minerals, salts or
acids and contains the blood corpuscles.

BEWARE

con-

forty

our

adapted

—

TO LET.
known
the International House,
HOTEL,
India and Commercial streets,
about
first

with stable connected, both In first
88 Brackett street.
By
GEO. MILLIKEN.
mhSU

$1.20

desirable property, consisting
wooden house and lot of land,
comaioing about4000 square feet, situated in a
nice location, about three minutes’ walk from
City Building and very near to Lincoln Park. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR. Centennial Block.
I/O it m ,» L K
t id two story

MALE—The stock and fixtures of a firstclass grocery aud provision business In one
of the best locations In the city of Portland; fixtures uew, stock clean, rent low; this Is
going to
be sold at once and Is a rare chance for anyone
wishing to go into a well established business.
Address C. X., care of This Office.
13-2

Woodman
29-tf

B. B. Farnsworth & Co., in
GEO. W. WOODMAN, Agent.

K tllKII t

modem style,

spacious chambers 30x120,

LET—The
over

HOUSE
class condition.

<

MALE—A block ef two houses (new)
on
B Street, near new Depot;
nine rooms each, bath rooms,
cemented cellars; also house on A. Street, two
rents,« rooms each; price $2800 each. N. 8.
t; A Kill NKK. 40 Exchange
St,_10-1

IiWB
situated

MALE—Land suitable frr bouse lots.
-T Enquire of E. THOMPSON, 17 Woodford
street. Woodfords.
13-1

TO

TOTAL OPERATIONS

will be bold

being

Scar

two years furnished bouse, pos-

GIRLS
be cured by purchasing a tattle of ANTIAPOPLECT1XE and taking it according to
directions. It Is strongly endorsed by the leading
physicians of Montreal, as the only Apoplexy Pre-

at

given Oct. 1st. Enquire of F. A.
PITCHER, 306 Commercial, or MRS. L. T.
BROWN, 99 state Street.7-tf

=

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hospital for
Women Is being recognized in all parts of the
United States by the medical profession, as they
are sending ladies suffering for the want of an
operation (known as capital case) from all
sections.

ARE

can

10 rooms

large stable. For
PETER O’CONNOR,
particulars apply
United States Hotel.9-2

ble rental.
Fore street.

or

sufferer from any of this list of symptoms*
some of which warn you that you are liable to an
attack of Apoplexy ? Dbadness or Pressure In the
Head, Spots Before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpltatlon of Heart, Pain In Region of Heart with Feeling
of Suffocation, Kinging Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Pain In Small
of Back or Hip, Dry Cough, Flatulence, Sour
Stomach, General Debility, Loss of Appetite, Ac.,

12-1

LKT—In the centre of the city a good convenient down stairs rent of nine rooms very
pleasant and sunny with gas. Sebago, auu
cemented cellar; price *10.00; also one large
room, furnished or unfurnished In same bouse.
Apply to D. RAY FROHOCK, 203 Oxford St.

TTii*

deliver by mail.

LIQUID FOOD

a

street.

boardiug house;

Beniember, if a baby does not thrive,
do not change its food, but add Hve or
more drops of Murdock’s Liquid Food at
each feeding.

eod&w-nrmlv

TO

barber
ed and

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY.

aiifr1!2

LKT—In my house on Quincy street, a
good lent of five or six rooms, with gas and
Sebago; also a rent of six rooms with sebago, In
good repair. Apply to W. W. CARR, 28 Quincy

corner

953,

These pin* were a wonderful discovery. No others
Mke them In the world. Will positively cure or relievo
all manner of disease. The information around each
box is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always be thankful. Ok*
Illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everypill a dosb.
where, or sent bv mall tor 2.r> cts. In stamps. 1)h. I. 8.
Johnson ii Co., 22 Custom Hois* St., Boston, Mas*

order; last named rent 8 dollars. JOHN F.
PROCTOR, 93 Exchange St.12-1

taining

S

built, on Melbourne street, with lot 4Ux86.
House has eight rooms, nicely finished; work shop
on Hie lot.
Price low and easy termsMust be
sold immediately. JOHN F PROCTOR. Centen
ilia! Block.
16-1

on

as

hi

k

3
«,

1 doz., Adults
“
1-2 “
“
1
Infants

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON. MASS.

New,

rooms

on

Block.

O

Congress street-_16-1
sale-A 1*4 story bouse, thoroughly

LET-First-class rent of five
MALE—The very best gent’s $3.00 shoe
TO
High street, gas, hot water, bath room, etc. FOK
t» be found In this city; congress, bals and
Rent
Danforth street of six rooms, in good
this

TO

2
o.

When we remember that a large per cent, of all
food Is digested by absorption in the intestines,
and knowing the value of Murdock’s Liquid Food
in making new blood when taken by mouth, and
that each large Suppository contains as much
nutrition as a full quantity of Liquid Food if
taken by mouth, we can say no more in recommending tlie Suppositories than that the daily use
of them iu our h ree Surgical Hospitals for Women,
containing 1] 2 beds, confirms our claim

Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness In Body or Limbi. Circulars free.

Pill£
Make
Rich Blood!

TO

Maple St., Deerigg. Enquire of J. B. I)ON28-tf
NELL, 79 Commercial St., Portland.

When sick, and the stomach is unable
to retain food, you will And the Suppositories a great benefit, as they will
nourish the system and rest the stomach
so that it will be able to retain food in a
few days, and quicker if Are or ten
drops four times dally, and increase to a
teaspoonful, be taken of Murdock’s
Liquid Food.

If not Loot tiv

The Molt Wonderful Family Bemedy Erer Known.
CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs. Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough. Catarrh. Cholera Morbus. D?s-

o

Ok
« E

t-

h.

AND
USE.

®

®
o
> «>
>
o

0

INTERN.AXi

EXTERNAL

o

»

S

Z

Price 40 cts. Per Bottle.

UNIMENT

®

sts!
"

°

ANODYNE

°

,E

E

5

BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

JOHNSON'

®

ar >

Becom mended by EMINENT l'HTSICUNS.

eotllynrm

a

o

•-

mar28

£

*

E
F

-g

S

Sleep.

Trade supplied bi COOK. EVERETT & PENNELL'S
and J. W. PERKINS & CO.

*

5 .2 2

®

*;

mi

Restores Sound, Refreshing

FOR SALE

13-1

Me._

LET—Cottage at Eockbound Park, Peak's
Island; 7 rooms, two stories, four chambers,
roomy attic and look out; broad piazza; elevated
location; fine ooean view. Apply to JOHN F.
PROCTOR, 1)3 Exchange St.12 1

on

“■

Nursing Mothers,

®
»

O
u.

o

Cures Dyspepsia.

Priceless to

STRUCT, Willard.

rilO LET

2
®

-o
~

«

"

* wo

LKT—In Willard, C. E., a rent of seven
rooms, furnished with bath room, stable and
carriage house attached; good spring of water on
the place. Apply to 114 PEARL ST., or W. F.

_3-tf

«

«

DEPT.

AMs Digestion.

cftj/i /*»/«.’*

o

c

PHIL. BEST BREWING CO.

ot

TO

TO

£

to

MANUFACTURED BY SPECIALTY

LET—Nice lower rent, 0 rooms, West End,
near Congress SL;
easy distance to new
Depot; gas and sebago, good yard; also upstairs
rent 6 rooms, bath room, hot and cold water;
desirable In all respects; location central. N. S.
GAKDINElt, No. 40 Exchange St.
13-1

LKT—Old Orchard; a furnished cottage, on sea wall, 10 rooms, cellar, nice water,
good drainage, and first-class neighborhood, with
stable. Apply to IRVING BLAKE, 17 Church
street, Cambridge, Mass., or LEONARD JORDAN, corner Free and Centre streets, Portland.

IB
IB
®

k

24 PLUM STREET.

MALT and

Enquire

BROTHERS, head Long Wharf.6-2

Vase Orders.

A Concentrated

No. 88
modern
D. BOYD, No. 383
14-1

TO

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

jelfl_dim

Little

MASS

EXAMINTIONS

c

One of

BOSTON,

LET—Tenement In Boyd Block,
Federal St., downstairs; 7 rooms,
TO
improvements.
A.
Fore St.

463 and 455

FH»#t

-!

TO I.KT—Westbrook Calk,
Kalinoutb, Me., 4, Vi miles from Foil land;
near water; tine beach for bathing and boatlm.',
fishing;pure spring water; stable to accommodato
6 horses; steamer Alice will touch at this place
feur times each day. Address E. T. MF.lt It 11.1..
I ft-1
Portland, Me.

WATEKHOU8E,

K. C, D, E and W, In Opera and Common Sense
sly les. Also, the largest stock of Front Lace Boots
in Portland. We make a specialty of boots for
tender feet. Low ties In all styles. DEAN BEOS.,

Mi/t.lla

_14-1

SUIJCATIONAL.

THE

skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peerless asa Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.

So

ST.t

KEMOKTM.

MllinEK

Profession.

FOR rough

*> lihd of sugar loading at
Havana for the United States, *2.26@2
gold
per lihd of sugar from ports on the north coast of
Cuba (outside ports) for the United States at *2 60
<ft*2.K7Va gold.

**eod2w

CANNED GOODS and DRIED FRUITS.
132 STATE

16-1

Fine

Style Glazed DonhvttK
gola Button Boots, at 82 per pair; widths, A.

I.K’I

TO

Commission Merchants.
6eod3m

I.MI ksa l-K—Two house lots on Pearl street,
r
and one on Lincoln street, at 1500 each also
four of the best corner lots in the vicinity of Portland ; one of them has a fronting on Pearl street
and Grant street of about 360 feet, and coutaln
about an acre and a half of land; the eievatiou is
130feet; the view is tine; you can look over the
city onto the ocean and down the harbor as far as
the eye can reach; this is the place to build a tine
house and laud enough to have a One lawn and
garden, the next two lots are small but desirable;
the next lot is 200 feet on Grant street and 85
feet on Pearl street, with a French roofed house
and stable;good garden. 17 pear trees In bearing;
house contains nine finished rooms, cemented cellar and furnace, marble mantles, Ace.; Sebago
water In the street;
this property Is situated ou
the city side of Woodfords’ Corner, about a mile
trom City
and three minutes walk from
horse cars; and must be sold to settle mortgage.
Inquire of L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress street.
WALK—Ladies'

ENDORSED

•V

Medical

12 1

street.14-1

Frankfort,

Ar at

TO11

NUB (SALK.

STEAMER

Hall,

r—A furnished front room on ,'diiMjov
f‘2 per week. Address ROOM \l. If.

I

Agents.
FREDERICK C. HOWE i 810.,

do.

Sld I6U1, schs John Pierce, (new) Rogers, for
to load for New York; AD Parker,
Lee, and Anna E J Morse, Nason, Philadelphia;
C P Barrett. New York.
Also sld, schs Jas Barrett, Preble, New York;
California, Mortou, aud Oregon, Lewis, Boston.

asc,
licet
14 1

goi
Conn

KtHIlU,

F. E. Lovell,
E. Hopkins,

f..r

New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 15th, sell Carrie L lllx, Hix, Rockland tor New York.
NEWPORT —Ar 16th. sch Senator Grimes,
Warr, from Fall River for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 14tli. schs Kffle J
Simmons, Amboy for Portland; A Tirrell, Port
Johnson for Bath; Jerusha Baker, Machias for
Providence; Jas Freeman, do for Pawtucket; RF
Hart, Bangor for orders.
Ar 16th, schs Red Jacket, Amboy for Rockport;
Mary Laugdou, Hoboken for York ; F A Magee,
Ellsworth lot Roudout; Milford, Rondout for St

vears;

Boston.

AND

Bridgeport.

Passed the Gate 16tli, schs Mabel Hall, fm New
York for Boston; A K Woodward, Elizabeth port
for Calais; Johu Somes, Amboy for do; EC Gates,

one

11m

always
money;
low rent. W. F. CARBCTHEKS, 11

BROKERS

Pendleton.
12tli, Edward Kidder,

Valparaiso;

,,f

NAI.E-$800 buys stock and fix Mires
FOR
cash grocery and provision store;
by
30
d t
made

party

S. Hamilton,
I*. O. Mnlley,

H. H. RICKER & CO., Wholesale

O

Sid fm Cardiff 16th iast. ship Servla. Gilmore,
San Francisco.
Sid fm London 15tb, ship Patrician, Kenney, for
New York.

confecmai.e
nice
harness,
customers;
pays
horse,
Ac.; splendid
$30 per week: 111 health. W. F. CAKRliTHEKS.
Ml
11 Court St., Boston.

W. F. Could,
Varney A Could,
Ceo. C. Litelifield,
W. II. Jewett,
D. W. Hescltine A Co.
Timmons A Hawes,
Clobe Tea Co.,
F. W. Shaw, in the city and Diamond Island,
Liltlelield A Co., in the City and Peak’s Island.
Peter Cram, E. A. Sawyer, J. A. Pine, nnd Brewster A Co., Peaks’
Island.
Knupp Bros. A Co., Cape Elizabeth Depot.

Je8

(' V KitUTil KBS,
14 *

F.

W.

Lo»T-

INLAND NTEAtRKKS

lady’s gold

A

fixtures of cash

$or.o, cigartotaeruand
For
tionary route; finest team In Boston:
set

W. J. Coburn,
C. L. Homsted,
R. II. Parker,
H. W. Hale,
J. C. Koberts,
C. A. Cuplill,
Johnson A Lambert,

Crystal Spa Itestauriint,

FBOM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Staples, Iqulque.

good streets West End.
11 Court St., Boston,

E. K. Ouenthner,
H. P. Folsom A Co.,
E. W. Stevens,

Portland Cigar Store,

Also sailed, barque Kapha.
SUNDAY. June 17.
Arrived.
Sch Gen 8 K Merwln, O’Nell, Newport NewsSell Elite J Slminons, Bulger, Jersey City.
Sch Johu Mi Plummer, Orchard, Banks, with
26,000 lbs fish.
Sch Van, (Br) Milton, Sheet Harbor, NS, with
canned lobster to Burnham &|Mornll.
Sch Shepardess, Tibbetts. New Harbor.

Pisagua Apl 1, barque Jas

a

stock

W. L. Wilson A Co.,
H. II, Huy A Son,

II. L. Stimson,
A. W. Smith.
United Stnles Hotel,

sells Millville.

EAST MACHIAS, March 14—Ar, sch Nellie F,
Huntley, Boston.
June 16—Sid, sch Lone Star, Church, Boston.
ELLSWORTH. June 10—Sid, sch Allaudale,
liemick, Portland.

can

merits of the

•‘Feotiliar to Itself.”

Kelsey.

bor.
SAILED—Baraue Jos Baker
Jus u Dean, Mary E Morse.

have in stock and

Murpliy Bros.,
Ueo. C. Frye,
W. W. Whipple A Co.,

Sell Junletta. Iliukley, Aduisou—J H Blake.
Sch Sarah Hill, Lane, Camden—Kensell & Ta

bag^aST* 100
lc«Bboxes, 7,3(X)

hh<,sw#re

United

New York—J B

Barque Ocean Pearl, Doull, Bear River, NS,
to load for Cuba—Chase. Leavitt & Co.
Barque Jos Baker, Eaton, Bangor, to load for
Feruandina—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sell Brameall. Drlukwater. Sullivan, to load for
New York—W 8 Jordan & Co.
Sell Millville. Brannon, Kennebec, to toad for

Lancaster.

male—At appraisal stock and fixtures
strictly first class family grocery store,
over $200 per day, on the principal
street in a smart city with 20 miles of Boston:
trade best In the place; run by present owner 15
years; 111 health cause of sale; Investigation will
prove as represented or no sale; capital required
W. F. CA If KUTHKKS, It
*r.,000 to $0,001.
14 1
Court St., Boston.

watch and chain;
somewhere on the shore road between Portland
and Cape Cottage or In the Held nearly
opposite
the Prentiss Coring cottage and on
westerly side
of the main road;
watch is engraved with owner’s name; tinder will be liberally rewarded hv
*
leaving same at THIS OFFICE.
13.!

and
MALE—$1800,
FOR
grocery, finely fitted throughout; well selectFINEST TEN CENT CIGAR IN THE MARKET. ed
stock; established 40years;location corner 2

Kelsey.

Coyle.

to the

W. and O. GRAKTD.

SATURDAY, June 16.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Barque Carrie E Long, Park, Perth Ambov—
coal to Randall & McAlilster. Vessel to Ryan &
Sch Carrie A Lane, Dyer. Norfolk—coal to Me
CeutRR.
Sch Kate M Hilton, Johnson, Georgetown, DC—
coal to P & R RR.
8ch Pocahontas, Sawyer, Baltimore—coal to
Sell Minnie C Taylor, Burns, Philadelphia—coal
to D S Warren.
Sell Franklin, Terry, New York—RR Iron to
B & M RR.
Sch Hiram, liiblard, Calais for New York.
Cleared.

following dealers
testify

PORT OF PORTLAND

bins’ and*!*62 hhH.11'®
iaboi,B36,000 bagsV anTwo hhdS* “f whfo'fe
b“ES a“d a"
week'

Tlie

marine_news.

Ar at

I.OMT AND EOl'ND.

business of

You

Havana Market.
are

City of Chester.. New York.. Liverpool.... Jne
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.. ..Jne
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Jne
Fulda.New York..Bremen.Ive
Sueva.New York. Hamburg.... J ne
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Jne
Rotterdam.New York..Rotterdam. .Jne
La Bourgogne..
New York..Havre.Jne
Claribel....New York. .Jacrnel, Ac, Jne
City Alexandria..New York..uav&VCruz.Jne
Nevada.Now York Liverpool... Jne
Atlas.New Yolk. Hayti.Jne

SOM KKSKT—Sill

—

OATS.

...

ti

BVMNEIM CHANCE*.

FOK
of

KJtOM OCR COHBBgPOKDKNT.

Print Cloth Market.

at

Jne
Alps.New York..Kingston
Umbria.New York..Liverpool.Jne

Stocks.

BAN KKANCIBCO.June 18, 1888—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day;
Potosl. 8 80
Union.4 30
Sierra Nevada.4 20
Best &.Belcher. 4 85
Con. Cal. * Va. 10V4
Mexican. 4 65
Gould & Curry. 3 95
Oplilr.
8Vfc
Yellow Jacket.
6k*
Hale & Noreross.. 8
Sierra Nevada.
4 20

10®3

Normandie....New York..Havre.Jne
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool....Jne
Kms.New York..Bremen.Jne
Germanic.New York..Liverpool....Jne
Alliance ,.New York..Hlo Janeiro Jne
Alene.New York.. Kingston,&e.Jne
Valencia.New York..l,aguayra—Jne
Manhattan.New York..Havana.Ine

16
16
li>
I'd
20
20
20
21
21
21
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
26
26
26
27
30
30
30

a

(By Telegraph.)

eddo at 3

niRCBLuntoc*.

FOB

La

Philadelphia—Ryan

Stock*.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, June 16 1888. The following ar
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal. 33
Hocking Coal. 18%
nouiesiaae.
1084
Ontario. 30 00
Quicksilver. 10Vk
do preferred
KGVi
Amador.
2 60
Lon. CaUSi Va.11 85
Union Con.1 4 75
Onblr. 8 12
Yellow Jacket. 6%
California

FBOM

104%

Onio&Mlss..19%

wouldn’t.

To be free from sick headache, bii
lousness, constipation, etc., use Carter’s Little
Liver Pills. Strictly vegetable.
They gently
stimulate the liver and free the stomach from bile

10

8AILINC DAY8 OF 8TEAM8HI PS.

Eider.New Yyrk..Bremen.Jne

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. Rn
ARRANGEMENT

OF
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Wanted—Lady.

For Sale—Faintly Horse.
To Let—House.
Summer Boarders,
Geo. C. Slmw & Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.

VIother..
MRS. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING BYKUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It Is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all
pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best kuowu remedy
ior diarrhoea, whether arising from
teething or
other causes Twenty-five cents a bottle.
••

tanlO_FM&W&wly
Angostura Bitter, is known as the great
regulator of digestive organs all over the worldHave it in your house. Ask for the geuuine article, manufactured by Dr. J. a. Stegert & Sons.
eod&wlw
junelS
_

Not one In twenty are free from some
little aliment caused i-y inaction of the liver. Use
Carter’s Little Liver Fills. Tlie result will be a
nln.iannt ■ura.lan

Than ndna nnoltiva oallaf

d&wlw

jiineia

Baz.au—Tills beautiful weekly pubwelcome visitor to tbe parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week lias been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.
H

a

in-ten's

Ucatlou is

a

AN EXPLANATION.
WUal is this "nervous trouble" with which so
many seem now to be afflicted? Ii you will remember a few years ago Lite word Malaria was
comparatively unknowu,—to-day it is as common
as any word In the English language, yet this word
covers only the meaning of another word used by
our forefathers In time past. Bo it is with nervous
diseases, as they aud Malaria are Intended to cover what our grandfathers called Biliousness, and
all are caused by troubles that arise from a diseased condition of the I.t ver which in performing
its functions flnding it cannot dispose of the bile
through the ordinary channel is compelled to pass
it off through 'the system, causing nervous troub
les. Malaria, Bilious Fever, etc. You who are suffering can well appreciate a cure. We recommend
Green's August Flower. Its cures are marvelous
»ovl

__dlycTu
MUNICIPAL COURT,
11KFOBE JUDGE OOCLD.

Satubday—James A. Conwell, Jr.
l’lea not

seizure,

F. Clark’s

Search and

guilty. Discharged.

Michael Lee. Larceny. Flea guilty. Sentenced
to 4 months in the county jail.
Oscar M. Snowman.
Breaking and entering.
Flea not guilty.
Examination waived. Bound

sefyn,

Hamilton, Frank, Boyd,
Hinckley, Morrill and a few

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
It is said that the Falmouth Club will

oc-

cupy the Sweat house ou State street.
It is said that seveu weddings are to occur in this city next Wednesday.
Tlie Portland Cadets will hold their annual
Field Day at the Waldo, Little Chebeague,
June 27th.
The meeting o£ the Veteran Republican
postponed until auer tne Kepubllcan
nominations at Chicago.
The splendid schooner yacht Ambassadress
arrived at this port Saturday night and sailed
is

yesterday.
C- E. Jose & Co., Burbank & Douglass and
It. S. Band will close Saturday afternoons at
2.30 p. m.

Saturday three horse cars on the Deering
line carried over 2200 passengers, the greater
part of whom visited the cemetery.
Burglars broke Into Mr. Brackett’s house
on Elm street.
They found a bag of crackers in the pantry, emptied the crackers, filled
the bag with frosted cake, then departed.
The water pipe connecting the new tank of
the Street Sprinkling Company on Vaughan
street burst Saturday night.
No serious
damage resulted.
There were 19 arrests last week, of which
14 were for drunkenness. Several seizures

Saturday, including eight and
one half barrels of ale and 62 bottles of
lager.
June 25th the recruiting office will be rewere

made

moved to Fore street.

Since Aug. 1st, 1887.
there have been 400 recruits examined and 100
accepted.
The

Fraternity

reunion occurs at

Long

Island tomorrow and it Is hoped that there
will be a lull attendance. A shore dinner,
music, dancing, etc., will be enjoyed.
The Cape Elizabeth telephone line to the
Two Lights is progressing rapidly.
Poles
have been erected to within about a mile of
the Lights and by Thursday of this week It
is expected that the line will be completed.

President Dow, M. A. Holden, and B. M.
Hill of Auburn, were added to the Commercial Travellers excursion committee

Saturday

night.

The Puksb has outlined the pro-

gramme.
The annual meeting of the Maine hotel
proprietors will be held at the Preble House,
June 29th. There will be a banquet In the

evening

and a visit to the Ottawa House the
next day.

The missionary packet Alert, of Boston,

owned by the Congregatienal Sunday School
and Publishing Society, lies at Portland Pier
and will remain here untlj
Wednesday. She

supplies religious books, &c., to isolated
places, and holds meetings there.
Mr. John Logan had a serious fall from a

ladder, placed against a store on Congress
street, where he was painting. Friday.
Luckily he stru?k on an awning In front of
Sawyer’s confectionery
serious injury.

store and escaped

Some person entered the gardens of C.
Dyer, Charles P. Kolfeand James A. Leavitt
on Cedar street, and stole a
large number of
plants. They pulled them up by the roots,
falrins,

.11
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St. Albans

Comuiandery, accompanied by
Chandler’s Band, will make its annual excursion to Lake Winnepesaukee and Alton

Bay, July 12th and 13th. They will spend
the night of the 12th at the
Pavilion, Wolfboro.
A pair of bay mares weighing 1500 pounds,
and an iron gray horse weigiiing 1400, arrived
Saturday

for the Fire Department.
They
are fine animals, bred in Ohio.
The Hayes
truck will have the bays and Falmouth 4 the

horse.

...

others.
Division Commanders—Miss Annie Davies, iu
charge of the Fraternity boys.
F. W. McDowell, in charge of Park street division.
Bev. Mr. Phelan, in charge of the Preble Chapel Sunday School.
c-nrii

m. iianou,

in

cuurae

ni mu urai aim

Asylum.
Arrived in'tbe station fourteen cars under
the charge of Conductor George Thomas
carried the children to the lake.
There all
kiuds of games were provided.
There were
kites and balloons provided by Mr. Clark,
and foot ball aud base ball, with sails over
the lake In the steam launch. Col. Farrington provided an excellent dinner for the children. Each child received a mammoth sandwich, turnover, two doughnuts, two cookies, two sticks of candy and an orange,
ft
took 150 loaves of bread. 1200 mince and
apple turnovers, 2500 doughnuts, 2200 sugar
and 2200 molasses cookies, 120 pounds of candy and 1200 oranges to fill the bill. The band
played its best selections, and all went merrily. Tlie children behaved far better than
more fortunate children usually do and there
was but one accident, and that trifling, during the day. A boy named Brown fell into
the water but was quickly pulled out by
Officer Hughes. When the train, at 4.30 p.
m
left for home, the children gave three
rousing cheers aud a tiger for Mr. Clark.

morning, the pastor,-Rev. Henry Blanchard,
preached a sermon on “The light which

from the battle of Bunker Hill to
light us on the way today.” The text was
taken from I Maccabees 111-19.
“For the
comes

victory of battle slandeth not in the multitude of an host; but strength coiueth from
heaven.” In opening, Mr. Blanchard said:
This day, Sunday, June 17, 1888, is the 113th
anniversary

of the battle of Bunker Hill. To
the patriotism of all who are In this church,
the day ought to make appeal. To me it has

PERSONAL.

a special interest.
My ancestors and relations were citizens of Charlestowu before
and after its burning by the British.
The
first child born when the town was rebuilt
was a great uncle.
The ashes of my grandfather lie within one of its graveyards. As
a boy of ten, 1 remember the crowds in the
street when Webster pronounced his oration

Mr. W. P. Preble has gone to bis summer
cottage.
Mr. Joseph A. McGowan, cashier at the
Grand Trunk freight depot has gone West on
two weeks’ vacation trip.
Mrs. Otto Wiederow and daughter of California, formerly of Portland, are visiting
Mrs. J. A. Tenney of this city.
a

at the completion of the monument which
commemorates the battle.
He then spoke
of the growing determination of the colonists
not to submit to taxation without represen-

Lieut. Michael Mooney, First Maine Battery of Volunteers, and who served under
Sheridan in the Shenandoah, was burled in
this city Friday. Canon Sills officiated.
We regret to state that Mr. E. G. Crabtre
has decided to discontinue the publication of
the Eastern Gazette at Yarmouth. He made
it an excellent local paper.
Grand Patriarch L. P. Woodbury of
Lewiston, was in the city Saturday, on his
return from an official visit to Hobah Encampment, I. O. O. F., of Saco.
F. E. Richards, Esq., State Bank Examiner and wife, who have been at the Falmouth
this winter, have returned to their summer
residence at Camden.
Mr. Daniel F. Gerts, one of our oldest citizens, who has been visiting his son in Chicago, for the past eight months, returned last
Thursday, and is stopping with his son-inlaw, Mr. N. G. Fessenden.
The numerous friends of Henry C. Bagley, Esq., a member of our Common Council
irorn ward b, win regret to learn that he
contemplates removing from our city and
State.
Hon. Thomas B. Keed and family arrived
home from Washington on the 8 o'clock train
Saturday evening. Mr. Beed returns early
in the week, his family remaining at home
during the summer. Mr. Reed is looking

tation—of Putnam and Prescott and Warren
—of Gage and Lexington and Concord. He
then described the intrenching on Breed's
Hill. Prescott listening to the sound of the
sentinels’voices on the ships of war, the
surprise of the sailors, the alarm in Boston,
the attack, the two retreats,the final charge,
successful because of the American supply
of powdet; the burning city, the death of
Warreu. The battle showed, as Franklin
said, that the Americans would fight; that
England had lost her colonies forever. What
the light to be seen in the momentous
battle brighter than the flash from the hewas

roes’guns? The light which came from
freedom, enlightened by education and glorfied by religion. Of this, Prescott, Putnam

and Warren were incarnations.
He would have young and old study tills
great story of the battle.
He would have
them see how the sons of that day inherited
from fathers who founded Plymouth and

Massachusetts colonies.
The light which
shone on that hill in battle is the light to
light America on its way to glory.
Not the
light of freedom, but the freedom of educa-

tion and religion.
Let us see that we have this as we go forward in our history. Bet us see the freedom
of today won though Bunker Hill, the war of
1812, the awful days of the civil war. At the
Third Party convention.the motto said: “No
Sectionalism in Politics.”
A Southern orator thanked God that slavery was dead—that

well.

Solomon G. Comstock, who is successor to
Hon. Knute Kelson in Minnesota as the
nominee for Representative to Congress,
left Maine but a few years ago.
His career
is a sample of what Yankee pluck and energy will do. He is a native of Olamon in this
State, and got bis education by working on
the boom m the summer and studying in
winter. He read law with Hon. S. F. Humphrey of Bangor, and at that time was a
member of the debating club with Hon.
Henry Lord and other gentlemen. Mr.
Comstock is a cousin of Gilman, now on the
Bangor police force.
Mr. F. E. Manson, for two years y member
of the editorial staff of the Kennebec Journal, has resigned his position to accept the
second editorial position on the Lowell
Morning Mail. Mr. Manson is one of the
best known and ablest of the young
journalists of Maine and the Lowell Mail is to be
congratulated upon the accession to its editorial force. The vacancy on the Journal
will be filled by Mr. Joseph Williamson, Jr.,
a well-known and popular Bowdoin
graduate of this
summer.
Another promising
young Maine newspaper man who has gone

he

Among the exports last week were 26,032
feet of pickets, 296,088 feet of lumber. 3,500
box shocks, 20,400 gallons of oil, 48 dozen
shovels, 24 dozen chairs, 7,853 pounds of cord"
age, 1,623 yards cotton goods, 36 cases of corn
shellers. The imports included 1,435 cases
canned lobsters, 7,500 feet of spruce boards,
10,100 live lobsters, 462 puncheons, 10 hogsheads and 10 barrels molasses.
The new and elegant steamer Merriconeag,
of the Harpswell line, made a trial
trip Saturday afternoon. Everything worked smoothly, aud the return trio was made in
i,n..r
There were about seventy-five Invited
guests,
and the afterneon was most enjoy
ably passed.
Among the guests were Hon. Wm. G.
Geo. W. Beale of the Portland
Company,and
James A. MeCoy of the A. Booth
Packing
Co. of Chicago.

Davis]

Fine Cars.

Nos. 03 and SC cars of the Portland Railroad Co., have been built at the company's
shops on Spring street, at a cost of $900
These cars will run on the line to
each.
Congress street Station, and are fully the

equal

in workmanship to cars made bp J. G.
Brill & Co., of Philadelphia.
They are of
ash, trimmed with cherry and upholstered in
The iron work was done by
cherry plush.
the Portland Company and the Portland
Stove Foundry Company.
The ears aie

handsomely decorated

and lettered.
Mr. C.
P. Garland and Mr. W. S. Hovey had charge
of the wood-work and painting.
The Lady and the Salmon.
The Portland lady who Is with her husband salmon fishing near the eastern shore
of the Province of Quebec, bus just bad a
novel and Interesting experience.
She

hooked a large fish and after a full hour's
fight with it, finally won the battle. The
salmon when landed was found to weigh 42
pounds, probably the largest salmon ever
caught by a lady. Her husband says that
if the fish
could hare held out a half hour
longer he would probably have pulled her
into the river.

now

an

future

his window, thinking that some of his
neighbors had gone to his clerk and got him to
open the store that they might telephone lor

The High
its

rations

the bridge toward the city, accompanied by
the fellow who had been standing outside.
Both were dressed in dark clothes, and one
was somewhat taller than the other.
On entering Mr. Dyer found that three
holes had been drilled in the safe and the

In this connection we may say that
the contest for the Paine medal will be
rowed for in this harbor by the
junior members of the Cumberland Club

shortly.

Portland Commandery.
Portland Commandery, with Chandler’s

Band, left for Charlestown, Mass., last evening at 6.05, in a train of four cars via the
Eastern Division of the Boston & Maine.
They numbered over one hundred Sir
Knights, under the command of Eminent
Commander Sir J. E. Sawyer.
They had
with them Most Eminent Grand Commander
of

Maine,

Sir J. A. Locke.

Passed

Through Portland.
Sellon, who killed Sinclair, passed through
Portland for Boston on the 2 a. in. train yesterday morning, for his home in Massachusetts, having secured bail in Bangor,

chase and sale of fish. One agent will do all
the buying, and give fishermen $8
per hogshead.
He will resell to the packers at $11
per hogshead, and the profits will be held in
the treasury of the association, to be finallydivided among members who have lived up
to the rules of the association.
Capt. William Anderson.
In the death of this well-known
ship master, Portland has lost one of its aged and estimable citizens.
Capt. Anderson came to
this city thirty-four years ago and has during all that time been a resident of Munjoy
Hill. At the time of his death he had been
a ship master for more than a half a
century,
In personal appearance he was tall, erect,
and of a commanding form and benignant
countenanoe.
Few finer looking men have
appeared on our streets.
He was a man of
few words and of a generous and sympathetic nature, irreproachable in character and
universally esteemed.
Among the several
aged citizens, who have passed away during
the present year, none will be more missed
and lamented than Capt. William Anderson
He leaves a widow, who has been his companion for fifty years, and two sons and two
daughters; also several grandchildren. His
funeral took place yesterday at his late residence on Atlantic street. Rev. Mr. Frost, of
the Congress Street M. E. Church conducted
the servico assisted by Rev. Mr. Wright, of
*
the St. Lawrence Street church.

E.

1^ Will lot fourtd a.
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A Fine

We offer one more chance to all in need of
Seasonable Dress
<«oods, to buy them at HALF PRICE.
We have
returned from

offer to

20

customers m the

our

pieces

10

LAST PURCHASE for litis

our

was

chapel of

State street church at 4 o’clock.
The Boston Post says of Mrs Drake:
“All
who have listened to her lectures unite in
in earnest commendation of her wsrk, believing that her special study in the subject
with which she deals, her ability as a public
speaker, and above all, her true womanly
sensibilities eminently fit her to present the
truths whl/th

chn

nViomnlnno

fl.1*

»»

who have listened to her in the two lectures
already given will heartily endorse the
above. Single tickets may he obtained at
the door and for the course at a reduction.
The W. C. T, U., under whose auspices this

day’s outing.

The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in the city for
last
week was 12,
from the following

*

causes:

which

season

made of evergreen, eacli on
banner.

a

pure white

exceedingly pretty and
appropriate, and the address by the pastor.
^
Penn, l). I)., in which mention
Bejp
>
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Paralysis.
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Irish American Relief Association.
The Irish American Relief Association
was formed In this city twenty-five years
ago. The society intend to celebrate the occasion by having a gathering of the members
and tlieir families at Long Island, Wednesday, June 20th. The committee in charge of
the
celebration have arranged with the
Harpswell Steamboat Co., to have the use
of the new and elegant steamer Mepriconeag,
The steamer will leave Custom House wharf
at 10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
All members debiting tickets may procure them from the

to the occasion.

Savior was
The programme

follows:
Anthem by Choir.

I

H l>
S. v

n/vnnniart almut Ivnlf

then made to the audience in behe spoke
of
of
the
church, and predicted that they were about
to witness a great revival of God’s work.
The day, as a whole, was a great success,
and will long be remembered.

Sunday school, in which
its flourishing condition; also

FREE STREET CHURCH.
At Free street church lust evening the decorations were very pretty. On the front of
the reading desk was a beautiful floral
star,
a memorial to Kiehard Webster.
Iu front of

the pulpit flowers were bunked, and on
either side stood large vases filled with
flowers. The exercises were appropriate to
Children’s Sunday, and very attractive. This
is the programme:

20

“

33

“

45

“

8

“

10

“

$1.00 French

«

“

50

25

“

$1.00 52 inch AH Wool Tricot at
French Finish Matines at

12 1-2

“

15

“

38 inch All Wool Tricots at

42

“

Quality of

ure

but A FEW of

at

our

Hark

liowu

<

Scripture Reading.
Song by the Children—“We march with happy
heart.”

Prayer.
Exercise—"The Unspeakable Clift.”
Selection by Choir.
Song by Sunday School.
Exercise—“Little Barbara’s Hymn."
Superintendent B. M. Edwards here submitted Ills report of which the following is
an abstract:
“This lovely June day In all its freshness
and beauty is full of hope and promise; the
songs of tlie birds find an echo in our hearts
and voices; we, too, should praise God, out
of a grateful sense of his abundant goodness.
What can we render to Him for the sparing
mercy of the past year, which has left our
numbers unbroken, not a member of our
school so far as known having been removed
by death. Superintendent, teachers, officers,
scholars, all among the living, to thank God;
few ;have
the changes during the
been
year; it
pleased the school to retain
me as superintendent. Mr. Charles Thurston
having resigned the office of assistant superintendent, Mr. J. f. Chote was elected to
till his place, and Mr, Thurston is now librarian, and Ills two assistants are Mrs. How
aud Mrs. Baker. Tlie library has been placed
on a good foundation; substantial bonks of
real merit have been added to the library,
and mauy of the old books rebound. Among
our teachers there have been few changes:
a wider field of usefulness opened to two of
them who have been connected witli tlie
school for many years, Mr. and Mrs. .Staples,
and we reluctantly parted with them; resolutions exquisitely engrossed by the shillful
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cod&w l ytopofcoicd

Shopping You Should
Carefully Examine

CARRIAGES
Kegular Phaetons, In three widths of
seats. Standing Top Phaetons, Bracket
Front Top Bnggles, the most comfortable and popular carriage in the market,
Coi ning Top Buggies, to sizes, end and
tlmpkin springs, open Business Wagons,
Beach and Express Wagons. These Carriages are made in the latest and most
elegant designs, from the best material
known to the trade, under the superintendence of the most
SKILLFUL WORKMEN,

Hanson 0. Larrabee
THE MART,
& Co.’s

biliousness and

aud

builds up the whole system.
"My son was afflicted with the worst type of
scrofula, and on the recommendation of my druggist 1 gave him Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Today he is
sound and well, notwithstanding it was said there
was not enough medicine In Illinois to
effect a
cure.” J. Christian, lllipolis, 111.
“I had salt rheum on my left arm three years
suffering terribly. I took Hood's Sarsaparilla,
and the salt rheum has entirely disappeared.” H
M. Mills, 71 French St., Lowell, Mass.

Hood’s

And several other bargains
on TO-DAY.
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EVERY BLIND.
lone; experience enables us to furnish TRUSSES
tically constructed of the best material.
Our

A Perfect Fit is Guaranteed in

aEO.07FR.YB,
M.W&Ftf

WARM WEATHER

JunelO_
WE WANT

585

TO DO YOUH

tiOBH AM.

PRINTING.
WK WILL DU IT qi'M'HI/Y.
WK WILL DO IT CHKAFLV.
WK WILL 1*0 IT WILL,

Mlanr.

lteade 8t., S, Y.

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
Kxchnugr Hi., Portland,

IWe.

eodtf

dlawM4iv

CCJIUIEB HOAKDKHM-Parties wishing
country lioard, please address M. C. BUR.Gorlmm, Me., Box 4, one and one half
mile from depot.
City references._
18-3
to

a

13
•JO

PEB BOISTH,
MILV,
“
x

“
X

X

,130
J.OO

X

j.ao

Customer, can commence taking lee at an; time
will be continued until
stop Is received at the office
myieddw

the; desire, and deliver;
notice to

UNDERWEAR.
We can only say we have a complete line of Ladies’, Children’s,
and Gents’ Underwear, the quality the best and the prices the low-

This is the Top of the Genuine
Pearl Top Lamp Chimney.
All others, similarareimitation.
This exact Label
is on each Pearl

Top Chimney.

est.

We shall pnt

on

sale this mornCen-

A dealer may say
and think he has

ing, one case of 1 yard wide
tury Cloth at « I -4c.

others

The best for $1.37;

one

at

$1.00

per

at $1.25;
every yard

one

yard;

warranted.
A full line of colors in all Wool
Henrietta Dress Goods, 40 inches
wide, at 50c; regular price 61c.
bilk Warp Henriettas, in black,
at 98c; regular price
$1.15 per

as

good,

BUT HE HAS NOT.
Insist upon the Exact Label and Top.
Fot Sale Everywhere
Mare only iy

CEO. A. MACBETH & CO.,

WATER,

FIRE, ACID and ALKALI

PROOF

24

Pittsburgh, ft

4400D*, HOW,

al

STREET.

PLUM

yard.

an

PIANO!

d Eve-

a ru
a

SAMUEL THURSTON,
ft*. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

vv,,

It. B.-Aik l« ike HI KOKTT OKI-A*

NO.

246 MIDDLE ST.
ntf

IudestruetaMe

Well

24 PLUM

018TUM two

TO

ORDER.dtf

Pipes.

STREET.

STREET.

an

position
B. BAINBRIDUE, Manager. 30

LH»-In
of coupe llli?
axle.

PRICES FOR FAMILIES ANO OFFICES:
IO Iba

pair.

Mauson G. larrabee

GROCERS,

CONGRESS

Street,

—

eodSw

own

larK® octagon

nut to box

Finder will be well paid by
697 Con*re« street. FEBNALD l
18-t

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Rooms 93 Frartllu 8t„ Portland, Me.
REED treats all chrome diseases that tlesh
Is heir to; all cases that arc glveu
up as incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take their ense to treat and cure
them. 1 find that about four-fifths of the cases
§ ven up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
or residence nad one 2 cent
stamp and $2.00 Examination at the office, $1.00.
Consultation free
Office hours 8 a. m. to » p. m.
sepl4tt

DR.

CO.,

587

AND

ment.

CO.,

lady, active and Intelligent, to
LKT-Lower half of bouse
WANTKD-A
represent. In her
out firm. TOstreet. 7 rooms, rent $20 per
loeallty,
required.
Permanent
and

References

tffurn&!nat
»AW\KR.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

AND

Jel8

Milk

dents’ Hose at 10, 12, 17, 19, 25,
37 and 50c a pair.

Je9

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

33

CO.

The sole agency o! thla world renowned Instru-

funded.

CEO. C. SHAW &

Sfo.

$1.00 A YARD.

goods from tie local trader.
Even if procurable tho prices
are generally so high that those
purchasing their supplies of
us are well repaid.
All goods will be neatly and
securely
packed and delivered, freight paid at your nearest railroad
station or steamboat landing.
We guarantee the goods to
reach you in perfect order, and anything
proving unsatisfactory can be returned at our expense and money will be re-

ENVELOPES.

RINES BROS.

a

lin, Blue, Grey, XIode,
ning Shades at

Is at hand and families will soon flock from the
city to their
summer homes.
We wish to announce that Our system of
delivery enables them to buy their supplies of us as well as
when living in town. At most of the inlaud and seashore
resorts it is difficult to supply tbe table with choice fresh

They regulate the Bowels.
Small Dote. Small Prioe.

ICE

Our $1.25 Silk
Warp Henriettas
at $1.11 1-1 yard.
Our $1.25 colored Silk Khadames lu the exquisite shades of
Brown, Blue, olive Green, Gobe-

d&w

Uouth,CoatedTongue,
Jraiu In the Side, TOR-

inyl7

Portland, Me.

-_____

Ladies' Hose, 3 pair for 25c; regular price 12 l-2c pair.
Ladies’ Hose, full regular, 2 pair
for 25c; worth 25c a pair.
Ladies’ Hose at 19,25, 37,42, 50,
02, 75c; and Silk $ I a pair.
Children’s Hose, 5 pair for 25c.
Children’s Hose, 4 pair for 25c.
Children’s Hose at 25c, 33, 37,
und SOc a pair.
dents’ Hose, 5 puir of full regular, mode colored Hose for #1;
never have been sold less than 37c

“fiUlNET" BLACK SILKS.

Every lustauce.

Corner Congress and Franklin Streets,

Hearty Eating. A per
Feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi-

CLARK & CHAPLIN
\o. 33 Market Street.

prac-

We would call special attention to our
Improved Pad. By
their use the most difficult forms of HERNIA
can be
retained.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
indigestion and Too

9? I-7

stock may be found

our

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC
OF

these Little Pills.

B. THURSTON &

HOSIERY.

to begin

UJ

(Positively Cured by

Small Pill.

we are

CO

SICK HEADACHEfe

PID LIVER.

_Jelu

Agents for Maine
State Prison.

—

OWEN, MOORE & GO.

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. fl;slxfor$5. Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mas*.
iuu uoses one

One lotChallie Detain* sat 6 l-4c
per yard; good value at lOc.
One lot Cream White Seersuckers at 4c per yard.
One lot Colored Scrim al 4c per
yard; worth 8c.
Another case of that Cream Lace
Scrim, 40 inch wide, at 7c per vard.

twenty-five,

headache,

Plum Street,

half,

The Easels at a dollar and a half,
The Linen Towels at twenty-five cents,
The Linen Handkerchiefs at twelve cents,
The Fancy Collars for Children at nineteen
cents.
The Men's Summer Underwear at fifty
cents,
The Ladies’ Silk Hosiery at one dollar.
The imported Walking Sticks at twenty-five
cents,
The Ladies’ Silk Gloves at twenty-five cents.
The complete Lawn Tennis Sets at nine

In

dyspepsia,

Middle Street Prices!

The Art Squares at a dollar and a half,
The Fancy Parasols at a dollar and a half.
The Flannel Outing Shirts at a dollar and u

DEATHS

cures

Sole

YOU OUGHT TO »EE

Miss Susie H. Leighton.
!u Union, June 14. Capt. L. T. Whitmore of
Rockland aud Miss Cora Sleeper of Ualon.
In Bath, June 14, Edward Kennedy of Bath
aud Miss Matilda Greeu of Truro.

thousand different forms and cause*
of suffering. Scarcely a single peH
son Is entirely free from Its effects.
Hence the
necessity of a reliable blood purifier like Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which eradicates every Impurity, and
gives to the blood vitality and health. It cure*
scrofula, salt rheum, humors, boils, pimples, and
all other affections caused by impurities or poisonous germs in the blood.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla also
overcomes that tired feeling, creates an
appetite

COAL.

MAINE PRISON

on

In Deerlng, June 12. by Rev. Edwin P. Wilson,
Jos. F. Roberts and Lottie W. Mountlort, both of
Falmouth.
in Cape Elizabeth. June 6, Wilburn A. Sargent
aud Miss Alice B. Libby, both of
Cape Elizabeth.
I11 Dresden, June 10, Charles Morang and Miss
Lizzie Farnham, both ol Newcastle.
Iu Kucklield, June 5, John D. Gerrisli and Lulu
WardwelL
In Sedgwiek, June 10, Emory Grlndle and Miss
Lillian urludle.
In Dedham June 10. N, P.
Libby of Banger and
Miss Lizzie M. Burrlll of Dedham.
In Augusta, June 14, Roscoe E.
Penney and

a

FOR

Committee on Public Buildings will receive
sealed proposals until Friday, .June ID, 1888
>t ♦ o’clock p. m., lor seven hundred and lllty trnit
jf best uualfty Lehigh coal, broken, and two hunlred anil fifty tons o( best quality Lehigh coal,
•gg size, 2240 pounds to the ton, to be delivered
uid out In and trimmed In the bins at surh of the
jubllr buildings and scbool houses of the city,
uid at such times as may be designated The coal
o be In all respects of the best duality, and In the
>est order, and te be well screened on the wharf
jefore delivery, and weighed and Inspected by
mch weigher and Inspector as the committee
nay; designate.
Separate bids will be received at the same time
hr five hundred tons of Cumberland coal, suitable
lorsteam purposes, to be delivered as above.
The committee reserve the right to reject any or
all bids. Address
CHAM. J. CHAPMAN,
Chairman of Committee on Public Buildings.
Portland, .lane 1C,
Jelfild

Benediction.

Impure Blood

FUHTUSD.

PROPOSALS

warranted by the State and are sold
upon the testimony of our largest Carriage builders, at prices which It Is impossible for them to compete with.

Offering.

Appears in

Wlhdex,

oire-T,,

city AOifcH rniim:xT>.

DontTake/ny Other
JNO. FiNZER & BROS.^.ouisville1KyC

good

Singing.“Onward, Children, Onward.”
Address...Rev. C. H. Spalding.

this city, June 17, Marlon, only daughter ol
George W. and Alice F, Moody, aged Hi years
and 6 months.
Funeral tills Monday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
In this city, June 17, Maria Louisa, daughter of
the late James O’Donnell, Esq.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from No. 66 Grant street Burial private.
Iu North Yarmouth, June 16, Mrs. Sarah J.
Pierce, aged 79 years.
In Durham, June 11, Beniamin Roberts, aged
80 years.
Ill Newcastle, Juno 13, Ephraim Hall, aged
73 years.
I11 Damariscotta, June 14. Fellows S. Knowltcn.
aged 66 years.
In Bucklielo, June 7, Lizzie, wile of Dr. J. C.
Caldwell, aged 36 years.
In Winter Harbor, June 9, Addle A. Whitehouse, aged 7 years.
in
nun, June /, miss Lizzie wimten, aged
58 years.
In Saco, June 14, Jotui w. McCollum, aged
27 years.
At the Sailor’s Snug Harbor, Staten Island, N.Y.,
Juue 12, Capt. Sami Young, a native of Woolwich,
aged 07 years.

riuiu

are

—

Political Notes.
The Penobscot County Democrats hold
their convention next Thursday.

A FAIR TRIAL.

Sewer

DEPARTMENT.

0,

THE

OLD HONESTY

$4.00
3.75

BERRY,

and @a\d

nol Tor onion my.

$9.00 Muslin Suits, Lace Drapery,
7.00
Pipe,
Mixed Gray Suits for
Mad. Acid Prod.
5.00
$9.00 and $10.00 Wool Suits for
$6.75 and 7.50
24 PLUM STREET.
N. Y. Pattern Suits worth $12.50 for
10.00
French Serges, Henriettas and Albatross
When Making Up Your
Suits for
$12.00, $13.75 and $15.00
Memorandum for
We can give employment to a few more

WRITING PAPER

gregational church yesterday morging by
Rev. George W. Reynolds, pastor. The text
was from 1st Timothy, 4-10—"Take heed to
thyself and to thy teachings.” The discourse
was able aud eminently practical.

4M, fid

DON'T FAIL TO GIVC

prices.

Miss Jacobs’ Class.
The First CUlldren’s Day.Lizzie Partridge.
Singing.........“Arise! ye Valiant Hearts.”
Three Little Texts.. Edith Hall.
Good for Nothing.Anna l’ratt.
How tlie Flowers Grow.Mattie Hopkins.
Token of God’s Love.Maud Pearson.
Staging.• •.“Forward Go In Glad Accord.
Presentation of Bibles.

Rev. E. C.
...uBoiuuaiy ui the Deaf I
Mute Mission of Maine, held a conference
AN i
meeting with the deaf mutes of Portland at
the Mission yesterday forenoon. The service at the Mission was of a very interesting
character. Last evening ttie hall was filled
See what we sell this week:
to its full seating capacity.
After a very
1 package of 120 sheets nice paper for
spirited testimony meeting. Rev. S. F. Pear9 cents.
son preached a very impressive sermon from
1
of 120 sheets extra paper
John ill., 14. Meetings are held every eve- for package
15 cents.
ning at T.4S o’clock.
1 paper of 120 sheets cream paper for
10 cents.
Real Estate Transfers.
Nice envelopes—>25 in package.—4
The following transfers of real estate in cents a package, or 5 packages for 18
cents.
this county have been recorded at the RegisEvery hotly will buy at these prices.
try of Deeds:

The baccalaureate sermon to the graduating
class of the Gorham Normal School was
preached before a large audience in the Con-

BOV

customers and friends who want nice fitting
and best of work, should leave their orders
with us. All Dresses cut by a Tailor.
The ladies
who have charge of the fitting and
draping thoroughly understand their business and are sure to
please. Visit this department and learn our prices.
We are now offering Ready-made Suits at low

SLIT

Bulldiii*.

eoulw*

STEPHEN

OLD HONESTY Plug CHEWING Tobacco
it made from the BEST BURLEY LEAF!
for CHEWING ONLY!

Basques

member.

Portland Eltzaketli W. Fuller to E. Doran.
*10.
W. G. Davis et al. to I). W. Clark. *1.
Westbrook—W. W. Lamb to Mary A. Merrill.
*1 etc.
Rearboro—E. A. Ward to V. D. Ward. *1 etc.
Baldwin—1.. Parker to 0. Wee man. *1 etc.

Boom 511, Oxford

-u.

our

sewers.

BIBBER,

_le±5_

DRESS MAKING.

-----

Otf

JULIA

STENOGRAPHER,

CLASS ARTICLE IN

AND

CARD*

Eichakoi St., Poktland, Me.

MISS

IP YOU ARC LOOKING FOR A FIRST*

$6.00 Muslin Suits for

31 Vi
feblS

ON
EACH

3t

CLOAK

it!

M
iil

Please call

Prices.

iel8

singing.“God’s Kingdom 19 Coming.’’
Opening Address.Mada Cleaves.
Bible Lessons.From Nature.

Strwd.

«P

EASTMAN BR0S&BANCROFT

Bastiste Suits,

Kxrnanire

HI MINKNR

PLUQ

All

BAILEY & CO.

loftioiwers and CominisMion Herfhanl>
mjtr14_

LOOK
FOR
THIS

and see and be convinced.

ness, Bad Taste In the
ig transpire at the meetihers Lodge, No. 4,1. O.
.y evening, which will be

F. O.

«. W. SUES

AT A REASONABLE PRICE

«

Prayer.Pastor.

K
T
■'W

TZiTZiSB**

J. A. HAYDEN,

cts. yard

20

Diagonal

p. in.,
house

rooms, and
feet; terms

irranxed for two fainies: lot «<>» 110
known at sale: Inquire ul W. II.
tVALDKO.N. or Ilf the Auetloneer.
|e16d6t

we

Organ Prelude.

_

(I.

i>

1..

was
appeal
half of the

me* T. Estes.
1 K. Bickford.

were

^m^gift of God as a

well'll ted

(iiafniirta

wajf.

Corinthians, ix.
15, “Giver, God; Unspeakable Gift, Jesus;
Receiver, Man.” The words “giver, unspeakable, gift and receiver” were made of
white letters on a background of evergreen,
and tlie words “God, Jesus and man” were

wa

gathered were patience, politeness, punctuality, perseverance, prayer and piety. His

Mayo street; has 111 Bobbed

STENOGRAPHER

50 cts. Cotton and Woo) Goods at
75 cts. 44 inch Goods at

a vast amount

Diseases.
Accident.

the text taken from II.

The exercises

benediction.
At 7.30 in the eveniug a large congregation
gathered to hear the pastor’s address on
The children of the
“Gathering Pearls.
babbath school
occupied the front seats, and
at his request helped him in his sermon
by
answering in a very amusing and spirited
manner the questions he asked.
The pearls

AUCTION.

Salesroom IS

following prices, viz:

50 cts. AH Wool Goods at

These

AUCTIONEERS.

tell the two story

17

just

the market with

Recitation.

Mrs. Drake’s Lecture to Women.

The third in the course of lectures by Mrs.
Drake will be given this afternoon in the

^—-—7

tobefjad.

..

Hugh Leighton.
Singing.
.School.

CO.. ^

REAL ESTATE
so.

DRESS GOODS SALE

MARRIAGES.

elaborated nob beautiful. The
secretary.
bed bOlowers and
numerous bouquets i«jd and
Odd Fellows.
of
p^*8iupids
flowers ado rned the front and backSl the
The following officers were elected ut the
platform. Besides the bouquets there vJte meeting of Portland Encampment, No. 19, of
large palms and other tropical plants a^ JJAiFellows, Friday evening, June 15:
ranged to form a back ground nnd over these
C. Hudson.
were

communion table

staited out. As he approached a
map rushed
out of the store and started on the run over

friends.

fifty-fifth anniversary

last night, and
there was a large attendance at the exercises
which were very pier ,
The floral deco-

physician, a thing they often do. But after
thinking what the man standing in front of
the store said to him, he became suspicious
that all was not right, lighted a lantern and

Saturday
evenings, besides those who will take part
in the singles, and a number of
boating

STREET SVNDAY SCHOOL.
Street Sunday School celebrated

II1UH

a

Off for Worcester.
The Cumberland and Dirigo crews chosen
to contend in the regatta at
Worcester today,
left for that city on Friday and

by the ordinary seine boat.
Plenty of very small mackerel are reported to be in the vicinity of Block Island, but
not worth catching.
A syndicate,
including all the Eastport
sardine packers is said to have been formed
for the purpose of
regulating both the purone

American citizen.
But
this must
go
education.
course is given, would be glad to see PortThe
new day must have the new education.
The
rising generation must be trained in body, land ladies give >{rs. Drake audiences equal
to those she calls out in other cities.
mind and soul. Two enemies of the broadest education exist in America, the Usman
The Locomotive Engineers.
church and the great flood of immigration.
Against both America must staud on guard.
the members of the BrotherYesterday
Education comes through public debates as
well as in schools. In the future, the ques- .hood of Locomotive Engineers and their
friends to the number of about two hundred
tions of g'.ving the ballot to women, of the
reform of the tariff, of extending the presileft the city by a special complimentary
dential term to five or six years, with proviso
train over the Portland & Ogdensburg, at 9
of
for
re-election, will be consid- o’clock for
meli^.hility
ered. bo also the foremost practical
Sebago Lake where a very pleasreform,
the reform of the civil service. But these
ant day was passed. At noon a picnic dinare for the platform and other
ner was en toyed and later a sail on the
days. The
church, however, must consider and con- steamer Manchester
up the lake, turning
demn the saloon in politics, and must dearound Frye’s island and return.
mand arbitration instead of appeal to arms.
The time
That education must go with religion. He
spent in the grove was delightful, and it was
had tried, in former sermons, to show the
about 0 o’clock last evening when the party
four steps to religion.
Last Sunday he had
spoken of choosing the Religious life. This reached the city on their return from the
was

with

is the one in which thought of God is the
master thought, and faith in God the master
feeling. This is what America needs. Its
highest form, he must believe, is Unitarian,
Universalism. In all the churches there are
men and women who have abandoned the
old beliefs, but still make outward shew of
to Massachusetts, is A. A. Reed, son of P.
assent. Men in high position have utterly
M. Reed of Bath, who has accepted a
abandoned
the old tjieoiogy, but still help
posiold organizations. The future needs sincerition on the Boston Advertiser.
Mr. Reed
ty, courage, reasonable religion.
Freedom
was formerly Bath correspondent of the
and education alone can give such a
religion.
Press.
1 he leaders of this must everywhere helionored and followed.
Burglars Open a Safe at East DeerMr. Blanchard here pronounced a
high euing.
logiuin on James Freeman Clarke, claiming
him as one of the leaders of Liberal ChrisAt about 2 o’clock yesterday morning the
of Uuitarian-Univerbalism.
neighbors in the vicinity of Mr. Dyer’s store, tianity,
In closing, the speaker made an earnest
situated just across Tukey’s bridge in East appeal for patriotism. In the
coining camDeering, were awakened by the report of a paign, men must rejoice in the Republic;
put away sectionalism; be generous to oppoheavy explosion in the direction of the store.
nents; believe that all parties seek the good
Mr. Dyer opened his
wiml'JW^ffBAJooking of the country. It was hatelul to see any
out saw a man standing in front of
the-store, party claiming that it had all the brains or
patriotism of the country.
the door of which was open. “What do
By the light
yoit- ■which comes
from Bunker Hill the country
want?’f asked Mr. Dyer.
“Kothiuar" said
may progress in freedom, education, religion
the mao, “it is rather a hot night and I’m
orator may say with Webster,
I hank God, 1—1 also—am an American.”
just out taking the air.” Mr.
closed

lock completely shattered by pow der or some
other explosive, and the report of the
explosion was what roused the neighbors. He at
once telephoned the police station that burglars had broken open his safe and that they
were retreating over the bridge toward the
city. Three officers were at once dispatched
to head off the men, but they did not succeed
in doing this. The thieves got only
in
coppers and a counterfeit five dollar bill.
Deputy Marshal Crowell says that he is inclined to believe that the men who blew open
the safe is the gang, or a part of the gang, rf
burglars that has been operating in t'uid Vlcinity for several weeks past.

In

1 0. BAILEY ft

WEDNESDAY, June 30. at 3 o'clock
[ i* we
shall
slate roof

..

..

AUirioa *«• m

BY

Iiuuui.ua

Female Orphan

niRt'ELLANEOI’l.

tn OurPopularBrand

,,

Dyer

Messrs. E. T. Burrowes & Co., the screen
manufacturers, have bought out the contract
for taking down the Old City Hall from Mr.
Cunniugham, paying him several hundred
dollars for the transfer, and they will use
the material for their factory now in process
of construction on Centre street, adjoining
their present building.

|

apvebtihebiewtb.

_SEW

tral

Merriman’s Baud.
Chief Marshal, M. II. Gilbert.
Aides—Edward Woodman E. D. Noyes, W. M.
Ingraham. Sterling Dow, Jr., Hupert Baxter,
C. F. Flagg and Messrs. Gould Holden.
Sawyer, Strout, Thomas, Bailev, Jos-

aiiss

CHILDREN’S SUNDAY.

The Cenevra Wins the Race.

lives. Ills great excursion given Saturday
to the Fraternity hoys. Treble Chapel, Deaf
and Dumb School, Female Orphan Asylum
aud Children's Christmas Club, gathered
some 1000 boys and girls to whom such an
event will be a '.marked day in their existence. Hon. Stanley Tulleo, Mr. M. B. Gilbert, Mr. Hiram Cook, and a number of gentlemen and ladies were of great ussistauce to
Mr. Clark in gettiug the children to the Portland A Ogdensburg railway station in the
morning and looking out for them at Lake
Sebago. When the great procession passed
down Park street at a few uiomeuts before 9
o’clock, It reached from Commercial street to
Congress street, and the bright, happy faces
of the children and their constant cheers
showed what enjoyment they were taking.
The line was as follows:

Dumb school.
The matron tn charge of the

baud of ilr. Shaylor, and elegantly bound,

were sent to them in Philadelphia, in which
we, as a school, endeavored to set forth our
PINE STItEKT CHCBCH.
appreciation of the work they had done i
among us. There lias been a marked interest
The Moral decorations at Pine Street
in
The wind blew light and squally Saturday
missionary work among the various Church were
A border seme
very pretty.
and only three yachts -stalled in the race for classes; every class but one, after eontribut ; eighteeu inches wide
of purple lilacs extendshare to the support of the school,
lt,s
the challenge cup over the eighteen mile tri- |UB
has also taken up some definite
missionary ! ed across the entire front of the pulpit, and
angular course. The Willy, which lias held work; the Board of Foreign Missions, the the large lower panels of the
organ were Hllthe
Indian work, schools in ed solid with
the cap two years, did not enter, and neither
purple and while lilacs, daisies
the South and West, and local charities have
I
did the Willie, Capt. Taylor, although the all been assisted
and othpr Gowers, all making a background
by the elassev
latter boat sailed over the course.
The Children’s Mission Circle has met very boautilul to look upon
Over the cenwas
every
panel was a portrait of the late Kev.
start
made
at
10.30
afternoon
o’clock and the
from November to
The
Saturday
Llias.
S.
ami
lias
an
were a numApril;
Clark,
it
ueneath
given
and
lias
entertainment,
boats crossed the line in the following order,
A very
brought in its offerings to the Mite Box ber of baskets died with Gowers.
the official time of crossing being given:
haudsome
Moral
cross
and crowu, a memorial
Party, with a rf suit of S130.GD. Envelopes
ol
the
for
late
Mr.
M.
on
the
T,
have
was
beeu
birthday offerings
Clark,
platcirculated
placed
_H.
form near the front.
The other memorials
Marie..7.10
sg
a | in the classes during the last six months,
were a Moral star of choice Mowers it) memoIdler.to
ag
40 j teachers and scholars being invited, as their
Genevra.10
4S
8
birthdays come, to contribute as many pen- ry of Freddie Steadman, a baskctlin memory
,1
23
of Fannie Clark Thomas, a basket in memoWillie.lu
nies as they were years old. The result lias
of Jenuie L. Chase, an anchor in memory
The measuring committee made the followbeen most satisfactory; the
money so raised ry
of
Mrs. K. A. Gurney, a bouquet in memory
is
used for the improvement of the
ing time allowance taking the Willie as a
library
of flattie F. I.ovejoy and a basket in memory
thus
the benevolent work lias been so sysstandard :
of Willis 1‘erham.
tematized that, after paying all bills, a large
All of these tributes
Genevra.1 minute 22.8 seconds.
margin remains for the furtherance of the were made of choice Mowers and were placMarie.2
61
ed
ou
the
platform In front of the border of
Gospel. We have had no special festivals,
Idler.9
19.8
lilacs.
the Mite Box Party seeming to be the chief
Wreaths of evergreen were strung
The Marie kept her position from the start,
over the pulpit completing the decorations.
social affair. The infant class, under the diThe
the Genevra and Willie gaining on the Idler.
rection of the able teachers, has increased in
congregation was large and the exerWhen the yachts squared away for Green numbers: there have been additions and cises by the children interesting and approThe following is the programme
priate.
in some of the adult classes, and the
changes
Island tile Genevra and Idler itad a stout
that was rendered so pleasingly:
average attendance has been satisfactory; a
race and at 11 a. ut. the Idler passed the Geufeeling of mutual helpfulness and interest Hinging.By die School.
lias pervaded the school. The exercise in
evra and kept the uositiou until alter roundPrayer.
Exercise..
the Sunday School Quarterly for the opening
ing Green Island. The Marie turned first, and
Edith Berry, Georgie Beaie, Ethel Verrill.
of the service ha< been adopted
closing
Recitation.• Rock of Ages.”
followed by the Juno—not in the race—fol- and meets with favor. God has been
pleased
Alice Fern aid.
to own and bless the instruction of our school
lowed by the Idler, Genevra and Willie.
Hinging.Choir.
Here the Genevra forged ahead of the Willie by the seal of nis spirit, and twelve of our Recitation...
scholars have uuited with the church since
Georgie Gerrlsh.
in windward work. At 1.10 a good breeze
last J une.
Garden Plot.
Recitation.My
came from off shore and the Genevra gradMamie Wilbur.
After this report the programme was conually gained on the Marie, ami at 125 took
Staging.Children.
the lead, rouudiug the buoy a few minutes
tinued as follows:
Recitation.Time Enough.
Maud Clark.
later, closely followed by the Marie. Three
Song.
mu
Reading.The Legend of the Organ Builder.
DUO
IT 11IIC imSBCTI me
Address
by pastor.
mitiy UUU
Mildred Sawyer.
collection.
squared away for borne. The Juno turned at
Solo..... ..Florence Callaghan.
Chant-84th Psalm.
1.40, followed by the Idler three minutes
Recitation.Mamie’s Piece.
Song by School.
later. From that time the relative position
Nina Hatch.
Benediction.
,,
was maintained, the Oenevra going further
Recitation.Rover in Church.
ahead and crossed the finish line at 2.31.00,
Florence Woodbury.
Fish.
the Marie following at 2 30.35.
Staging.
With time
School.
allowance figured in, the Oenevra wins the
Monday, the steamer Novelty arrived at Kxerctse.Memorial Offerings.
race bv nearly five minutes.
Her owner,
Boston with 1U0 barrels of salted and 30,000 Recitation.The Church Spider.
Ned Thoits.
Capt. brown, sailed her.
pounds of fresh mackerel.
Collection.
The steamer
The Viva, Commodore Berry, carried the
Choir.
regatta committee, and the members of the Novelty’s lot was bought by two firms, SMBtag.By
Letter.
Heading.Fapa's
Messrs. Potter & Wrightingtou and DeButts
Helen Savage.
press. The Juno, Clarence and Whisper
sailed in the race but did not enter.
The it Daggett, at au average of $13 per barrel. Recitation.I Want to be a Man.
The Restless sailed for New York to meet its
Johnny Perhain.
The cargo of salted and fresh mackerel
Song— ..Daisy Buds.
owner, Capt. E. b. Mnllett.
Nina Hatch.
stocked about $’5500, This was the result of
Recitation.Spring Song.
PULPIT AND PLATFORM.
a two weeks’ cruise.
Edna Libby.
The Novelty’s steam
.Tire Queen's Oift.
launch works like a charm. With it she was Recitation
Florence Callaghan.
THE BATTLE OF BUS ICEIi HILL.
enabled to throw seines around nine schools
Reading.The Legend of St. Franclsca.
Maud Van Biarcom.
At Congress Square
church yesterday
in about as short a time as it takes to
scoop

Pic-

Mr. Ira F. Clark lias the good fortune to
be congratulated on doing more good in a
day than many men accomplish in 'their

over.

uiuu

Children's

nic.

NKW A1)VKKTlsEMKNTS.
Trusses—Geo. C Frye.
Klues Brothers.
Ka tman Bros. A Bancroft.

Advice

Ira

THE CUP RECATTA.

to

L.

TAYLOR,

385

Congress

Wo. 5 WfeMl
month. Apply

street.

18-1

men driveu bv
\ r.ii
mam:
ladles tor several years: color black s 1000
pounds. Inquire at HlTCHINtiS'STABLE. 18-1

FOK

REVERE HOUSE
BOSTON.

Near Boston aud Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated. and

now

kept

on

the

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentlemen’s cafe and billiard-room added, aud first-class
in every respect,
IIOCMI*

IHOU #1.00 A DU IP.

i. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.
codSm

apr^7

LEADING
S .8. White’s, II. D. Just<*N, and
Johnson A Lund’s Best
Teeth.

$5.00

PER

SET.

worM^andu'epr'.ce.ia*

teen years have ranged fror.i $lo.oo to $16.00
and even $20.00 per set. Wilmington Teeth
$4.00 per set. Gas free to a) l who wish to have
one or mure teeth extracted without
pain. Gold
Killing $1.00 and upwards, silver Vlllings 6o
cts. to 76 cts. Cement or Clone
60 cents.
Killings
Appointments hy mall will receive prompt atten-

Or. F. J.
4W1-2
m<ir^

BONNEY,
Congress, Cor.

■

_

U’D

Cftf

BETTER CALL AT
'it PLUM
STREET,

FOR

514 CONOR ESS STREET,

I^RTLAND

DRAIN PIPE.

WE.

*

AM AVNDmunV

MAKE

Dentist,

of Brimn.

PHOTOGRAPHER

STUDIO,
lor a sitting when you have a leisure J®". Noth
Bnlshed
lug give, as much satisfaction as
chUdren » )WI
Photograph of yoursels. your making
It easy for
Frlemls. I>mI, o»c Si.kit
|Uie chlldreu or older persona.,

aJlnrtJ

OPP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL,
sep28

;

dly

